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Chapter I

The Nature of the Problem

What is an effective teacher like? What does she do? We

do not really know. Mitzel says: 'More than half a century

of research effort has not yielded meaningful, measurable cri-

teria around which the majority of the nation's educators can

rally. No standards exist which are commonly agreed upon as

the criteria of teacher effectiveness" (Mitzel, 1960). Ryans

(1960a) and Biddle (1964) agree.

Most educators may agree that good teachers should possess

certain characteristics and should behave in certain ways.

For example, they may agree that a certain minimum of intel-

ligence is necessary--though no one knows what this minimum

is--and that a "good" teacher should be kind and not cruel,

dependable and not undependable, imaginative and not dull.

They may also agree that a teacher should be punctual, self-

controlled, well-adjusted. Indeed, most educators, if allowed

free choice, will probably say that teachers should be alert,

just, fair, efficient, resourceful, and so and on through a

long list of "good" adjectives (Barr, 1950; Mitzel, 1960; Ryans,

1960b). We demand, in short, that teachers be more virtuous

than individuals in other occupations.

Agreement on "good" characteristics, however, does not

solve the criterion problem. The trait list must be narrowed

since no individual can possess all, or even most, of the

characteristics. Which traits are the crucial ones? Agree-

ment is now more difficult. Can we all agree, for instance,

that teachers should be moral, religious, warm, aggressive,

loyal, and sensitive? Are these traits more or less impor-

tant than such traits as dependable, intelligent, conscien-

tious, and thorough?

Although there is no really satisfactory evidence on the

qualities of effective teachers, educational life must go on.

Teachers must be hired or not hired, fired or not fired. Ten-

ure decisions must be made. What are the determinants of

these decisions? What do administrators and board of educa-

tion members look for in teachers? What are the determinants

of judgments and estimates? Are there, for example, percep-

tual and judgmental factors within the administrator of which

he is more or less unaware, factors that influence his per-



sonnel decisions as well as decisions on other matters? The

major purpose of the research reported herein was to test the
proposition that there are such factors or determinants and

that they are an important part of judges' perceptions of the

effective teacher.

The approach of the study bypassed the di6ficult crite-

rion and prediction problems and concentrated upon the crite-

rion-setter and judge. The study tested, in a variety of

ways, the basic hypothesis: Judgments of the characteristics
and behaviors of the "good" or effective teacher--and the
"bad" or ineffective teacher--are in part determined or influ-

enced by judges' attitudes toward education.

A second large purpose of the research was to study the

factor structure and content of attitudes toward education.
While a great deal has been written about what are, in effect,

attitudes toward education, little empirical research has been

done to test accepted and assumed notions about them. For

example, around the turn of the century John Dewey (1902)

outlined two fundamental points of view on education which

were later called "progressivism" and "traditionalism." Since

then, thousands of words have been written and spoken about

progressivism and traditionalism, but little research has been

done to determine their empirical "reality."

Most educators probably recoil from the dichotomy implied

by the terms progressivism and traditionalism. There is lit-

tle doubt, however, that individuals are often sharply divided

in their beliefs on curriculum, subject matter, method, dis-

cipline, and the like (see Brubacher, 1962; Morris, 1961; Dupuis,

1966). The usual assumption about the underlying nature of

educational attitudes and beliefs seems to be that they are

unidimensional and bipolar. This means, of course, that edu-
cational attitudes form a single continuum at one end of which

is extreme progressivism and the other end extreme tradition-

alism. It also means that the progressive is an anti-tradi-

tionalist and the traditionalist an anti-progressive. There

is little research evidence to support this assumption. Indeed,

the evidence to he presented in this report indicates that

the assumption is probably incorrect. A major proposition
of the present study is that educational attitudes are dual-

istic and, in general, bipolar only under certain relatively

infrequent conditions. This means that there are two rela-
tively independent dimensions or factors of educational atti-

tudes that correspond to Dewey's descriptions and that can be

called "progressivism" and "traditionalism."

A third purpose of the research was to study the factor

structures and content of perceptions of desirable traits and

2



behaviors of teachers. The assumption behind most of the think-

ing and writing about teacher characteristics, like the as-

sumption behind the nature of educational attitudes, is that

the characteristics range themselves on a continuum from very

desirable to very undesirable. This assumption has rarely been

questioned--and is probably wrong, if the evidence to be re-

ported later can be trusted. In fact, part of the present re-

search is based on the notion that the domain of teacher char-

acteristics is multidimensional and not unidimensional. There-

fore, perceptions of teacher characteristics will break down

into two or more factors. Two of these factors should appro-

priate most of the common factor variance and should be con-

gruent with the two basic factors of educational attitudes,1

In sum, the present study has three major purposes: (1) to

determine the relations between attitudes toward education and

perceptions of desirable characteristics and behaviors of teach-

ers; (2) to study the factor structure and content of attitudes

toward education; and (3) to study the factor structures and

content of perceptions of teacher characteristics and behaviors.

It must be emphasized that the study is not concerned with the

actual traits and behaviors of teachers. Its focus is on the

perceptions and judgments of these traits and behaviors and on

the relation between educational attitudes and these perceptions

and judgments. Such an approach accomplishes two things, One,

it bypasses the old and somewhat ambiguous problem of the ac-

tual traits possessed by effective and ineffective teachers.

Second, it may lay a partial foundation for theory and research

on the important problems of educational decisions and how they

are made. (See Kerlinger, 1963.)

The study wls done in five phases, and the organization

of this report reflects these phases. In Phase I, the rela-

tions between attitudes toward education and perceptions of

teacher characteristics were explored in a 2-methodological

fashion (Kerlinger, 1966). Judges or persons educational at-

titude and perception factors were studied and related. The

emphasis of this phase was strongly on the judge and his judg-

ments of the desirable traits of teachers. In Phase II (and

subsequent phases), an R-methodological approach was used.

Scales constructed to measure attitudes toward education and

perceptions of desirable teacher characteristics were admin-

1While a theory of attitudes has been developed to explain

the structural attitude predictions of the study (kerlinger,

1967a), no comparable theory has been developed, nor does there

seem to be any theory available, to explain the above predic-

tions about the factor structures of perceived traits and be-

ha-eors. We will attempt a partial explanation later.

3
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istered to teachers and graduate students of education in New

York, and the relations were studied using correlation, fac-

tor analysis, and exact probability tests in the analysis of

the data.

In Phase III, a new and more reliable attitude scale was

constructed. Essentially the same procedure used in Phase II

was followed, except that the new attitude scale was used with

the trait perceptions instruments. The samples of teachers

and students to whom the scales were administered, however,

were larger and more widely dispersed in the United States.

The data obtained in this phase are considered the basic data

of the study.

New instruments to measure both educational attitudes

and trait perceptions were constructed in Phase IV on the ba-

sis of the analyzed data of Phases II and III. These instru-

ments were administered to samples in New York, Indiana, Mich-

igan, and North Carolina. The analysis was much the same as

that of Phases II and III except that a "crucial" factor ana-

lytic test of the basic study hypothesis was made.

Phase V is a catch-all. It includes the sub-studies done

on problems related to the main problems. One of these explored

the relations between attitudes toward education and percep-

tions of desirable teacher behaviors. Like the study of Phase

I, it was primarily a 2 study. Another sub-study examined the

relations between educational attitudes and perceptions of the

teacher role. A third investigated pseudoprogressivism and
its influence on assessments of teacher behavior. A fourth

set of studies explored possible correlates of educational at-

titudes and trait perceptions. The objective of doing this

last set of studies was to examine the relations between atti-

tudes and perceptions and certain supplementary variables.

4



Chapter II

The Theories, Problems, and Hypotheses

Two theories guided this research. The first and more

immediately relevant to the main study problem is directive-

state or social perception theory (Allport, 1955, Chs. 13, 14,'

15; Bruner, 1951, 1958; Bruner & Postman, 1951; Postman, 1951,

1953). The second, a structural theory of social attitudes

that may be called a theory of criterial referents of atti-

tudes, was developed during the study (Kerlinger, 1967a). The

two theories will be discussed separately in this chapter, and

their implications for the present study brought out. The

chapter ends with statements and discussions of the study prob-

lems and hypotheses.

Directive-State Theory

Social perception is "the manner in which one person

perceives or infers the traits and intentions of another"

(Bruner, 1958, p. 85). It also includes socially influenced

perceptions of groups, individuals, and objects. The cultur-

al groups of which we are members, for instance, influence

the ways we see, know, and judge the individuals of our own

and other groups. The perceptions and judgments of Jews,

Gentiles, Protestants, Catholics, Negroes, and whites are

to a considerable extent influenced by group-centered atti-

tudes and values (Newcomb, 1950, pp. 94-96, 210-232, 516-517,

574-587; Sherif & Sherif, 1956, pp. 66-73).

Directive states are the motives, needs, emotions, at-

titudes, and values of individuals. The basic notion of di-

motives, and so on. The central directive state of this re-

search is attitudes, specifically attitudes toward education.

An attitude is a complex and enduring structure of cog-

nitive,

in certain ways (Krech & Crutchfield, 1948, p. 52;

Newcomb, 1950, pp. 118-119). In short, an attitude is a set,

5

nitive, perceptual, motivational, and emotional components

that predispose the individual to behave toward cognitive ob-

jects

theory is that the perceptions of the individ-

ual are inflmnced not only by the properties of stimuli and

the environments in which they are embedded, but also by the

internal states of the individual--his values, attitudes,

11



a readiness, a predisposition to behave in certain ways toward

things in the environment. And these things are usually sig-

nificant social objects like groups, behaviors, institutions.

Certain important attitudes have cognitive objects that are

highly complex and abstract: general social attitudes, atti-

tudes toward religion, attitudes toward education.

Attitudes are probably partial determinants of many per-

ceptions and judgments, but particularly of perceptions and

judgments of complex objects subject to ambiguous interpreta-

tion. 1 (See Sherif & Hovland, 1961, pp. 94-96, 125-126, 180-

185; Sherif & Sherif, 1956, pp. 81-85.) The objects of per-

ception and judgment of this study, teachers and their traits

and behaviors, are complex cognitive objects subject to am-

biguous interpretation. Educational attitudes are the direc-

tive states believed to be important determinants of these

perceptions and judgments. Attitudes, then, should be par-

ticularly important in influencing perceptions of the effec-

tive teacher and his traits because attitudes germane to the

cognitive objects being judged are predispositions to behave

toward the judged cognitive objects and because the cognitive

objects of the perception are complex and subject to ambiguous

interpretation. Attitudes, in other words, are ready-made

generalized choices available for use when appropriate cog-

nitive objects, in this case teachers and their characteris-

tics, are judged.

Directive-state theory is a more or less systematic for-

mulation of something well-known for centuries: men's motives

affect how they see things. The classic case is the lover's

vision of the beloved. The conservative views civil rights

quite differently from the liberal. The pupil and the teacher

see subject matter differently. Indeed, it may even be said

that the teacher's main job is to bring about greater percep-

tual congruence between herself and pupils. Existing evidence,

1In the above discussion the words "perception" and "judg-

ment" are used almost interchangeably. While judgments are

not perceptions (see Johnson, 1955, pp. 284-285), the similar-

ities are sufficient to permit use of both words. Perception

is usually considered an immediate act of awareness of envi-

ronmental objects plus some apprehension of the "meaning" of

the objects (Allport, 1955, p. 1). Judgment involves discrim-

ination, comparison, and choice; it is ordinarily more delib-

erate than perception. The meaning of "perception" in this

research, then, is quite broad. It is not inaccurate to say

that we are here thinking of perceptual judgments or judgmental

perceptions. For a discussion of perception that is close

to its present use, see Allport (1955, pp. 364-369).

6



as we will see later, seems to indicate that perceptions are

influenced by central directive states. Is it unreasonable

to suppose that educational judgments, particularly judgments

of effective teachers, are affected by the attitudes of the

individuals making the judgments?

A general hypothesis springs from this theoretical reason-

ing: Judgments of the effective professional in any field are

in part a function of the attitudes held by the members of the

profession toward the field and its substance, roles, and work.

Asked to evaluate a physician, say, his fellow physicians'

judgments will in part be affected by the physicians' atti-

tudes toward medicine. An ardent AMA member's attitudes toward

medicine are probably quite different from those of a non-AMA

member. According to our hypothesis, these two professionals'

perceptions of the physician will also differ. It can further

be hypothesized that the clearer and less ambiguous the objects

of perception, however, the less will attitudes affect such

judgments. Attitudes should affect educators' judgments more

than physicians' judgments, since the criteria of a good phy-

sician are more concrete and specific than the criteria of a

good teacher. (See Ryans, 1960a, Ch. 2.)

Teacher Effectiveness Research

There is a great deal of research on teacher traits and

teacher effectiveness. Most of it, however, is only indirectly

relevant to the present study. It will therefore be referred

to only briefly and summarily. The relatively small body of

research that tests directive-state theory propositions is

more directly relevant to the study and will be examined in

greater detail.

Comprehensive summaries on teacher traits and effective-

ness have been prepared by Barr (1948, 1950), Getzels & Jackson

(1963), Mitzel (1960), Ryans (1960b), and Sanford & Trump

(1950). One of the major conclusions of these writers was

mentioned earlier: there are no commonly accepted criteria

of teacher effectiveness (Biddle, 1964; Mitzel, 1960; Ryans,

1960a). Moreover, one gets the impression, on reading the

research, and especially the above-mentioned summaries, that

most teacher effectiveness research has been useless. A more

conservative and balanced statement is that it has not yielded

results commensurate with the effort put into it. From a

scientific point of view we do not know what a "good" teacher

is like, even though promising beginnings have been made by

Ryans (1960a) and others (see Biddle & Ellena, 1964).

One of the principal reasons, perhaps, for the relatively
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low yield of teacher effectiveness research has been lack if

theory orientation. Mitzel and Ryans agree that research un

teacher effectiveness has been largely futile because it has

neglected theory. Getzels & Jackson (1963), too, stress

this point in their large review of the subject. So does

Biddle (1964). The present study, as indicated earlier, will

be grounded 4.n social psychological and cognitive theory.

Although most of the teacher effectiveness rese--ch is

not too relevant to the present study, many studies that use

the basic approach of this study have been done. This approach

consists of asking "experts" what characteristics effective

teachers should or do possess. Perhaps the best-known and

one of the oldest of these studies is that of Charters & Waples

(1929), in which a large list of noun-traits was reduced,

through ranking by educators, to a smaller list of 25 traits

believed to be important in judging teachers. The Charters

and Waples traits were used in an exploratory phase of this

study (see Kerlinger, 1966).

Barr (1948, 1950) has summarized many of the earlier studies.

He concludes that although the research has added materially

to our understanding of desirable traits and abilities, ". . . it

is apparent that the identification and definition of teaching

competencies is as yet by no means satisfactory." (Barr, 1950,

p. 1453.) He goes on to say that we do not have an adequate

definition of teaching efficiency. Very significantly for the

present research, he also says that it is possible that many

of the assumptions behind efforts to identify traits and abil-

ities are not sound. One of these assumptions, tested in this

study, is that all "competent" judges of teachers are alike in

their basic views on education, views that may conceivably

affect their judgments. We dispute this assumption and say

that the judgment of desirable teacher characteristics depends

to some extent on the attitudes of the individuals doing the

judging. There seems to have been no research on this problem.

There also seems to have been no research cap, the basic

relations studied in this research, namely the relations be-

tween attitudes and perceptions of desirable traits and behav-

iors of teachers. The most pertinent research is probably

that of Ryans (1960a) . One of Ryans' most significant find-

ings, at least in the present research framework, is his three

patterns of teacher behavior, derived from factor analyses

of extensive observations of elementary and secondary class-

room teachers: 26friendly, understanding vs. restricted,

aloof, egocentric behavior; 1'osystematic, businesslike,

responsible vs. unplanned, slipshod behavior; .4Dstimulating,

imaginative vs. dull, routine behavior (ibid., Ch. 4). Although

the three patterns could be isolated and identified factor
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analytically, they were positively and often substantially

correlated (ibid., pp. 124-125). Later, when we report our

own findings on perceptions of teacher traits, we will see

a marked similarity between Ryans' factors and ours.

Research on Attitudes Toward Education and a

Criterial Referent Theory of Attitudes

Although attitude has been a central social psychological

concept for many years (Murphy, Murphy, & Newcomb, 1937, Ch.

XIII), theoretical attitudinal work has been relatively scarce

(Smith, Bruner, & White, 1956, p. 4) . And, aside from psycho-

metric investigations, basic attitudinal research has also

been scarce. Katz & Stotland (1959) discuss the "rank empiri-

cism" and phenotypic work of factually minded investigators

with any measures that can be remotely justified as indica-

tors of the concepts with which they were concerned (ibid.,

p. 471). Recent attempts to formulate attitude theory, more-

over, seem to have been dominated by the problem of attitude

change (Katz, 1960; Katz & Stotland, 1959; Rosenberg, 1960).

Attempts to formulate attitude theory that explains the struc-

tural nature, the factors behind attitudes and the interrela-

tions of the factors, have been very scarce, almost nonexistent.

We have already defined an attitude as a complex and

enduring structure of cognitive, perceptual, motivational,

and emotional components that predispose the individual to

behave toward attitude referents (usually called "cognitive

objects") in certain ways (Krech & Crutchfield, 1948, p. 152;

Newcomb, 1950, pp. 118-119). Another way to define attitudes,

which stresses beliefs and which is especially pertinent to

this study, is: an attitude is an enduring structure of des-

criptive, evaluative, and exhortative beliefs that predispose

the individual to behave selectively toward the referents

of the attitude. This definition is based in part on Rokeach's

(1966) definition.

The attitude theory that is central to the study attemptp

to explain the factorial structure and content of social atti-

tudes. Educational attitudes are assumed to be a subset of

the universe of social attitudes. This theory has its roots

in the work of Newcomb (1950), Krech & Crutchfield (1948),

Katz & Stotland (1959), Rokeach (1966), and others, in "cate-

gorial" theory (Bruner, Goodnow, & Austin, 1956), and in the

senior author's attitude research (Kerlinger, 1956, 1958,

1961; Kerlinger & ..:aya, 1959a) . Because of its complexity

and because it has been expounded at length elsewhere (Kerlinger,

190a), only an outline of it will be presented here.
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Social attitudes--and educational attitudes--are conceived

to be basically dualistic. Dualistic means twofold, double,

two-sided. In set language, the non-intersecting sets A and

B, both subsets of U, some universal set, epitomize the mean-

ing of dualistic as used here. In contrast, attitudes have

usually been conceived to be bipolar. Bipolar means two ends

of a single continuum, one positive and the other negative.

Bipolarity can be expressed by A and -A (minus-A). When one

talks about progressive and traditional ideas in education,

one is talking in a dualistic manner. When one talks about

progressive and nnti-progressive ideas in education, one is

talking in a bipolar manner.

The theory's fundamental contention is that social and

educational attitudes are not bipolar, as they have usually

been conceived to be, but rather dualistic. This means that,

among large numbers of individuals, the basic minimum of any

large attitude-belief system, structurally speaking, is two

dimensions or factors. Moreover, these two dimensions will

be relatively orthogonal to each other. "Relatively orthogonal"

here means slightly negatively correlated (from -.10 to about

-.30). With educational attitudes, this means that there are

progressives and traditionalists and these two dimensions

are not two aspects of one dimension, one linear continuum;

they are, rather, attitude-belief systems in their own right.

Progressive is not the opposite of traditional, nor is tradi-

tional the opposite of progressive. In short, the progressive

is not necessarily an anti-traditionalist, nor is the tradi-

tionalist necessarily an anti-progressive.

A most important part of the theory is the. expression

"criterial referents of attitudes." A referent, according

to Brown (1958, pp. 7-10), is a category, a name. It applies

to all classes of phenomena: physical objects, events, behav-

iors, even constructs. Any sort of recurrence can become the

referent of a name. We extend this idea to attitudes: any

recurrence, but particularly those of a social nature, can

be the referent of an attitude. A referent, then, is any

object or construct of psychological regard; it is a set of

things toward which an attitude may be directed. Examples of

attitude referents are: subject matter, private property,

curriculum, child needs, discipline, teaching, civil rights,

the Negro, Russia, divorce, religion, science.

The term "criterial" connotes a standard, a means of

judging relevance. If a referent is criterial for an individ-

ual, it acts as a standard for him. It is, in short, relevant

and significant for him. A criterial referent of an attitude

is a construct that is the focus of an attitude, that is sig-

nificant and relevant for the individual. Referents of atti-
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tudes are criterial in different ways for different individuals.

What is a standard, or relevant, for one individual is not

necessarily a standard, or relevant, for another. In fact,

individuals are indifferent to (and do not necessarily oppose)

many referents.

More to the point of this study and educational attitudes,

the universe of educational attitude referents seems to break

down into two subsets that are expressed by the terms "progressiv-

ism" and "traditionalism" (Kerlinger, 1956, 1958, 1961; Kerlinger

& Kaya, 1959a). For the traditionalist, for example, discipline,

subject matter, moral standards, and certain other referents

are criterial; his educational attitudes cluster around them.

Such referents as child needs, individual differences, and social

learning, criterial to the progressive, are not usually criterial

to the traditionalist. In the present research, no attempt

was made to test the criterial referent part of the theory.

The work was limited to the study of responses to attitude

items as wholes. It was assumed that the referents were the

major source of response variance.

The reason for the expected attitude duality, that is,

the existence of two large classes rather than three, four,

or more, is not easy to explain. It is probably due to the

culture in which people learn their attitudes and to the general

economy of cognitive processes (see Bruner, Goodnow, & Austin,

1956, Ch. 1).

The societies in which individuals learn their social and

educational attitudes provide them with the ideologies, or

"choices," that are available in the society. In certain ad-

vanced Western countries, there seem to be two such "choices"

that correspond to liberalism and conservatism in general social

attitudes and progressivism and traditionalism in educational

attitudes. In the framework of the theory, the two "choices"

are supersets of referents, for example, discipline and subject

matter are traditional referents and child needs and social

learning are progressive referents (see Hofman, 1964).

These supersets of referents are complex, and attitudes

reduce the complexity. No one can "know" very well even a small

part of his world. Therefore there is a press toward simplified

categorization (see DeSoto, 1961). Since the simplest form

of categorization is dichotomization, there is a press toward

dichotomizing the referents of the world into those that are

criterial and those that are not criterial. Presumably parents,

teachers, and peers convey the criteriality of referents to

children. Because the child in a conservative home is likely

to be liberally exposed to conservative referents--private

property, neighborhood schools, loyalty, patriotism, tradition,
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and the like--he will tend to dichotomize the universe of re-

ferents by learning anti valuing those referents that are criterial

to his parents and not learning and valuing other non-conserva-

tive referents (except, in some cases, negatively). In addition,

the criteriality of referents should be reinforced by selective

association since people with similar beliefs tend to associate

with each other and not with people of dissimilar beliefs (Newcomb,

1961, 1963; Rokeach, 1960; Rokeach ScMezei, 1965).

There are a number of interesting empirical implications

of the theory. Those most pertinent to the set of studies

of this report can be expressed as follows. Social attitudes,

of which educational attitudes are assumed to be a part (Smith,

1963), are dualistic: two general factors will account for

most of the factor variance of educational attitude items.

These "large" factors will correspond to what has been called

progressivism and traditionalism. They may emerge in first-

order factor analysis, but they are more likely to emerge in

second-order factor analysis as second-order factors. These

two second-order factors will be relatively orthogonal to each

other, the correlation between the factors falling between -.10

to about -.30. Bipolarity will in general not appear, or it

will appear only under certain conditions.

One would think that an important subject like attitudes

toward education would have stimulated a great deal of research.

Surprisingly, there has been little empirical investigation

of such attitudes. Most of the work has been done by the

senior author and his students (Kerlinger, 1956, 1958, 1961;

Kerlinger & Kaya, 1959a, 1959b; Hofman, 1964; Smith, 1963).

The main but not exclusive purpose of this work has been psycho-

metric: to construct reliable and valid measures of general

attitudes toward education. The results of the research indi-

cate that two basic factors of educational attitudes exist,

these factors are relatively orthogonal to each other, and the

factors emerge repeatedly with both Q and R methodological ap-

proaches and with different samples. The factors correspond

closely to progressive and traditional views on educational

problems and issues. Until the present research, however,
second-order factor analysis was not used. Consequently the theo-

retical expectations discussed above have not been adequately

tested.

Perhaps the first attempt to measure attitudes toward

education was made by Peterson (1933), who constructed a 79-

item scale based on a priori categories and on philosophies

of education. Peterson assumed, however, like most other in-

vestigators, that educational attitudes are unidimensional.

He made no attempt to determine the factors behind his items,

even though they were classified into seven categories. Peterson
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also assumed that the scale measured progre.dsivism versus

traditionalism, that is, he assumed bipolarity.

The best-known measure of attitudes toward education

(though not so named) is the Minnesota Teacher Attitude In-

ventory (Cook, Leeds, & Callis, 1951). Unfortunately, the

very large amount of research using the MTAI is probably use-

less because, again, we have a scale that contains items that

probably measure both progressivism and traditionalism and

a scoring procedure that assumes one dimension. If one assumes

that the only really satisfactory way to determine the factors

behind any scale is to factor analyze the intercorrelations

of the responses to all the items, then there seems to have

been no adequate determination of the factors of the MTAI.

The nearest approach to an adequate study was that of Horn

& Morrison (1965) who used "parcel" factor analysis, a method

that factors small subsets of items as subscales. This study

clearly showed that the MTAI had more than one factor.

Stern, et al. (1960) constructed two scales to measure

unconscious motivation for teaching. One of theseorm A,

the attitude form, seems clearly to measure attitudes toward

education. Ten "roles" were built into the items, and the

scale accordingly yields 10 scores. The analysis used to sub-

stantiate the validity of these "roles" was again not adequate.

Rinn (1965) administered the Stern attitude scale to

350 counselors. In his article Rinn reports the 10 by 10

correlation matrix obtained by intercorrelating the subscales.

We factor analyzed this R matrix, using the principal axes

method and Varimax rotations, and found that two orthogonal

factors accounted for most of the variance. More important,

perhaps, the two factors seemed to be the progressivism and

traditionalism of our own studies. There was little sign of

bipolarity in the data.

Oliver & Butcher (1962), in their important and excellent

study of educational attitudes in England, report four factors

and name three of them: "Tendermindedness," "Radicalism,"

and "Naturalism." There was little evidence of bipolarity

in the rotated factor matrix. (Two of the reported four fac-

tors had predominantly negative loadings, but the signs of

these factors should have all been reversed.) Oliver and Butcher

unfortunately do not report the items loaded on the different

factors. It is therefore not possible to assess their inter-

pretations.

In their review of the literature, Oliver and Butcher

criticized Kerlinger and Kaya's study of educational attitudes

because the items were, as they said, "phrased in one direction
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only," so that there were no "anti" items in the scale. The

criterial referents theory, outlined earlier, does not in gen-

eral permit synthetic items. Nevertheless, future research

will determine the validity of the theory and, specifically,

of "anti" items.

Two smaller studies of educational attitudes have been

reported (Curran, Gordon, & Doyle, 1966; Gowin, Newsome, &

Chandler, 1961). Neither of these studies is satisfactory,

however, because of methodological inadequacies and assumptions

about the universe of attitude items. Gowin, Newsome and

Chandler made no attempt to determine the factors behind their

items, and Curran, Gordon, and Doyle assumed a continuum of

a mixture of progressive and traditional items. (The latter

authors used six of our items, four traditionalism and two

progressivism, but scored them as though they all measured

one dimension.)

In sum, there have been few systematic investigations

of attitudes toward education, and most of these investiga-

tions suffer from inadequate analysis, especially from lack

of ascertaining the factors and content of educational atti-

tudes, and questionable assumptions about the dimensionality -

of the attitude domain. Part of the present set of studies

attempts to remedy this situation to some extent by allowing

different sources of variance of attitude items to emerge.

Central Directive-State Theory and Other

Pertinent Theory and Research

The basic propositions of central directives`ate theory

in relation to this research were stated earlier. The evidence

to support the basic propositions of the theory has been ably

summarized and evaluated by Allport (1955, Chs. 13, 14, 15)

who comes to the conslusion that ". . . the hypothesis that

needs, values, and other motivational factors operate directly

as determinants of perception . . . has not yet been definitely

confirmed by the experiments." (ibid., p. 342.) He points

out, however, that the failure of the experiments to provide

clear-cut confirmation of the hypotheses does not detract

from the importance of the theory. Later, in discussing Post-

man's (1951) and Bruner's (1951) reformulation of directive-

state theory, so-called hypothesis theory, Allport says that the

theory seems to be well-supported by the experimental evidence.

The most important studies on directive-state theory are

those of Bruner, Postman, and their associates. In one such

pioneer study (Postman, Bruner, &McGinnies, 1948), it was

found that the speed and ease of word recognition were a function
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more a value dominated an individual, the more rapidly he
of the values these words represented to the perceiver. The

recognized words associated with the value. In another pio-

neer

than wealthy children. Vanderplas & Blake (1949), in

neer study (Bruner & Goodman, 1947), it was demonstrated that

of perceptiem. Poor children overestimated the size of coins

the greater the need for socially. valuable objects (money,

value -

related words. The results corroborated the findings of the

coins), the greater the influence of behavioral determinants

a follow-up study of the Postman, Bruner, and McGinnies re-

search, used auditory instead of visual perception of value-

hart- values

Brown & Adams (1954) controlled the word frequency variable
or simple word frequency determined selective sensitization,

fre-

quency.
and found that values were operative over and above word fre-

earlier study. To help settle the controveray on whiz*

There have been a number of studies in learning that

are relevant, even though they do not ordinarily fall, under

the directive-state rubric. Levine & Murphy (1943), in one of

the best-known of these studies, fruitfully combined learn-

ing and social psychological approaches by asking whether

learning of controversial materials is affected by the social

attitudes of the learner. They found that learning of materials

on Communism was affected by their subjects' positions on

Communism. A decade later, Alper & Korchin (1952) found that

material that conforms to a learner's attitudes is remembered

better than material with which he is in conflict. Rayon

Cofer (1957) found that it was easier for subjects to learn

attitude-relevant verbal responses if the response words were

congruent with their existing attitudes.

An old controversy that seems to have been settled recently

&

hinged on whether the judgments of attitude items (in scaling

attitudes did affect item placement. Sherif & Hovland (1961)

assembled impressive evidence that attitudes do affect judg-

procedures) were affected by the judges' attitudes. Thurstone

(Thurstone & Chave, 1929, p. 30) assumed that judges' own atti-

tudes did not affect their placement of attitude items in the

equal-appearing interval scaling procedure. Hinckley's (1932,

1963) evidence in two studies thirty years apart supported

Thurstone's assumption. On the other hand, Zavalloni & Cook

(1965), in what may be a definitive study, found that judges'

judg-

ments. Perhaps more important, they elaborate the theoretical

reasons why this must be so. We return to their arguments

shortly.

The evidence, then, seems to support the proposition

that attitudes and values affect perceptions and judgments.

As Krech & Crutchfield (1948) said, "There are no impartial
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'facts.' . . . Data are perceived and interpreted in terms

of the individual perceiver's own needs, own emotions, own

personality, own previously formed cognitive patterns." (p.

94.) Jenkin (1957), in a review of the evidence, concludes

that affects do influence perception, but he points out that

the issues are not settled by any means. Henle (1955), in

a more general article that probes how needs and attitudes

influence cognitive processes, suggests that needs and atti-

tudes act

. by pointing or sensitizing, organizing and

reorganizing, selecting, supplying context, arous-

ing relevant memory traces, discouraging the desire

to understand, obscuring differences, disturbing

the recognition process, altering the physiognomic

properties of experience, and animating or enliven-

ing aspects of experience. (p. 431.)

We turn now, if only briefly, to other psychological

theory and research to supplement the directive-state theoreti-

cal formulation of our research. Sherif's and Asch's theoreti-

cal work and research on the influence of groups on social

norms (A.. h, 1956; Sherif & Sherif, 1956) are important.

They found that groups influence perceptions and judgments,

in the Asch research even to the point of making judgments

contrary to immediate evidence of the senses.

The Sherif theoretical formulation (Sherif & Sherif,

1956, me. 80-85) supplies an important condition under which

central states influence cognitive processes. Two psychological

principles enunciated by Sherif & Sherif (1956, pp. 81-83)

are: (1) "In unstructured stimulus situations, alternatives

in psychological structuring. are increased" (p. 81), and (2)

"The more unstructured the stimulus situation, the greater

the relative contribution of internal factors in the frame

of reference" (p. 82). These propositions supply part of

the rationale for the earlier argument that attitudes toward

education influence perceptions and judgments of desirable charac-

teristics of teachers. To repeat the argument to some extent,

it would seem that one of the important and requisite condi-

tions when attitudes affect perceptions and judgments is in

ambiguous situations with ambiguous stimuli. (See, also,

Sherif & Hovland, 1961, pp. 112, 180, 184ff.) The teacher

is certainly a complex and ambiguous stimulus. And teaching

situations are also complex and ambiguous. Therefore, the

conditions for eliciting perceptions and judgments that are

attitude-influenced seem to be satisfied.

While the theory discussed above is the main theory of

this study, there are other theoretical formulations and em-
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pirical research that are pertinent and that should be mentioned.

Social psychological work using norm and role theory, for ex-

ample, is pertinent. Newcomb (1950, Chs. 8 and 14) points out

that group norms are shared by group members and that they in-

fluence perceptions and judgments, He also points out the

intimate relation between norms and roles and their mutual in-

fluence on perception. Presumably group-defined and prescribed

norms and role prescriptions are interiorized by individuals

and act as determinants of perception and judgment. An empirical

demonstration of the influence of conflicting group norms by

Charters & Newcomb (1958), for instance, showed that when group

members were made aware of religious group membership they

responded to attitude items in a different manner than when

not immediately aware of such group membership.

Whorf (1958) has proposed a cultural relativistic thesis

which says that peoples of different cultures perceive things

differently. Again, we can assume that perceptual and judg-

mental styles are in part determined by group membership.

Language, conceptual development, and thinking are strongly

influenced by cultural group membership. Carroll & Casagrande

(1958), for example, in a study done to test the hypothesis

that different modes of thinking develop from different lan-

guages (expressions of group membership) indicated that lin-

guistic patterning (group norms?) influences cognitive func-

tioning. Once again we assume that group norms become part

of the central directive state of the individual.

Probably the most important study of the relations be-

tween personality factors and attitudes is the large-scale study

of ethnocentrism and authoritarianism by Adorno, et al. (1950).

Although the authors do not discuss perception and judgment as

such, they do discuss and report many empirical relations

between the underlying needs of the individual and ideology,

the latter taken to include beliefs, attitudes, and values.

Since, by definition, perceptions of cognitive objects are

parts of attitudes, Adorno, et al. were of course studying,

if not directly, the relation between internal directive states

and perceptions. We get a picture of the ethnocentric person

as prone to stereotypy (rigid perceptions), rigidity, power-

orientation, general destructiveness, and anti-intraception,

among other things. While this research has been criticized

on methodological grounds (see Christie & Jahoda, 1954), there

is little doubt that it focused sharp attention on important

relations between inner needs and attitudes.

In sum, there is considerable evidence on the validity

of the relation between central states and beliefs, behavior,

perceptions, and judgments. While some psychologists believe

the evidence is good, the conclusions of most would probably
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be that the evidence is not clear-cut and unequivocal. This

as expressed by the most thorough student of the subject, Allport,

in the quotation given earlier. Nevertheless, we take central

directive-state theory as the main part of the theoretical base

of our research.

From the above review and sampling of pertinent research

and theory, it is clear that our study is closest in its

orientation to directive-state theory and research. Since,

in a sense, it is not concerned with actual teacher effective-

ness, most of the large body of teacher effectiveness research

is not pertinent. While it would not be true to say that there

has been no research on perceptions and judgments of teacher

effectiveness, it is probably true to say the approach of ask-

ing judges to name characteristics of effective teachers (e.g,,

Charters & Waples, 1929) is not perceptual-judgmental research

since it is not rooted in cognitive theory. It is, in effect,

an opinion-criterion approach. The present research has been

relatively unconcerned with the criterion problem, though not

unconcerned with judges' opinions. More important, it has

been primarily concerned with different kinds (factors) of

perceptions and judgments and has used cognitive theory (e.g.,

Bruner, Goodnow, & Austin, 1956, Ch. 1) as a basic guide to the

empirical study and analysis of perceptions and attitudes.

Problems and Hypotheses

Three general problems dominated the research. The first

is: What are the relations between attitudes toward education

and perceptions of desirable traits of teachers? Are the per-

ceptions of desirable traits--traits thought to be possessed

by effective teachers--affected by the attitudes of the per-

ceivers? If so, how are perceptions affected by attitudes?

To what extent are they so affected? Do judges with "progres-

sive" attitudes choose sets of traits separate and distinct

from the sets chosen by judges with "traditional" attitudes?

Are the traits chosen congruent with the attitudes of the chooser?

Is there, for instance, a "progressive" set of traits and a

"traditional" set of traits?

Sub-problems that spring from or are related to this general

problem are:

(1) In making judgments of teachers and the traits be-

lieved to be possessed by effective teachers, does a signifi-

cant portion of the judgment variance come from differences

between types of judges? What traits do judges of Type A,

for instance, choose as characteristic of the effective teacher?

and so on for judges of other types. In other words, do persons,
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factors or clusters arise from the relations among judges'

judgments? What are these persons factors or types?

(2) What are the trait factors behind judgments of ef-

fective teachers? Do trait names and adjectives cluster to form

relatively separate and distinct psychological entities?

This sub-problem is a companion of (1), above. In (1), however,

the emphasis is on types of iudges; here it is on types of

traits. This is the usual R methodological, or tests, approach.

Sub-problem (1) is the 2, or persons, approach.

(3) What is the relation between attitudes toward edu-

cation, educational level, and perceptions and judgments of

the traits of the effective teacher? Do judges make different

judgments depending on what educational .level is considered?

That is, are judges' judgments affected differentially depending

on whether they are judging effective elementary teachers,

secondary teachers, or college teachers? Do judges from dif-

ferent educational levels have different perceptions of de-

sirable teacher traits? Or are effective teacher judgments

invariant over levels? How do educational attitudes affect

judgments at different levels? Does the "progressive" judge

perceive traits as desirable differently at different levels?

the "traditional" judge?

The second general problem is: What is the relation

between attitudes toward education and perceptions and judg-

ments of desirable teacher behaviors? The sub-problems of

this general problem, except that perceived teacher behaviors

rather than perceived teacher traits is the dependent variable,

are the same as above. They will therefore not be repeated

The third general problem asks the attitude duality ques-

tion implied by our earlier discussion of the criterial referents

attitude theory. It is: What are the factors behind attitudes

toward education? Do two "large" factors appropriate most

of the common factor variance, and do these factors correspond

to notions of "progressivism" and "traditionalism"? What is

the content of the sub-factors of educational attitudes, and

how do they combine to form the larger basic factors?

Seven hypotheses were tested in this research. They are:

(1) There are two or more persons factors behind per-

ceptions of the effective teacher. Two factors will appro-

priate most of the common factor variance among persons' judg-

ments. These factors will correspond to "progressive" and

"traditional" notions of education and teaching.

(2) There are two or more traits factors behind perceptions
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of the effective teacher. Two factors will appropriate most

of thE. common factor variance. These factors will correspond

to 'progressive" and "traditional" notions of education and

teaching. They will be closely similar to the factors yielded

by the persons factor analysis.

(3) Judges with "progressive" attitudes toward education

will choose traits congruent with "progressive" educational

opinions and beliefs. Judges with "traditional" attitudes

toward education will choose traits congruent with "traditional"

educational opinions and beliefs.

(4) Two basic factors, whose content corresponds to

progressive and traditional notions of education, underlie atti-

tudes toward education. These factors will be relatively or-

thogonal to each other.

(5) - (7) These hypotheses are the same as (1), (2) 2

and (3), above: substitute "behaviors" for "traits."2

Earlier we outlined the basic theory behind the study.

But the discussion was a general one. Additional specific

explanation is necessary. (We avoid repeating earlier explana-

tions, however.) Why do we write our hypotheses as we have?

Why, specifically, do we predict that there will be two or

more factors behind perceptions of the effective teacher?

Why do we say that two factors will appropriate most of the

common factor variance and, more important, that they will

correspond to progressive and traditional notions of educa-

tion and teaching? Similarly, why do we say that progressive

judges will choose traits congruent with progressive educational

opinions, and conversely for traditional judges? (The hypothesis

predicting two factors behind educational attitudes was discussed

in detail earlier. We omit its discussion here.)

The reason for saying there are two or more factors behind

trait perceptions is simple: there are usually two or more

factors behind most complex sets of perceptions, judgments,

attitudes, valurAs, motivations, and so on. A large storehouse

of factor analytic research (French, 1951) makes the multi-

factor hypotheses quite reasonable.

It is more difficult to explain the predicted congruence

2It should be noted that the behaviors hypotheses were

tested much less thoroughly than the traits hypotheses. In

fact, the behaviors aspect of the research was limited to the

work of one sub-study, a doctoral thesis. This study will

be described later.

S
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between attitude and perception factors. It is of course not

difficult to appeal to a sort of mystical congruence in cognitive

processes, and then, when a relation turns up, to explain it

in a more or less ad hoc fashion. Our explanation may seem

a little like this, but we believe it is more than an ad hoc

explanation. We make no claim, however, that it is a theory

in the scientific sense of the word.

The image of the progressive teacher is one of a pupil-

oriented individual with a basic concern for pupil growth,

the differences between individuals, pupil interest and motiva-

tion, pupil activities and actual experiences, and a changing

curriculum (see Dupuis, 1966). An adjectival description of

such a teacher is not hard to conceive. Even with this brief

description we detect three themes that .give us clues to the

traits such a teacher should possess: pupil-centeredness,

pupil growth, and educational change. Clearly, teachers who

are kind, sympathetic, flexible, open-minded, friendly, and

sensitive are associated with these themes.

On the other hand, the image of the traditional teacher

is one marked by concern for subject matter, discipline, truth,

intellect, mastery, control, and changeless principle. It

would seem that traits like moral, thorough, efficient, reli-

gious, conscientious, firm, and learned are fitting for such

a teacher. These would spring from the themes that seem to

be behind traditionalism in education: teacher-centeredness,

subject matter, and moral concern. Thoroughness, for example,

would seem to be necessary if subject matter is to be mastered;

conscientiousness springs from the moral emphasis of educational

traditionalism; efficiency is derived from the traditionalist's

view of the school as a businesslike place where young people

are prepared for the serious business of adult life; firmness,

of course, has to follow from traditional emphasis on authority

and discipline.

Human perceptions of roles are of course very complex.

Despite the old stereotypes and the many oversimplified attempts

to describe desirable teacher traits and behaviors, the teacher

role is complex and multidimensional. So are educational atti-

tudes. Therefore any one-to-one congruence between attitudes

and tea(1-,er trait and behavior perceptions is not to be expected.

Even if we were successful in identifying the underlying dimen-

sions of educational attitudes and trait and behavior percep-

tions, we expected only modest congruences Latween attitudinal

and perceptual dimensions. We did expect, however, that they

would be identifiable, consistent, reliable, and relatively

invariant over LA.fferent samples. Whether we were successful

of course has to be judged from the empirical evidence and the

adequacy of our investigations. We now turn to both.
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Chapter III

Methodology: An Overview

In this chapter we try to give the reader an overview

of our methodology. For the most part, the basic method was

simple: a variety of scales constructed to measure attitudes

toward education and perceptions of desirable teacher charac-

teristics were administered to samples in different parts of

the country and the responses to the scales analyzed mostly

with correlation techniques.

The Samples

Only teachers and graduate students of education were

used as subjects. Previous research (Kerlinger, 1961) had

shown that the factor structures of educational attitudes

yielded by graduate students of education were in general about

the same as those yielded by more heterogeneous samples. In

addition, the use of non-educators to judge teacher characteris-

tics had been found to be unsatisfactory (Kerlinger, 1966).

The study problems, moreover, were concerned mainly with the

perceptions and judgments of educators. In short, it was

found that graduate students of education were good subjects

because of their obvious motivation and interest and the stable

and sizable variances their responses yielded. 'We made a con-

siderable effort, however, to obtain teachers on the job.

(Many of our graduate student subjects, of course, were teachers

on the job.) The subjects of our study, then were some 3000

elementary and secondary teachers and graduate students of

education from New York, North Carolina, Texas, Indiana,Wis-

consin, and Michigan.

None of the samples were random samples. The cost and

difficulty of obtaining large random samples are more than

the external validity virtues of such samples are probably worth.

We obtained samples from widely dispersed areas, however.

A prime principle that, guided us is expressed by the word

replication. For the most part, we replicated everything we

did, usually in different localities, under the assumption

that two samples are better than one, and three are better

than two. As anticipated, this caused us trouble--but gave

us considerable assurance as to the replicability of our findings.
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Relations, Control, and Statistics

The study was basically ex post facto in nature Oerlinger

1964, Ch. 20). Although we wanted to use experimental manipu-.

lation to strengthen our case, it was possible to do so only

once. First and most important, the independent variable of

the study, attitudes toward education, is not in general a

manipulable variable. Therefore we could only manipulate some

other variable with which educational attitudes might interact

to produce a joint effect on the dependent variable, perceptions

of desirable traits of teachers. We are quite conscious of

the limitations of ex post facto research and the possibility

that the relations reported are not the relations we say they

are. Some consolation is afforded by two thoughts: one,

that much valuable research would have to be abandoned if we

were to insist, as some do, that all research be experimental,

and two, that in all science one can never be sure that the

relations we say we have found are really the relations we

think they are.

In ex post facto studies it is especially necessary to

test hypotheses alternative to those under basic study. We

have attempted to do so but have to confess that we may not

have been too successful. One difficulty, of course, is con-

ceiving good alternative hypotheses; especially when little

is known about the possible correlates of both educational

attitudes and perceptions of teacher characteristics. By

"good" alternative hypotheses we mean hypotheses, other than

the study hypotheses under test, that seem to supply, on some

theoretical ground, plausible explanations of observed phenomena.

Another difficulty is the large number of samples that must

be obtained to make such tests.

Despite the major difficulty of finding good alternative

hypotheses, we selected variables that seemed, on the basis

of published research and our hunches, to have some connection

with either educational attitudes, teacher trait perceptions,

or both. For example, one plausible hypothesis that might

account for the results we obtained is response set. A posi-

tive correlation between two of our measures might be due,

perhaps, simply to the differential tendencies of our subjects

to agree with the items of both kinds of measures. To test

this alternative hypothesis, we administered, along with two

of our main measures, measures of agreement response, social

acquiescence, and social desirability to one of our samples.

To study correlates of attitudes and perceptions, as well

as to test possible alternative hypotheses, we used, or adapted

for use, a number of scales constructed by other investigators

or by ourselves. These measures included the Minnesota Teacher
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Attitude Inventory, Pettigrew's Category Width Scale, two

of Thurstone's perceptual measures (Social Judgment), an em-

bedded figures test, an intelligence test, the D Scale, the

F Scale, and a social attitudes scale. Finally, we obtained,

for some of our samples of teachers, data on sex, number of

years teaching experience, and educational level taught (ele-

mentary or secondary). All our own and others' measures will

be described later.

Although we used a variety of statistical methods, we

leaned most heavily on correlation and correlation-related

methods. These included zero-order correlations, partial cor-

relations, and first- and second-order factor analysis. In

Phase I, the Q methodology phase, of course, zero-order corre-

lations and factor analysis were used. .In Phase II, we used

zero-order correlations and exact probability tests and X.2

to study the attitude-perception hypothesis. It may be noted

that we had to devise the exact probability tests and the

X2 procedure because of the special nature of one of our per-

ception instruments. In subsequent phases, the same kinds of

statistics were used, but factor analysis was added in order

to test our structural hypotheses and to test the basic atti-

tude-perception relation in what we considered to be a crucial

manner.

The Measurement Instruments

A large part of the study was psychometric in nature.

Although a good bit was known about the measurement of atti-

tvdes toward education from earlier research, little was known

about measuring perceptions and judgments of teacher traits.

For example, no one seems to have systematically assembled

a large population of trait names for actual use (but see

Charters and Waples, 1929). Furthermore, we were dissatisfied

with earlier measurement of educational attitudes. The numbers

of items used in earlier research instruments were too few

to study adequately the factor structure of such attitudes,

and the scales used were not reliable enough (in the .70's),

no doubt due to too few items.

Four instruments were used to measure attitudes toward

education and nine to measure perieived teacher traits. One

of the attitudes instruments, ES-i (Education Sea:Le I), was

not satisfactory, even though it accomplished its purpose in

Phase I of the study. Three of the trait percept=ions instru-

ments did not work very well; the rest were all "successful."

In sum, the measurement instruments were in generll quite

satisfactory: their 'eliabilities were substantial, and the

evidence indicates that they had factorial validity, especially
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those constructed to measure educational attitudes.

Factor Analysis

Very heavy emphasis has been put on factor analysis in

this study, not only to help answer the structural questions

asked but also to answer the basic question about the relations

between attitudes and perceptions. Such dual use of factor

analysis requires explanation.

Factor analysis has usually been conceived as an exploratory

method to investigate the underlying structure and content

of tests (Thurstone, 1947, pp. 56, 320). Only rarely has

its potentiality for testing hypotheses been recognized (Cattell,

1952, Ch. 20; Kerlinger, 1964, pp. 680-683). There is no

valid reason whatever for excluding hypothesis testing from

factor analytic use. Indeed, it can be a powerful hypothesis-

testing tool, despite its limitations and weaknesses.

There are two principal ways that hypotheses.can be tested

with factor analysis. One is by predicting a certain factor

structure and then using factor analysis on data to see if the

structure behind the data is in fact the predicted structure.

We used this approach to test our structural hypotheses: the

attitude duality hypothesis and the multi-factor perception

hypothesis.

The second way is to test relations between independent

and dependent variables, as in most research. In this stuk7y,

for example, we will see that a potent test of the predicted

relations between attitudes and perceptions can be made by

using what we will call a "double" factor analysis. This

merely involves intercorrelating all the items of both an

attitude scale and a perception scale and then factor analyzing

the resulting correlation matrix. This method turns out to

have virtues that the more usual correlation and factor analytic

methods do not have.

Second-order factor analysis is a method of determining

the factors behind factors. (See Thurstone, 1947, Ch. XVIII.)

For example, a first-order factor analytic investigation may

have yielded, say, eight factors underlying 25 tests. It is

possible to obtain the. correlations among the eight factors

and then factor analyze these correlations. The factors so

obtained--suppose there are two of them in this case--are called

second-order factors. The two second-order factors are presumably

"basic" factors underlying the eight factors and the 25 tests.

In our research we used second-order factor analysis a number

of times, with very rewarding results.
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Second-order factor analysis has not been used very much

probably because of its comrltational difficulty--which of

course no longer exists--and because of technical obstacles

that are not easy to overcome. 1 If these obstacles can be

surmounted, then a number of important research problems can

be solved. In our research, there pere three such problems.

Two of them involved the underlying structures of educational

attitudes and of perceptions of desirable teacher characteris-

tics. As it turned out, second-order factor analysis provided

a most appropriate method to test the attitude duality hypothe-

sis. The answers to our questions about duality, orthogonali-

ty, and bipolarity, discussed in Chapter II, were quite clear-

ly answered. The underlying structure of teacher trait per-

ceptions, too, was revealed with second-order analysis, if

not as satisfactorily (see Kerlinger, in press).

The third use of second-order factor analysis was to test

the basic attitude-perception hypothesis of the study. The

simplest way to test a relation with correlation is to cal-

culate a zero-order correlation coefficient between the values

of two variables. If there are more than one independent

variable and one dependent variable, then zero-order corre-

lation coefficients can be calculated among all possible com-

binations of variables But suppose both independent and de-

pendent variables are complex, multidimensional. Then the

zero-order correlations can mask underlying relations. By using

methods like first- and second-order factor analysis of the

components of the independent and dependent variables, it

is possible to study the relations among the components of the

variables and the underlying first- and second-order structures

of the whole domain.

This is what was done in this research. In what we con-

sider to be a "crucial" test of the attitude7perception hypothe-

sis, we factor analyzed the responses to all the items of mea.T

sures of both independent and dependent variables: The first-

order analysis showed us the relations among the items of both

measures, as well as their factorial structure. Second-order

1Second-order factor analysis seems to be quite sensi-

tive to the number of first-order factors extracted and rotated

and to sample-idiosyncrasies. Moreover, if the second-order

factor structure Ls not a clear one, an adequate solution'

may not be possible. When, for example, all the first-order

factors are positively correlated, it can be quite difficult

to determine and define the second-order factors. If the

investigator has hypotheses to guide him, as we did, and is

willing to use very large samples, then the technical problems

are not insurmountable.
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analysis of the correlations among the first-order factors,

however, tested the hypothesis by boiling down the mass of

data to only two second-order factors. The resulting second-

order factor matrix supplied a test of the hypothesis that

ordinary correlations between the independent and dependent

variables could never do.



Chapter IV

Study I: A 2 Approachl

The a study to be reported in this chapter was preceded

by an exploratory Q study that, although abortive, was help-

ful in guiding the main study. Both studies are reported.

2. methodology (Stephenson, 1953) seemed to be a good tool

to open up the study of teacher trait perceptions as well as

to test the hypotheses. By selecting a relatively small num-

ber of judges whose educational attitudes are "known," one

can determine what persons factors lie behind trait perceptions.

This approach was successfully used in other studies of educa-

tional attitudes (Kerlinger, 1956, 1958). From the persons

factors, one can also determine what Stephenson (1953, pp.

176-179) calls "factor arrays." A factor array is a Q sort

constructed by selecting those judges who are "loaded" sub-

stantially on one factor only of a factor analysis of the

correlations among the responses of all the judges. These

judges' responses are averaged in a special way and the fac-

tor array, or factor Q sort, is constructed. The advantage

of this procedure is that one can see clearly what the nature

of a factor is simply by studying the high and low items of

the array.

After obtaining factor arrays--as many arrays as there

are factors--the investigator can ask questions about the judges

who supplied the arrays. In the present case, we can ask:

Do judges with progressive educational attitudes appear together

on one teacher trait perception factor? How about judges with

traditional educational attitudes? One can also ask: Are

the factor structures yielded by the same, judges who have sorted

two Q sorts, one measuring educational attitudes and the other

teacher trait perceptions, generally the same? These notions

will be exemplified.in the chapter.

In addition to supplying factor arrays, there were two

other reasons for using 2 in the study. One, its forced-choice

1Part of this study was begun before the inception of the

present project and was partially supported by the School of

Education, New York University. The study has been published

(Kerlinger, 1966).
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nature seemed well-suited to the essentially judgmental task

of the research, and two, a Q sort of established relic.bility

and validity was available to measure attitudes toward educa-

tion (Kerlinger, 1956, 1958).

Exploratory Study

Many years ago, Charters and Waples (1929) asked a large

number of judges to specify desirable traits and behaviors

of teachers. The main outcome of this study was a list of 25

traits most frequently chosen by judges from a larger set of

83 traits. Their traits were in noun form, e.g., enthusiasm,

consistency, efficiency, friendliness. The analysis of the

data consisted mostly of frequency counts. No attempt was

made to ascertain the dimensions or factors behind the traits.

Because it was thought desirable to base preliminary work

on the Charters and Waples results, the entire set of 83 traits,

plus seven more traits believed to be important in assessing

teachers, were incorporated in a Q sort. This Q sort was ad-

ministered to 38 judges with instructions to sort the deck

on the criterion of importance of the traits for teachers to

possess. The judges included professors of education, liberal

arts professors, public school teachers, and laymen, Further

details are not necessary since the results were used only

for guidance for further research.

A factor analysis (centroid method, with graphical or-

thogonal rotations) yielded three factors. The factor struc-

ture, however, did not satisfy simple structure criteria very

well due probably to inadequate sampling of traits and judges

and to the use of nouns as items. As a consequence, certain

items appeared on all the 2 factor arrays.

The exploration was helpful, however, for the next phase

of the research. The evidence indicated that there was more

than one factor behind the judgments, that nouns and noun phrases

were probably not adequate item material, and that judges had

to be chosen with more attention paid to their "competence."

It also seemed that certain items--"goodness" or "virtue" items

like some of those given lathe above paragraph--should be avoided.

Moreover, the factor analytic results, poor as they were, pro-

vided a baseline for future factor analytic work.

Method

The Instruments

Education Q Sort (QED). Two 2 sorts were used: QED (Q-
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Education), the Q sort to measure attitudes toward education

mentioned earlier, and TCQ (Teacher Characteristics Q Sort),

a sort used to measure perceptions-judgments of the effective

teacher. QED consists of 80 statements covering a broad range

of beliefs about educational practices, and apparently taps

the two broad educational attitudes factors discussed earlier.

An added advantage of this sort is its factor arrays, calcu-

lated in previous research. The original analyses of QED

yielded two arrays, A, "Progressivism," and B, "Traditionalism."

The g sort of any S can be correlated with these arrays for

estimates of degree of A-ness or B-ness. Two representative

items of this Q sort, an A and a B, respectively, are:

We should fit the curriculum to tLe child and not

the child to the curriculum.

The curriculum consists of subject matter to be

learned and skills to be acquired.

Teacher Characteristics a Sort (TCQ). To obtain the

raw materials, tt- adjectives or traits, to construct the Q

sort to measure perceptions-judgments of desirable teacher

characteristics, all traits conceivably related to the teaching

function were selected from the Allport-Odbert (1936) list of

some 18,000 traits. In addition, Barr's (1950) list of traits

was also included in the pool of trait-adjectives. The nouns

of the Charters and Waples list that had emerged as high on

the factor arrays were changed to adjectives (when possible)

and added to the pool. Several adjectives thought to be per-

tinent but not on either list were also added. Some of these

latter traits were obtained from five experienced teachers

in informal open-ended interviews. The resulting list consisted

of some 350 to 400 traits.

To construct a Q sort of 80 to 100 adjectives, the following

criteria of selection and rejection were used: apparent validity,

as indicated by the factor analysis of the noun Q sort; applica-

bility to the teaching situation at all levels, but with particu-

lar emphasis on elementary and secondary levels; relative lack

of ambiguity, i.e., high probability of the same interpretation

by all judges; positive quality, i.e., all adjectives with

negative evaluative meaning excluded (e.g., lima, careless);

adequate sampling of the trait domain; descriptive of personal

characteristics and not of effect on others; common and readily

understandable words, i.e., rare and esoteric words excluded;

non-repetitive in meaning (e.g., purposive and Ramaggl);

"implicative" adjectives--adjectives that directly imply a

good teacher, like effective or constructive--excluded; behavioral-

operational, i.e., adjectives as closely related to behavior

as possible. The 90 items selected and put into TCQ are given
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in the Appendix. A number of the adjectives are also given

in Table IV-2.

Judges

The criteria for the selection of judges were: "known"

attitudes toward education (when "known"); educator status,

i.e., all judges had to be teachers or actively concerned with

education as a profession; spread of educational level and

type--elementary, secondary, university, public, parochia4.

military. It was thought that these criteria would ensure

a spread of attitudes and judgments over the educational cog-

nitive domain, that they would cut down the random error en-

countered with the nouns Q sort (introduced in part by including

non-educators as judges), and that the factors behind education-

al attitudes and teacher-trait judgments would have a greater

probability of emerging. Thirty-six judges participated.

They included twelve professors of education, seven elementary

teachers, ten secondary teachers (three junior high and seven

senior high), four nun parochial school teachers and three

military (Army) officer-teachers.

Administration of 2 Sorts

The QED and TCQ sorts were administered individually to

the 36 judges. Except for the professors, each judge was paid

a nominal sum for his work. TCQ was administered twice to

22 of the judges to test reliability. The range of ril's

was .45 to .89, with 15 r12
's greater than .70. The average

12'
via Fisher's z, was .73. As indicated earlier, the re-

liability of QED had been found to be satisfactory in previous

studies.

The instructions to the judges, with QED, were those used

previously (Kerlinger, 1956). In essence, they told the judges

to sort the 80 cards into a quasi-normal distribution according

to relative degrees of approval and disapproval. The TCQ in-

structions told the judges to sort the 90 adjectives into the

following distribution:

Most
Least

Important
Important

3 4 7 10 13 16 13 10 7 4 3

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
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(The figures above the line indicate the number of cards in

each pile, those below the line the values given to the cards

in the piles for analytic purposes.) The judges were told

to decide how important it was for teachers in general te

have each of the traits and to place the cards in the piles

accordingly. All judges succeeded in accomplishing the task.

Despite its difficulty only two judges complained. Judging

from the evidence, the sorts of these two judges did not suffer.

Analysis and Statistical Results

The QED sorts were intercorrelated (product-moment r's)

and factor analyzed with the principal factors method and

Varimax rotations (Harman, 1960, Ch. 9 and pp. 301-308; Kaiser,

1958). Communality estimates were the highest is in the

columns of the R matrix. (R2, or so-called Guttman, estimates

were also calculated, but they were too high due probably

to the nature of the Q data.) Two, three, and four factors

were rotated successively and independently. While the fourth

factor of the unrotated factor matrix had three loadings that

could be considered significant, the Kiel-Wrigley criterion

indicated that the correct solution was three factors. The

K-W criterion accepts ". . that rotated solution which de-

fines the lax-zest number of common factors, where a common

factor is defined to be one on which at least three variables

have their highest loadings."2 Three factors are therefore

reported in Table IV-1.

The adequacy of the rotations is attested to by calculating

coefficients of parsimony for each matrix. Such coefficients

are indices of simple structure and can be calculated with

the formula:3

Co ==

ti

hi
4

(1)

2Letter to senior author from Professor Charles Wrigley,

Dec. 30, 1963. Experience with the K-W criterion seems to in-

dicate that, if anything, it includes too many factors. In

this case, therefore, the three-factor decision was conservative.

3This formula was derived from Ferguson's coefficient of

parsimony, which is the numerator of the above formula. Ferguson's



where a
4 = the sum of all the factor loadings of the fac-

.11. 4

tor matrix, each raised to the fourth power, and = the

sum of the squared communalities ( f:(11i2)). Co was .83 for

QED and .68 for TCQ. The parsimony of the QED structure, then,

was high, and that of TCQ substantial.

TCQ was analyzed in the same way. It, too, yielded three

factors. They are also reported in Table IV-1. The reliabil-

ity coefficients of the 22 judges who took the sort twice are

included in the table (under the heading r12). Factor arrays

were calculated by weighted averages (Stephenson, 1953, pp.

174-179) of the factor loadings of those judg:s whose loadings

were .40 or greater, these loadings appearing on one factor

only. For Factor A, these judges were Numbers 1, 2, 3, 7, 8,

9, 13, 14, 15, 19, 20, and 27. For Factor B, they were Num-

bers 12, 23, 33, 34, 35, and 36. For Factor C, they were

Numbers 18, 21, 26, 28, 30, and 32. The adjective arrays are

reported in Table IV-2.

Four educational psychologists thoroughly conversant

with studies of teacher effectiveness were asked to character-

ize and name the TCQ factors. Their characterizations will

be given later.4

To test the hypothesis that perceptions-judgments of teach-

ers is in part a function of attitudes toward education, we

must compare the QED and TCQ factor matrices. Although the

validity of the hypothesis cannot be said to be established

even if the two matrices were completely congruent, a high de-

gree of congruence is strong presumptive evidence favoring the

hypothesis. We are testing the hypothesis, then, by predicting

formula, unfortunately, varies with different numbers of vari-

ables and factors. The above formula, by comparing, in effect,

the sum of the fourth powers of the ail to the sum of the squares

of the communalities, indices of common factor variance, makes

Co relatively comparable from case to case, provided the nt.,1-

ber of variables is greater than about 20. is of course

the Quartimax criterion. Note that Harman (1960, p. 296) quotes

a Saunders' formula that is essentially the same as (1), but

that was developed from different theoretical reasoning.

4The author is indebted to Professors N. Gage, P. Jackson,

H. Mitzel, and D. Ryans for acting as judges.
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Table IV-1

Rotated Factors of Educational Attitudes and Teacher

Trait Perception Q Sorts

QED TCQ

Judges A B C h2 A B C h2 r12

1 81 -09 13 69 77 02 19 63 63

2 80 -24 24 75 80 01 18 67 78

3 75 -15 18 62 61 14 34 51 89

4 74 15 09 58 40 42 -14 36 51

5 76 05 13 59 71 32 07 61 52

6 84 -04 -03 71 66 40 10 61 72

7 79 -04 -08 63 76 23 10 63

8 76 15 30 68 53 35 06 41

9 76 08 -10 60 72 14 03 54 74

10 54 00 34 41 38 49 -06 39

11 42 06 53 46 42 52 20 48

12 -28 60 08 45 10 63 10 41 71

13 85 11 03 73 63 23 03 45

14 68 21 -23 55 63 21 22 49

15 76 -01 25 63 66 14 17 49 87

16 85 09 09 73 72 -03 32 63

17 78 03 28 69 60 -10 53 56 75

18 69 25 11 55 27 20 45 32 45

19 08 18 -05 04 59 -09 27 43 80

20 59 32 10 47 44 16 29 31 69

21 44 29 -09 28 31 36 40 39 76

22 71 16 04 54 42 33 44 48 73

23 66 19 20 51 10 60 35 49 71

24 23 59 25 46 36 47 26 42

25 15 58 16 39 09 27 35 20

26 70 20 12 55 36 04 60 49

27 80 10 03 68 69 -12 20 54

28 13 26 52 35 21 31 56 46 77

29 68 10 04 48 01 35 17 16

30 -20 50 40 45 -08 21 58 39

31 20 03
.,
L 43 44 37 54 62

32 -03 09 J5 43 16 10 70 53 64

(Table continued on next page)
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Table IV-1 (coned)

011INEMI!
,1111111111R

Judges A B C h2 A B C h2 12

33 16 72 -08 55 -04 72 06 53

34 -04 66 07 44 05 65 29 51

35 42 54 07 47 26 60 20 47

36 -11 68 09 49 01 73 13 54

70
86
80
80

2QED: Educational Attitudes g Sort; TCQ: Teacher Char-

acteristics Q Sort. Judges 1-12: professors of education;

13-19: elementary teachers; 20-29: secondary teachers; 30-

32: army officer teachers; 33-36: religious parochial school

teachers. All decimal points omitted. Significant loadings

.35) are underlined.
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Table IV-2

Factor Arrays Derived from Teacher Trait Perception 2 Sort-4

Factor A Factor B

,OMIMIpm.1

Factor C

Intelligent

Imaginative

Insightful

Warm

Open-Minded

Flexible

Purposeful

Enthusiastic

Sympathetic

Sensitive

Fair

Patient

Sincere

Resourceful

Conscientious

Moral

Religious

Intelligent

Efficient

Just

Self-Controlled

Trustworthy

Refined

Firm

Learned

Industrious

Reliable

Healthy

Enthusiastic

Inquisitive

Decisive

Purposeful

Sincere

Practical

Respectable

Resourceful

Imaginative

Just

Confident

Definite

Persevering

Forceful

Factor A: "Progressive Teacher"; Factor B: "Traditional

Teacher"; Factor C: Unnamed. Only those traits with high posi-

tive values are given above.
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the loading structure of TCQ from that of QED. Visual inspec-

tion of the two matrices seems to indicate considerable con-

gruence: those judges loaded substantially on A on QED are

also loaded substantially on A on TCQ. The congruence is

less for B and still less for C. Coefficients of congruence

(Harman, 1960, p. 257, Formula 12.31) were calculated between

all possible pairings of A and B factor vectors (columns).

The matrix of these coefficients is reported in Table IV-3.

Unfortunately, there is no clear way to specify the "high-

ness" of these coefficients. Before the data were analyzed,

it was decided, on the basis of previous experience with such

coefficients, to set the following criterion levels: if a

coefficient is .90 or greater, congruence is high; if .80-.89,

congruence is good; if .70-.79, congruence is fair; if less

than .70, congruence is low. (There seem to be no tests of

the statistical significance of coefficients of congruence.)

Congruences, then are high for AA and fair for BB and CC:

AA = .92, BB = .79, CC = .71.

In addition to the three-factor solutions, two-factor

solutions were also calculated and the resulting rotated fac-

tor vectors compared with coefficients of parsimony. This

analysis furnished additional, if not independent, tests of

both hypotheses. By limiting the factor solutions to two fac-

tors, it became possible to compare the two factors with coef-

ficients of congruence to furnish another test of whether the

attitudes and perception persons factors are congruent with

each other. The coefficients of congruence for the A and B

factors thus derived were .92 and .87. This parsimony and

congruence evidence, then, lends rather strong support to the

hypotheses.

Results and Discussion

From the results presented in the preceding section, it

seems clear that the study hypotheses are supported. First,

the three factors yielded by the factor analysis of TCQ indicate

that perceptions of the desirable teacher are multidimensional.

Study of the rotated factor matrix and the factor arrays indi-

cates th.t there are three different perceptual patterns of

desirable traits of teachers. Factor A, which appropriates 49

per cent of the common factor variance, seems to describe the

"progressive" notion of a good teacher. Three of the five

(Ryans, 1960a, pp. 96ff.),
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judges (including the authors) agreed on this interpretation.

The other two judges called the factor "tight vs. loose teacher"

and "Controlled Confident Expressiveness," interprets -ions

that do not contradict the "progressivism" interpretation.

This factor seems related to Ryans' 3.0 teacher behavior pat,irn



Table IV-3

Coefficients of Congruence Between Factor

Vectors of QED and TCQ

TCQ

A B C

A .92 .49 .55

QED B .19 .79 .52

C .43 .47 .71



Factor B, on the other hand, presents a very different

picture. Two judges thought it portrayed the traditional

teacher; one judge said "cold-constricted"; another judge char-

acterized it as "cognitive control"; another judge labeled

it "Benign Authoritarianism." The interpretations all seem

to converge on what may be called the "Traditional Teacher."

It seems to be closely related to Ryans' Io teacher behavior

pattern (ibid.).

Additional evidence supporting the above interpretations

is supplied by study of the judges loaded on the two factors.

All the professors of education highly loaded on A were known

to be progressive in their educational opinions. Similarly,

the judges loaded high on B--Numbers 12, 33, 34, 35, and 36 --

were known, or believed to be, traditional in their orienta-

tion.

The judges' interpretations of Factor C did not agree.

For this reason, and because the factor is not directly per-

tinent to the study's hypotheses, it is not discussed here.

The evidence indicates, then, that the Hypotheses 1 and

3 of the study (see Chapter II) are supported. There are

evidently two or more factors behind judgments of desirable

traits of teachers, the first two of the three persons factors

found in this study appropriated 78 per cent of the common

factor variance, and these two factors corresponded rather

well to "progressive" and "traditional" notions of the teacher.

Furthermore, the relations between attitudes toward education

and perceptions of desirable traits of teachers are substan-

tial. Evidently some common determinant or determinants are

behind this relation. While it cannot definitively be said

that attitudes are these common determinants, it can certain -

ly be said that the evidence makes the proposition quite rea-

sonable.
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Chapter V

The Construction of Measures of Educational Attitudes
1

In order to clarify subsequent discussions, it is desir-

able to abandon a strictly chronological order of reporting

and to describe in detail the construction of the instruments

used to measure the independent and dependent variables of the

study, attitudes toward education and perceptions of desirable

traits of teachers. In this chapter we describe, primarily,

one of the two main educational attitudes scales used, Educa-

tion Scale VI. Most of the analytic work was done on this

scale. We also describe, more briefly, Education Scale I and

Education Scale VII. In Chapter VI, we will discuss the in-

struments used to measure teacher trait perceptions. After

these instruments and their construction have been described,

we will return to the main narrative of the research.

Education Scale I

Education Scale I, or ES-I, is a 20-item, seven-point

summated-rating scale that was developed from the education-

al attitudes Q studies mentioned earlier (Kerlinger, 1956, 1958).

In both studies, two main factors, "progressivism" (A) and

"traditionalism" (E), emerged. Factor arrays were calculated

for each of these factors in both studies. To repeat a bit

of the discussion on factor arrays in Chapter IV, it is as

though we had a 2 sort that, in the case of Factor A, say,

was sorted by a "pure" progressive. All the items that had

high saturations of "A-ness" and "B-ness" were drawn from the

arrays of both studies. Items highly saturated with a factor

were selected by taking the 12 most approved statements of

each Q array (A and B). Then more statements were taken from

the high positive ends of the arrays until there was a total

of 40 statements, 20 A and 20 B.

The 40 statements were put into a seven-point summated-

rating scale and administered to some 200 graduate students

of education and individuals outside the university (Kerlinger

and Kaya, 1959a). Item-total correlations were calculated

1:Much of the discussion in this chapter has been published

(Kerlinger, 1967b).
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(total A and B scores). These correlations were used in con-

junction with the Q factor-array values to select 10 A and

10 B items for two scales, ES-I and ES-II.2

ES-I was administered to 136 undergraduate education

students, 157 graduate education students, and 305 people

outside the university. The factor analysis of the correla-

tions among its 20 items yielded two relatively orthogonal

factors. (The mean of the correlations between the A and

B items was -.11. Other estimates from other samples of the

correlation between the A and B dimensions range from about

.00 to about -.40, with an average of about -.20 to -.25.)

These two factors were clearly the A and B factors built into

the scales. The odd-even reliabilities of A and B of ES-I

were .75 and .83 for the whole sample of 598, but were lower

for the individual samples, from .54 to .79. The repeat re-

liabilities, for a sample of 106, were .70 and .71. The scale

successfully differentiated the three groups of subjects on

both A and B (Kerlinger and Kaya, 1959b). Its factors were

also found to be quite stable or invariant over different

samples (Kerlinger, 1961).

In short, ES-I is a factorially valid and fairly reliable

measure of progressivism and traditionalism. While a scale of

higher reliability would have been desirable, we decided to

use ES-I in the beginning of the present study. A copy of

the scale will be found in the Appendix.

Education Scale VI

The work described above and subsequent work showed that

ES-I was not an entirely satisfactory scale. It had too few

items to cover the educational attitude domain and was not re-

liable enough. Further scale development and study were clear-

ly indicated.

The Problem and the Theory

The study of Education Scale VI, or ES-VI, to be described

2Since ES-II was not used in the present research, it

is not described here. It may be said, however, that it was

an effective instrument of a forced-choice nature. (See

Kerlinger and Kaya, 1959a, for a complete description.) It

was not used in the present research because its forced-choice

nature induced spurious correlation between the A and B di-

Ir---

mensions.
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now was designed to remedy the deficiencies of earlier studies,

to supply more definitive answers to basic questions about

educational attitudes, and to supply a new reliable and valid

measure of educational attitudes. The study problems are ex-

pressed in the following questions:

1. What is the factorial nature of educational attitudes?

Do they form a bipolar continuum, two separate fac-

tors, or many factors? What are the relations among

the factors? What is their content?

2. Are educational attitudes factors invariant over

different samples?

The main expectation was that two basic factors, rela-

tively uncorrelated with each other, underlie attitudes toward

education. While there may be subfactors, and these subfac-

tors may differ in number and minor content with different

samples, the basic factors will remain invariant over differ-

ent samples (cf. Thurstone, 1947, Ch. XVI). The theory of

social attitudes underlying this expectation and partially

tested in this sub-study was outlined in Chapter II. To clar-

ify the theoretical basis of the sub-study, however, we here

repeat some of the earlier discussion and elaborate it in the

present context.

Orthogonality and dualism of social and educational at-

titudes inhere in what will be called the criterial referents

of the attitudes and in the broad social trends of our cul-

ture. An "attitudinal referent" is a construct that stands

for a set or category of social objects, ideas, or behaviors

that can be the focus of an attitude. Religion, Negro, pri-

vate property, self, subject matter, teaching, discipline, and

marriage, for example, are possible referents of attitudes.

"Criterial" connotes a means of judging relevance. We

say, if a referent is criterial for an individual, that it

acts as a standard for him; it is relevant and significant for

him. Referents of attitudes are criterial in different ways

for different individuals. What is relevant for one individual

is not necessarily relevant for another individual. Indeed

some individuals are indifferent to many referents. In the

case of educational attitudes, the universe of referents is

assumed to fall into two ubsets, forming a basic dualism that

is expressed in the concepts "progressivism" and "traditional-

ism." For the traditionalist, for example, discipline, sub-

ject matter, moral standards, and the like are criterial.

Such referents as individual differences and social learning,

criterial to the progressive, may not be criterial to the

traditionalist. In brief, an individual's educational atti-
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tudes are assumed to be based upon the educational referents

that are criterial for him.

It was said above that the two basic factors underlying

attitudes toward education are relatively uncorrelated with

each other. By "relatively uncorrelated" is meant low nega-

tive correlation. An explanation of this relative orthogonal-

ity is as follows.

Let A be a set of educational referents criterial for

progressives and B a set of referents criterial for tradition-

alists. (It is assumed for the present theoretical purpose

that progressives and traditionalists are identified by an

independent method.) The two sets, A and B, are assumed to

represent independent and distinct ways of regarding the "ob-

jects" of education. It is also assumed that A and B are not

both criterial for the same individuals. While common sense

suggests that individuals who approve statements with A referents

should disapprove B statements--that progressives are anti-

traditional in their attitudes, in other words--this is not

a necessary conclusion. In fact it is probably not correct.

Since attitudes are said to be based on the criteriality of

referents, there is no basis for knowing and predicting how

progressives will respond to statements containing B referents

or how traditionalists will respond to statements containing

A referents. This means that progressives and traditionalists

will respond heterogeneously to statements that contain referents

that are, for them not criterial.

There are many adventitious sources of variance of the

responses to any set of attitude items: yeasaying and naysay-

ing tendencies, social norms and values expressed in some of

the items, knowledge and interest, confusion of issues, and

so on. Criteriality of referents is assumed to be the strongest

source of variance. Therefore, when a set of referents is

not criterial for a group of individuals, there is no main

basis for systematic response that is strong enough to over-

ride these other sources of variance.

Nevertheless, while the respoases of progressives to B

statements will be heterogeneous, they will tend to be indif-

ferent or mildly opposed to some B statements. Although for

any particular progressive individual the B referents will

in general not be criterial, the statements will here and there

contain referents that have become negatively criterial for

him. The tendency toward negative criteriality, however, will

be strong only with rather extreme individuals and groups.

The net results, when many unselected individuals respond to

A and B attitude statements, will be a low negative correla-

tion between A and B. We say, then, that the two dimensions

are "relatively uncorrelated." True bipolarity will appear
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only when, in a particular sample, a referent or set of refer-

ents is criterial for two sets of individuals, positively for

one and negatively for the other.

Dualism of attitudes; is perhaps due to the culture in which

the individual learns ha.o attitudes and to the general economy

of cognitive processes that is based on the tendency to dichot-

omize when categorizing, putting objects into categories A and

not-A, B and not-B (see Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin, 1956, Ch. 1).

The empirical implications of the theory for the present

sub-study are as follows. Educational attitudes are dualistic:

two general factors will account for most of the common fac-

tor variance of educational attitude items. Although these

factors may emerge in first-order factor analysis, they are

more likely to emerge in second-order factor analysis as second-

order factors. Attitude scales that are constructed in accor-

dance with the requirements of the theory will yield two rela-

tively uncorrelated (orthogonal) sets of factors, and the fac-

tors within the two sets will be positively correlated. Bi-

polarity will in general appear only under the conditions

outlined earlier.

Method

A 45 -item scale, wi\`..h 23 A (Progressivism) and 23 B (rradi-

tionalisv.) items, was constructed from a pool of some 100 items

used in the research already described. The following criteria

guided item selection: (1) factor loadings greater than .34

on one factor only; (2) item-total Kis greater than .34: A

items 1.7.1.th A totals and B items with B totals; and (3) wide

coverage of educational attitude content. Redundant items were

deleted, and some items were rewritten to improve wording.

Since ES-I, the predecessor of ES-VI, yielded reliabilities

only in the .70's, it was decided to increase the number of

items to about 50 to increase the probability of adequate

reliability. Unfortunately it was not possible to find 50

items that satisfied all three criteria. The 46 items that

satisfied the criteria most adequately were interspersed at

random in a seven-point summated-rating scale. The instruc-

tions emphasized honest response by stressing the wide variety

of response possible. (ES-VI will be found in the Appendix.

The instructions are included with the scale.)

ES-VI was administered to three samples: (1) 344 New

York University graduate students of education and teachers

in New York (NY), (2) 404 University of North Carolina grad-

uate students of education (NC), and (3) 556 University of

Houston graduate students of education and teachers in Texas
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(T), a total of
to the New York
1964 and to the

of 1965.

1304 subjects.
3 The scales were administered

subjects in the spring, summer, and winter of

remaining subjects in the winter and spring

Means, standard deviations, the correlations between A

and B total scores, and internal consistency reliability esti-

mates for the three samples are shown in Table V-1. Three

estimates of the reliabilities of the A and B measures were

calculated: alpha, the generalized variance estimate, odd-

even, and average-r (Guilfo"1, 1954, pp. 377-386; Cronbach,

1951), the latter two corrected with the Spearman-Brown for-

mula. The estimates of the three methods were close: the largest

difference was .03. The alpha estimates are reported in Table

V-1.

The similarity of the statistics of the three samples is

apparent. The lower A and higher B means of the Texas sample

and the lower A standard deviation of the North Carolina sample

are the only discrepancies in the table, and they are not large

enough to warrant comment (though some of them are statistically

significant). The reliabilities of the A and B measures are

satisfactory. The meaning of the low negative correlations

between the A and B sub-scales will become clear later (see,

also, Kerlinger and Kaya, 1959b).

The responses to the 46 items of each of the three samples

were intercorrelated and the correlation matrices analyKed in

three ways: (1) principal axes factor analysis, with Rh as

estimated communalities (Harman, 1960, Ch. 9 and p. 89) and

Varimax rotations of four factors (Kaiser, 1958); (2) princi-

pal axes factor analysis, with iterated approximations to the

communalities and oblique rotations of eight factors; and

(3) second-order principal axes factor analysis of the primary

factor correlations, i.e., factor analysis of the correlations

among the oblique factors (Thurstone, 1947, Ch. XVIII). The

method used for oblique rotations of the 42irst-order factors,

Promax, was suggested by Hendrickson and White (1964) and

3ES-VI was also administered to 161 graduate students

of education in Canada (by Professor Thomas Linton, now at

the University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee) and to a heteroge-

neous sample of 228 professors and students in New York (see

Hofman, 1964). To conserve space, the data of these samples

will not be reported. The results add little to the study;

they were similar to the results obtained with the three sam-

ples mentioned above.
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Table V-1

Means, Standard Deviations, Reliabilities, and Correlations

Between A and B Measures, ES-VI: NY, NC, and T Samples

N

NY NC T

344 404 556

M:

SD:

r
tt°

r .

AB

A 5.51 5.51 5.25

B 4.14 4.19 4.43

A .71 .54 ,67

B .85 .74 .74

A .85 .79 .83

B .86 .83 .82

-.30 -.27 -.18



amended by Saunders.
4

with the second-order
jective of both kinds

182, 334-335).

Graphic orthogonal rotations were used

factors. Simple structure was the ob-

of rotations (Thurstone, 1947, pp. 181-

The purpose of the first factor analytic method (four

factors) was to test factorial invariance. With increasing

numbers of factors the agreement: between factors of differ-

ent samples tends to decrease (Peterson, 1965) because error

and sample specificity have relatively greater influence.

It was felt, therefore, that comparisons of solutions with

fewer factors would furnish more accurate tests of congruence

than comparisons with many factors. Nevertheless, the four-

and eight-factor solutions were both compared using the coef-

ficient of congruence (Harman, 1960, p. 257).

The second and third methods supply the basic data of

the study. The first-order eight-factor oblique solution had

two purposes: to study the content of educational attitudes

by providing factor arrays (lists of items loaded on the fac-

tors), and to supply the correlations among the factors for

direct study and for second-order factor analysis. The third

method, second-order factor analysis, of course, made possible

the testing of the two-factor hypothesis stated earlier. It

also permitted identification of the presumed basic entities

underlying the items of ES-VI.

Results

Visual inspection and comparison of the four-factor or-

thogonally rotated matrices of the three samples showed that

the same items were in general significantly loaded (t.35)

4Personal communication. This method consists of first

rotating the factors to an orthogonal Varimax solution and

then obtaining a transformation matrix, L, by raising the

Varimax solution loadini to some power, k (normally ranging

between 2 to 4), calling this powered matrix P, and calculating

L: L = (F'F)-1 F'P; where F = the orthogonal Varimax matrix.

The columns of L are then normalized. The application of L-

normalized to F provides the oblique solution. Promax yields

solutions very close to reference axes structure solutions

(Harman, 1960, Ch. 13). Saunders' version of Promax, Proequa-

max, consists merely of substituting Equamax orthogonal rota-

tions for the Varimax rotations. Equamax spreads the common

factor variance over the rotated factors more equably than

Varimax, though there would seem to be little practical dif-

ference between the two methods.
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on the same factors.
5 More objectively, the coefficients of

congruence calculated between the factor vectors of the three

solutions were high. They are given in Table V2. Accepting

.80 as good agreement, it is apparent that the congruences among

the solutions are satisfactory. Only one coefficient is less

than .80; most (9 of 12) are over .90. The agreements between

the factors of the eight-factor oblique solutions were, as

expected, less satisfactory. They are given in Table V-3. Of

the 24 comparisons, 16 show satisfactory agreement ().70).

Eight show less than satisfactory agreement. he median of

the coefficients is .73. Putting heavier emphasis on the first

and more dependable test, factorial invariance seems reasonably

well-established.

To test the two-factor hypothesis requires a sufficient

number of factors in the oblique solution to define two or

more second-order factors. Too many factors, on the other

hand, tend to spread the item loadings over the factors exces-

sively, as well as to emphasize factor idiosyncrasy. Since

there are no genera.ly accepted adequate criteria for the num-

ber of factors to rotate (Overall, 1964), and since, in the

interests of parsimony and generality, as few factors as pos-

sible are desirable (Peterson, 1965), a pragmatic procedure

was followed: four-, eight-, ten-, and fifteen-factor solutions

were tried. The eight-factor solution was chosen for all three

samples because eight factors adequately defined the second-

order factors, they yielded good simple structures in both

the first- and second-order analyses, and they did not lead

to excessive spread of factor loadings.6

Factor-by factor comparisons of the rotated factors showed

good or fair agreement among the three samples. (See, also,

Table V-3.) Discussion and interpretation of the factors,

5
A significance level of .35 was selected for the orthog-

onal solutions and a level of .25 for the oblique solutions.

The reason for the difference is that oblique factor loadings

are generally lower than orthogonal loadings.

6
The 10-factor solution, too, was satisfactory, but it

was thought best to use as few factors as possible and still

satisfy the above conditions (see Peterson, 1965). The 15-

factor solution was quite inadequate: a plot of the first

two second-order factors looked almost like a plot of random

variables.
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Table V-2

Coefficients of Congruence Between Rotated Factor Vectors of

ES-VI Orthogonal Four-Factor Solutions, NY, NC and T Samples

Factors

I II III IV

NY-NC .92 .94 .92 .80

NY- T .97 .96 .91 .88

NC- T .93 .95 .95 .75

0
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Table V-3

Coefficients of Congruence Between Rotated Factors of

ES-VI Oblique (Eight-Factor) Solutions,

NY, NC, and T Samples

NY-NC

NY -T

NC -T

I II III IV V VI VII VIII

.89 .86 .78 .78 .75 .53 .70 .66

. 73 .79 .90 .58 .81 .45 .73 .72

. 85 .72 .64 .55 .83 .83 .68 .63
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therefore, are limited for'the most part to the New York sample.
7

Inspection of the rotated matrix of the New York sample

showed clearly that the A and B items (A = Items 1-23; B

Items 24-46) loaded on different factors. Factors II, III,

IV, and VII are A factors, with 6, 4, 5, and 6 A items loaded

on each factor respectively. Factors I, V, VI, and VIII are

B facta:s, with 8, 3, 9, and 2 B items on each factor. There

was little evidence of bipolarity. Only three factors had

significant (>.25) negative loadings: IV, V, and VIII, each

with one such loading. A and B are evidently two distinct sub-

sets of the attitude domain.8

The correlations among the primary factor vectors are

given in Table V-4; the two unrotated and rotated second-order

factors, with their A and B factor designations, are displayed

in Table V-5. Study of Table V-4 shows that the A factors

are positively correlated with each other, as are the B fac-

tors with each other. The only real evidence of bipolarity

is shown by the correlations of Factor I with Factors III, IV,

and VII; otherwise the correlations between the A and B fac-

tors hover around zero.

The rotated matrix in Table V-5 confirms the analysis

just given: only Factor I has a significant (2s.35) negative

loading; the non-significant loadings hover around zero.

More important, it can be seen that the A factors--II, III,

IV, and VII--are loaded on one second-order factor, and the

B factors--I, V, VI, and VIII--are loaded on the other second-

order factor. A plot of the two sets of loadings, A and B,

is given in Figure V-1. It can be seen rather vividly that

the second-order analysis confirms the theoretical expectation:

the A factors lie close to one axis, and the B factors, with

7
The correlation matrix and the unrotated and rotated

eight-factor oblique solutions of the three samples have been

deposited with the American Documentation Institute. Order

Document No. 9347 from ADI Auxiliary Publications Project,

Photoduplication Service, Library of Congress, Washington,

D.C. 20540. Remit in advance >;1.75 for microfilm or $2.50

for photocopies and make check payable to: Chief, Photodv1-

plication Service, Library of Congress.

8
The results of the North Carolina analysis agreed close-

ly with those of the New York analysis. The Texas results,

on the other hand, showed somewhat wore bipolarity and certain

differences in the first-order factors themselves. Nevertheless,

the second-order analysis clearly revealed the basic two-factor

structure.
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Table V-4

Correlations Among Primary Factor Vectors,

New York Sample, N=344a

Factor I II III IV V VI VII VIII

I 1.00 -.05 -.31 -.35 .38 .22 -.25 .26

II -.05 1.00 .19 .40 .04 -.08 .30 -.08

III -.31 .19 1.00 .13 -.09 .06 .46 -.11

IV -.35 .40 .13 1.00 .00 -.10 .26 -.09

V .38 .04 -.09 .00 1.00 .27 .06 .36

VI .22 -.08 .06 -.10 .27 1.00 .02 .28

VII -.25 .30 .46 .26 .06 .02 1.00 -.14

VIII .26 -.08 -.11 -.09 .36 .28 -.14 1.00

a
II, III, IV, VII: A factors; I, V, VI, VIII: B factors.
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Table V-5

Unrotated and Rotated Second-Order Factor Matrices,

New York Sample, N=344a

Factors Unrotated Matrix Rotated Matrix Factor Type

1 -.64 .17 -.38 .54

II .35 .32 .47 .02

III .47 .25 .52 -.11

IV .44 .22 .48 -.12

V -.40 .58 .06 .70

VI -.27 .33 .00 .43

VII .53 .45 .70 .00

VIII -.43 .30 -.13 .51

A

A

A

B

A

B

a
Significant loadings (>.35) are underlined, II, III,

IV, VII A factors; I, V, VI, VIII B factors,
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the exception of Factor I, lie clos to the other axis.

The factor arrays of the eight oblique factors are given

in Table V-6. The A and B factors have been grouped together

for interpretative purposes. Factor II, the First A factor

displayed inTable V-6, is suffused with items expressing

open and critical examination of social ideas, one of the

major notions associated with that aspect of progressivism

known as Experimentalism.9 It is so named. Factor III's

items seem closely related to Factor II's, with the additional

notion of active social change. Hence it is called Reconstruc-

tionism (see Brubacher, 1950, pp. 303-305).

Factor IV is permeated with some of the basic notions

of progressive education, but particularly those notions asso-

ciated with life-adjustment, the pragmatic idea that education

should aid the child in his adaptation to this environment

(see Brubacher, 1950, pp. 298ff.). Factor VII's items are strong-

ly child-centered. It is called "Romantic Naturalism," using

Brubacher's (1950, pp. 305-307) term, since the romantic natural-

ist puts strong emphasis on the child's interests and needs.

The items of Factor I, the first of the B factors, are

centered on criticisms of the public schools. Each of its five

items with the highest loadings expresses one or another facet

of such criticism. We call it "Criticism of the Schools."

Factor V has only three items. They seem to express the iden-

tification of learning with storing up knowledge. Factor VI

is more difficult to interpret and to name because its items

are more heterogeneous. They seem, however, to express ideas

closely associated with conoervatism (see Rossiter, 1962, Ch.

II). It is, therefore, called "Educational Conservatism."

The final B factor is bipolar. With only two items, it has

not been named, even though both items seem to reflect aspects

of academic freedom.

The factor arrays and their interpretation and the results

of the second-order analysis, in which one second-order factor

had only A factors and the other only B factors, seem to lead

to the conclusion that these second-order factors are "progres-

sivism" and "traditionalism." Of the four first-order factors,

three outline well-known progressive philosophies, while the

fourth expresses a strong progressive theme, life adjustment.

Similarly, the themes of three of the four first-order B factors

express ideas associated with "traditionalism."

9For discussions of this and other philosophies of educa-

tion, see Brubacher (1950), Dupuis (1966), and Morris (1961).
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Table V-6

Factor Arrays of Oblique Factor Analysis, ES-VI,

New York Sample, N=344a

Factor I: Criticism of the Schools

. 527 43. One of the big difficulties with modern schools

is that discipline is often sacrificed to the

interests of children. ()

.460 45. The movement to substitute "activities" for sub-

jects in the curriculum of the modern school will

operate against the best interests of American

education. (B)

.447 42. The modern public school is sacrificing too much

of our cultural heritage in its preoccupation

with life-adjustment and group living. (B)

.415 46. Children need and should have more supervision

and discipline than they usually get. (B)

. 395 29. Many schools waste time and money on fads and frills:

activity programs, driver education, swimming

pools, social services and the like. (B)

. 337 39. What is needed in the modern classroom is a revival

of the authority of the teacher. (B)

. 334 25. The backbone of the school curriculum is subject

matter; activities are useful mainly to facilitate

the learning of subject matter. ()

. 331 24. Schools of today are neglecting the three R's. (B)

Factor V: Learning as Storing Knowledge

. 578 28. Learning is essentially a process of increasing

one's store of information about the various fields

of knowledge. (B)

(continued)
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.446 34. Each subject and activity should be aimed

veloping a particular part of the child's

physical, intellectual, social, moral, or

(A)

at de-
makeup:
spiritual.

. 417 31. The true view of education is so arranging learning

that the child gradually builds up a storehouse

of knowledge that he can use in the future. (B)

Factor VI: Educational Conservatism

.497 37. Teachers should keep in mind that pupils have

to be made to work. ( )

.415 38. Schools should teach dependence on higher moral

values. (B)

.402 41. One of the basic purposes of education is to

conserve and transmit the values and standards

of the society of which it is a part. (B)

.393 39. What is needed in the modern classroom is a re-

vival of the authority of the teacher. (B)

. 337 35. Since life is essentially a struggle, education

should emphasize competition and the fair compet-

itive spirit. (B)

. 280 30. It is essential for learning and effective work

that teachers outline in detail what is to be

done and how to go about it. (B)

. 279 43. One of the big difficulties with modern schools

is that discipline is often sacrificed to the

interests of the children. CO

. 270 31. The true view of education is so arranging learning

that the child gradually builds up a storehouse

of knowledge that he can use in the future. ()

. 259 46. Children need and should have more supervision

and discipline than they usually get. (a)

(continued)
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Factor II: Experimentalism

. 581 23. In a demon-racy, teachers should help students

understand -cAt only the meaning of democracy

but also the meaning of the ideologies of other

political systems. (A)

. 554 19. Subjects like communism and capitalism should

be studied in the public schools. (A)

. 538 13. Teachers should encourage pupils to study and

criticize our own and other economic systems and

practices. (A)

.447 20. Children should be taught that all problems should

be subjected to critical and objective scrutiny,

including religious, moral, economic, and social

problems. (A)

. 369 12. Learning is experimental; the child should be

taught to test alternatives before accepting any

of them. CO

. 314 22. Education is not so much imparting knowledge as

it is encouraging and prompting the child to

use his potentialities for learning. (A)

Factor III: Reconstructionism

. 648 16. Education and educational institutions must be

sources of new social ideas. (A)

. 622 7. Education and educational institutions must be

sources of new social ideas; education must be

a social program undergoing continual reconstruc-

tion. (A)

. 530 2. The American public school should take an active

part in stimulating social change. (A)

. 320 3. The traditional moral standards of our culture

should not just be accepted; they should be ex-

t..

amined and tested in solving the present problems

of students. (A)

(continued)
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Factor IV: Life Adjustment

. 573 10. Emotional development and social development

are as important in the evaluation of pupil prog-

ress as academic achievement. (6)

. 432 4. The healthy interaction of pupils one with another

is just as important in school as the learning

of subject matter. (A)

.411 8. The learning of proper attitudes is often more

important than the learning of subject matter.

(A)

.373 11. It is more important that the child learns how

to approach and solve problems than it is for

him to master the subject matter of the curric-

ulum. (A)

. 358 9. Learning experiences organized around life experi-

ences rather than subjects is desirable in our

schools. (A)

-.249 25. The backbone of the school curriculum is subject

matter; activities are useful mainly to facili-

tate the learning of subject matter. (B)

Factor VII: Romantic Naturalism

. 472 15. We should fit the curriculum to the child and

not the child to the curriculum. (A)

.405 18. The goals of education should be dictated by

children's interests and needs, as well as by

the larger demands of society. (A)

.402 6. Right from the very first grade, teachers must

teach the child at his own level and not at the

level of the grade he is in. (A)

. 385 1. Teaching should be based on the present needs

of the child. (A)

. 370 14. True discipline springs from interest, motiva-

tion, and involvement in live problems. (A)

(continued)
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.338 5. Children should be allowed more freedom than they

usually get in the execution of learning activ-

ities. (A)

Factor VIII: Unnamed

.521 32. Teachers need to be guided in what they are to

teach. No individual teacher can be permitted

to do as he wishes, especially when it comes

to teaching children. (()

-.561 17. Teachers should be free to teach what they think

is right and proper. (A)

a
Factor loadings precede each item. Loadings >.25 were

considered significant. Each item is identified with its type,

A (Progressivism) and B (Traditionalism).
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Discussion

The results of this study extend, refine, and partially

explain the results of earlier studies, as well as point up

implications for attitude measurement. First, the apparent

inconsistency of predicting two educational attitude factors

and actually getting more than two factors is resolved. When

we resort to a higher level of factor analysis, we see that

theory and empirical evidence agree. We are able to reduce

a multifaceted attitude domain to two basic factors. The ev-

idence for the empirical "reality" of progressivism and tradition-

alism, then, is strong.

Second, the study evidence also shows how and why it is

possible to measure the A and B dimensions successfully, even

though they are multidimensional. Despite the emergence of

eight interpretable factors, the A and B measures, both combina-

tions of three or more factors, consistently show substantial

reliabilities. This is explained by the positive correlations

among the A and the 13, first-order factors and by item variance

summation, a phenomenon long ago elucidated by Cronbach (1951).

When we examine the rotated first-order factor matrices

we find, along with the larger loadings, many small positive

loadings, on each factor. The cumulative effect over many items

is to produce positive correlations among the item clusters

and among the factors. In addition, Cronbach showed that,

under certain conditions, the cumulative effect of a general

or large group factor is to increase the reliability of a test.

He pointed out that as a test is lengthened such a factor will

account for more and more of the total test variance. This seems

to be what happens in the present case of the A and B "general"

factors. Thus, we can effectively measure A and B even though

we know that both are multifactorial.

Third, the lack of bipolarity in the data further supports

the theory. It will be recalled that the theory states that

bipolarity will appear only under certain conditions that can

be specified, Although no attempt was made in this study to

test this notion by specific prediction, the amount of bipolarity

that did appear seems consistent with the theory.

Fourth, the substantial degree of factorial invariance

found in this study with samples from different regions of the

country is enccuraging. Although there were differences,

especially between the Texas sample and the other two samples,

the large factors emerged clearly in all three samples.

Finally, the factors of the first-order analysis, as

defined by the items (Table V-6), are unusually interesting
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because they were similar in all three samples and because

the progressive factors seemed to define different progressive

philosophies of education rather than substantive education-

al areas, whereas the traditional factors pretty much reflected

educational conservatism and dissatisfaction with modern educa-

tion.

In sum, the evidence of this sub-study of our larger study

and the studies that preceded it supports the contention that

educational attitudes consist of two relatively independent

basic dimensions that can legitimately be called "progressivism"

and "traditionalism," and it casts doubt on the notion that ed-

ucational attitudes form a bipolar continuum. It also seems

to indicate that a complex domain can be successfully measured

as a single domain, if the dimensions of the domain are posi-

tively correlated and form a second-order factor.

Education Scale VII

Education Scale VII, or ES-VII, is a 30-item, seven-point,

summated-rating scale with 15 A and 15 B items. The items of

ES-WI were selected on the basis of the item-total correla-

tion analyses and factor analyses of the items of ES-VI. The

criteria used were, in general: (1) item-total correlations

greater than .34 in all the three main samples, A items with

A totals and B items with B totals; (2) factor loadings greater

than .34 on one factor only (of a four-factor orthogonally

rotated solution); and (3) adequate coverage of the education-

al attitude domain. The instructions used were the same as

those used with ES-VI except for minor emendations. (ES-VII

can be found in the Appendix.)

The scale was administered to 620 teachers and graduate

students of education in Long Island and Indiana. The means

and standard deviations are like those of ES-VI. The means

and standard deviations of the Long Island samples, A and B,

respectively, are: 5.54, .69; 4.34, .85. Those of the Indiana

sample are: 5.51, .60; 4.24, .65. The reliabilities (alpha)

are, for Long Island, A and B: .79, .78, and for Indiana:

.76, .69. The correlations between the A and B subscales for

Long Island and Indiana are -.15 and .02. The two N's are

298 and 322. With the exception of the B subscale, of the

Indiana sample, the reliabilities are adequate." The low
correlations between A and B perhaps reflect the method of

item selection.

10There seems to have been something idiosyncratic about

the Indiana sample, judging from all the evidence. The re-
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The item-total correlations of each sample were calculated.

All the r's were substantial (>.35) with one exception, Item

23 in the Indiana sample (.28).

The intercorrelations of the 30 items of ES-VII were fac-

tor analyzed with the principal axes method and Varimax rota-

tions. In the factor analyses, the Long Island sample, N=298,

and part of the Indiana sample, N=159, were combined since the

separate factor analyses of the data of the two samples were
quite similar and a larger sample was wanted in order to ob-

tain as stable a factor solution as possible and to wash out

factor and sample idiosyncrasy. (Only 159 of the 322 Indiana

cases were used because these were the subjects that had taken
both ES-VII and a teacher trait perception scale to be dis-

cussed later. A "crucial" test of the basic hypothesis of the

study depended on this sample, as we will see in a later chap-

ter.)

Two solutions were used, one of two factors and the other

of four factors. The first was done merely to see if the
A and B items would load on separate factors. We call this

a "forced" solution. Of the 15 A items, 14 loaded substan-
tially (>.40) on one factor. Of the 15 B items, 11 loaded

.40 or greater and one loaded .35. The other three loadings

were less than .35, though positive (.25, .19, and .32). All

the A cross-loadings (A items on the B factor) hovered around

zero, the largest being -.15. The B cross-loadings were some-

what larger: four of them were greater than .20. This evi-

dence seems to indicate a basic two-factor structure as pre-
dicted. We will present better evidence later.

The four-factor solution broke down the items nicely into
four subsets, two A and two B. The factors, moreover, were

readily identifiable. They were named "Educational Progressivism,"
which consisted of A items (Numbers 1 through 10) that seemed
to express Romantic Naturalism and Life Adjustment themes.

The second A-item factor consisted of four items (Numbers 11

through 15) that expressed Experimentalism and Reconstructionism
themes. We called it "Experimentalism." The two B factors,

which we called "Educational Conservatism" and "Learning as
Knowledge Storehouse," consisted of Items 19, 20, 21, 25, 28,
29, and 30 for the first of these, and Items 16, 17, 18, and
24, for the second. Since these results do not add much to the
ES-VI results, we do not labor them further.

The data obtained with ES-VII, then, support those obtained

liabilities of ES-VII obtained from certain other samples were
all substantial (usually .80 or greater).
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with ES-I and ES-VI. While educational attitudes are multi-

dimensional, they are basically dualistic. Moreover, the two

underlying factors are relatively orthogonal to each other.

Later we will see that a more powerful type of analysis will

also support these generalizations.



Chapter VI

The Measurement of Perceptions of Desirable Traits of Teachers'

In the tQ study described in Chapter IV, in which 36 edu-

cator judges sorted a set of 90 adjectives selected for possible

relevance to teachers and teaching, three persons factors emerged.

The items of the factor arrays calculated from the factor loadings

of those judges substantially loaded on Factor itconsisted of

adjectives that seemed to characterize a "progressive" teather:

imaginative, insightful, warm, flexible, and so on. Factor B's

items, on the other hand, epitomized what seemed to be a "tradi-

tional" teacher: conscientious, moral, efficient, just, self-

controlled, among other traits. The nature of Factor C was

not readily categorized. It consisted of adjectives like en-

thusiastic, inquisitive, decisive, purposeful, and sincere.

The main point is that there were three distinct factors and

thus three kinds of judges, or three different perceptions

of the "good" teacher.

This sub-study of the main study continues, in an ! method-

ological framework, the earlier research. It follows the gen-

eral methodological approach of the sub-study reported in Chap-

ter V. The basic questions that require answers are:

1. What factor or factors underlie perceptions of the

desirable traits of teachers, and what is the nature

of the factor structure of such perceptions?

2. Are the factor structures behind perceptions of de-

sirable traits of teachers and the factor arrays asso-

ciated with the factor structures invariant over dif-

erent samples?2

The first question, of course, is the more important one. It

1The main portion of the research described in this chapter

will be published (Kerlinger, in press).

2We now use the expression "facts: array" to mean a listing

of the items loaded substantially on factor. This usage is

essentially the same as that in Q metivadology except that the

arrays in this case are derived directly from the factor analytic

results whereas tag. they are derived indirectly: from the per-

sons' factor loadings to the items, or arrays of items.
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implies the number of 1, tors, the structure of the factor space,

the content of the factors, and the relations among the factors.

We also ask, in connection with the relations among the fac-

tors: Are there second-order factors, and, if so, what is their

nature? The second question is partly methodological; it will

be discussed later.

It was hypothesized in the Q study that two factors would

appropriate most of the common factor variance and these fac-

tors would be congruent with "progressive" and "traditional"

notions of education and teaching. The same hypothesis is

tested in this study. The reasons for the hypothesis were

given in Chapter II and will not be elaborated here except

to say that it was expected that the basic assumed duality of

educational attitudes would be reflected in perceptions of teacher

characteristics. It was also expected that the same factors

would emerge in different samples and that the Q factor arrays

of the previous study and the arrays of the present It study

would be similar.

The content of the factors was expected to reflect the

content of educational attitudes factors, the progressivism

attitude factor in one trait factor, and the traditionalism

attitude factor in another trait factor. Furthermore, since

Ryans' Xo, Yo, and Z patterns (1960a, pp. 102ff.) seemed to

be reflected in the Q arrays of the earlier study, it was

expected that they would also be reflected in the trait arrays

of this study.

Method

Teacher Characteristics Scale I

A 38-item, seven-point, summated-rating scale, Teacher

Characteristics Scale I, or TC-I, was constructed from the

90 items of the Q sort whose construction and use were described

in Chapter IV. It will be recalled that the 90 items (adjectives)

had been selected from a pool of 350 to 400 traits originally

culled from the Allport-Odbert (1936) list of some 18,000

traits on the basis of their presumed relevance to teaching

and from Barr's (1950) and Charters and Waples' (1929) lists

of traits. The criteria of selection were given in Chapter IV.

The instructions told the subjects that they were judges

who should use the traits to describe the "good" teacher.

They were further instructed to use the criterion "how important

it is for teachers to have the traits" and to be general in

their judgments but when in doubt to "think of the public

school teacher." The use of the whole scale of numbers from
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1 through 7 was emphasized to counteract
3

the tendency to use

only the higher (more favorable) numbers.A copy of TC-I

has been included in the Appendix.

The Samples

TC-I was administered to five samples, each consisting

of teachers, or graduate students of education, or both:

(1) New York (N = 131), (2) New York (N = 313), (3) North

Carolina (N = 404), (4) Texas (N = 480), and (5) Wisconsin

(N = 218). The second New York, the North Carolina, and the

Texas samples together form the basic sample of this sub-study

(N = 1197), as they did for the sub-study of ES-VI. Except

to report basic statistics (Table VI-1), the first New York

and the Wisconsin samples are not considered in this report.

Analysis

Means, Standard Deviations, and Reliabilities. The means,

standard deviations, correlations between the A and B total

scores, and internal consistency reliability estimates of the

five samples are reported in Table VI-1 (first five lines).

Three estimates of reliability, odd-even, average-r, and alpha,

the generalized variance estimate (Guilford, 1954, pp. 377-

386; Cronbach, 1951), were calculated. The estimates of the

three methods were alike: the largest difference was .038.

The alpha estimates are given in the table. Evidently the

A and B subscales have substantial reliability.

The means, standard deviations, and reliabilities of the

five samples are quite similar. It was expected that the A

trait means would be higher than the B trait means because

of the presumably higher social desirability values of the

A adjectives. The tabled means, however, do not show the

expected discrepancy. Evidently B traits are equally and high-

ly valued on the average. This is probably a reflection of

the notion that teachers should possess all desirable traits;

they are, or should be, personified virtue,

The reliabilities, too, are surprising: they are higher

than expected. To obtain reliabilities in the .80's for judg-

3
Two pair-comparisons scales using some of the adjectives

that had high values on the 4 factor arrays were also constructed

and used. They were not successful and so were abandoned.

Other adjectival scales that were constructed will be described

later.
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Table VI-1

Means, Standard Deviations, Reliability Coefficients, and

Correlations Between Factor Scales: TC-I and TC-VIII

A B

Samplea N M s r
b M s r r

AB-tt -tt

11.11.1111=111.=1.

N.Y. 131 5.37 .76 .84 5.45 .86 .86 .27

N.Y. 313 5.53 72 .82 5.12 .82 .83 .40

N.C. 404 5.28 .69 .80 5.45 .68 .79 .51

Tex. 480 5.21 .74 .83 5.59 .69 .80 .61

Wisc. 218 5.26 .68 .77 5.15 .70 .77 .34

L.I. 298 5.07 .87 .80 5.22 .84 .82 .33

Ind. 159 4.94 .69 .69 5.16 .77 .77 .23

a
The first five lines are TC-I statistics; the last two lines

are TC-VIII statistics.

b
Alpha reliability coefficients.
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ments of single adjectives is worthy of special notice. The

correlations between the A and B subscales, all positive and

some of them substantial, were not as surprising, even though

relative independence was expected because of the factor mode

of item selection.

Factor Analysis. The responses to the 38 A, B, and N

items of the second New York, the North Carolina, and the

Texas samples were intercorrelated and factor analyzed sep-

arately, using first- and second-order factor analysis. The

purposes of the first-order factor analysis were to test fac-

torial invariance and to study the structure and content of

TC-I in the usual way. The first-order analysis, in other words,

would help to answer the first question asked earlier The

purposes of the second-order analysis were to study the struc-

ture underlying the first-order factors and the relations

among the factors and to determine, if possible, the nature

of the second-order factors. The second-order analysis, then,

should, if successful, enrich the answer to the first ques-

tion.

In the first-order analysis, the principal axes method,

with R2 as estimated communalities (Harman, 1960, Ch. 9 and

p. 89), and Varimzx rotations (Kaiser, 1958) were used.4

Four factors were rotated in each sample on the basis of eigen-

values greater than 1.00, Humphreys' rule (Fruchter, 1954, pp.

79-80), and informed judgments of the "correct" orthogonal

solution.

To test factorial invariance and to determine the legit-

imacy of combining the samples, the factor vectors of the three

solutions were compared using the coefficient of congruence

(Harman, 1960, p. 257). Because the first-order factor struc-

tures of the three samples seemed virtually the same, and

since the means and standard deviations were also quite similar,

the data of the three samples were combined to form one large

sample of 1197 subjects. This was done to minimize error

variance and sample specificity. Again, four factors were

extracted and rotated orthogonally.

The second-order factor analyses were more complicated.

Using principal axes factor analysis, with iterated approxima-

4Following a recommendation of Thurstone (1947, pp. 367-

369), the scores of the New York (la = 313) sample were normalized

before factoring. The results were virtually the same as those

obtained with the raw scores. Hence, all analyses reported

are those of the raw scores.
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tions to the commonalities and oblique Proequamax rotations

(Hendrickson and White, 1964; Saunders, personal communica-

tion), 4, 6, 7, and 8 factors were extracted and rotated to

simple structure. The agreement among the rotated solutions

was visually checked row by row.

The intercorrelations among the oblique primary factors

were calculated (Thurstone, 1947, Ch. XVIII), and the R matrices

factor analyzed with the principal axes method. In each case

two second-order factors were extracted and rotated orthog-

onally to simple structure (as nearly as possible).

Results

First-Order Factor Analysis

The coefficients of congruence calculated between pairs

of factor vectors of the first-order four-factor solutions

of the three samples are reported in.Table VI-2. Accepting

.90 or greater as very good agreement, it is clear that, with

only one coefficient less than .90, factorial invariance seems

well-established.

The correlation matrix and the unrotated and rotated

factor matrices of the combined (N = 1197) sample have been

deposited with the American Documentation Institute.5 The

R matrix was characterized by positive and significant correla-

tions (average r = .21) and a relative absence of near-zero

and negative correlations. This has an important bearing on

all other analyses, as will be seen. Perhaps most important,

it means that factor separation and differentiation will be

difficult, perhaps doubtful.

The eigenvalues, 8.51, 2.56, 1.84, and 1.00, indicate

that three, four, or perhaps more factors are probably present.

If we label the factors by the predominance of kind of items

loaded on them (A or B), two of the four factors rotated were

A factors, one was a B factor, and one was indeterminate (it

had only two significant loadings on it). Of the 14 items

originally categorized as AL, all but two were loaded signif-

icantly (>.35) on factors with predominantly A loadings.

Of the 14 B items, again all but two were loaded significantly

5Order Document No. 9412 from ADI Auxiliary Publications

Project, Photoduplications Service, Library of Congress, Washing-

ton, D.C. 20540. Remit in advahce $1.75 for microfilm or $2.50

for photo-copies, and make checks payable to: Chief, Photo-

duplication Service, Library of Congress.
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Table VI-2

Coefficients of Congruence Between Rotated Factor Vectors,

Three Samples: New York, North Carolina, Texas

I II III IV

N.Y.-N.C. .96 .96 .96 .90

N.Y.-Tex. .93 .97 .98 .88

N.C.-Tex. .96 .94 .98 .91
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on the one B factor. Among the 28 A and B items, only three

loaded on "opposite" factor's - -on a factor with B items, if

an A item, and on a factor with A items, if a B item--and these

three items were also loaded on their "own" factors.

From this evidence, then, the 2 method of item selection

seems to be fairly efficacious. That it leaves much to be de-

sired, however, is apparent from the loadings of the 10 N, or

presumably "neutral," items. It will be recalled that these

10 items had middle values--4,5, and 6 on an 11-point scale- -

on the 2 factor arrays. But in the present study, all of them

loaded significantly on one or more factors.

Second-Order Factor Analysis

With the exception of the second-orde- solutions of four

first-order factors, the second-order analysis was not success-

ful. To define second-order factors, of course, a sufficient

number of first-order factors is required. A major difficulty,

however, was that the second-order solutions using more than

four first-order factors did not agree with each other, even

though row-by-row comparison of the obliquely rotated matrices

of the three solutions showed that the same general factor struc-

ture was present in the three sets of data.6 Therefore only

the relatively clearcut four-factor results are presented.

The correlations among the four oblique primary factor

vectors of the three samples are given in Table VI-3. In

each case, Factor I had both A and B item loadings, Factor

II had large B loadings, while III and IV had mainly A loadings

(except in the Texas sample where IV's loadings were about

equally divided between A and B). The pattern is the same

in the three matrices: low positive correlations, with Fac-

tors I and II, on the one hand, and III and IV, on the other

hand, clustering together, and Factor IV also sharing variance

with Factor I. The rotated matrices of the factor analyses

of these three R matrices clarifies the picture and shows the

substantial agreement among the three sets of data. More

important, they show that the A and B factors do separate in

factor space, despite the positive correlations among the fac-au
6Agreement between the New York and North Carolina eight-

factor oblique and second-order solutions was good. Between

the Texas and the other two solutions, however, agreement

was only fair. While the three samples might have been merged

to wash out error and sample factor idiosyncrasy, it was de-

cided to be conservative and to treat the oblique'first-order

and the second-order data of the three samples separately.
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III!

of I, II, III, and IV.

Among Primary Factors, TC-I, Four-Factor

a
Decimal points are omitted.

II III IV

24

N.Y. N.C.

Three Samplesa

18 28

09 10

III 48

Table VI-3

III IV

N.C.

22 27

See text for descriptions

17 29

32

Ii III IV

25

Tex.

21 31

20 25

38

4
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tors and the lack of clear separation of,clusters of correla-

tions. The rotated matrices are given in Table VI-4. The

dual factor structure and factorial invariance are seen clear-

ly. The A and B, factor separation is only sharp, however, in

the New York matrix. The other two matrices, especially the

Texas one, show more the effect of the positive correlations

among most of the items of TC-I, even between the A and B

items. If the reader will take the trouble to plot the matrices

of Table 4 on two axes, A and B, he will see both the underlying

similarity and the differences among the three solutions.

Interpretation of First-Order Factors

The factor arrays of the four factors of the combined

sample analysis are given in Table VI-5. Perusal of the three

arrays (the fourth factor arrays have been omitted; see Foot-

note a in the table) yield distinctly different impressions.

Four psychologists of recognized competence in the study of

teacher characteristics were asked to judge the arrays.? Al-

though different words were used, the judgments in essence

agreed with each other: "Person-Oriented," "Affective Merit,"

"Humane," and "Positive Social Reinforcement" were the expres-

sions used to describe Factor A. The factor, then, was named

"Positive Person Orientation."

The judges' categorizations of Factor B were: "Respon-

sibility-Orientation," 'Managerial Merit," "Systematic-Orderly,"

and "Organization for Task Accomplishment." The factor was

named "Systematic Task Organization."

Factor C was called by the judges "Divergent Thinking,"

'Motivational Merit," "Creative-Surgent," and "Freedom from

Functional Fixity." These notions seem to be expressed by

the name "Functional Flexibility." Factor D was not named

because it had only two items on it.

Two of the four judges said that the three factors were

like Ryans' X0, Yo, and Zo teacher characteristic patterns.

(One of the judges who did not mention the Ryans' patterns

was Ryans himself.)

mIRMWW4

?The author expresses gratitude to Professors D. Ryans,

N. Gage, E. Page, and R. Turner for their help. The arrays

judged were those of the New York sample because the judges'

impressions were wanted when the first (New York) results were

obtained. Since the factor arrays of the New York and the

combined sample were almost eot same, it was not thought nec-

essary to have the latter judged again.
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Table VI-4

Second-Order Rotated Matrices, Four-Factor Solutions,

TC-I, Three Samplesa

N.Y., N = 313
4...1.r)10M111

N.C., N = 404 Tex., N = 480

A B A B A B

I .23 .48 .24 .54 .20 .51

II .04 .47 .18 .57 .19 .43

III .68 .09 .55 .15 .59 .20

IV .66 .22 .47 .33 .50 .39

a
Loadings >.35 are considered significant.
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Ir
Factor Arrays, TC-I, Three Samples Combined, N = 1197a

Table VI-5

A

. 70 Friendly (A) (.53)

.64 Kind (A)

. 61 Cheerful (A)

. 59 Pleasant (A)

. 57 Polite (A)

. 52 Considerate (A)

.49 Sympathetic (A) (.64)

. 51 Warm (A) (.65)

.41 Humorousb (N)

. 37 Thoughtfulb (N)

.41 Religiousb (B)

. 36 Moral
b

(B)

C

.67 Imaginative (A) (.61)

. 55 Flexible (A) (.38)

.46 Sensitiveb (A) (.46)

.41 Warmb (A) (.65)

. 39 Thoughtfulb (N)

. 35 Purposefulb (A)

B

.68 Efficient (B) (.60)

.60 Punctual (B) (.61)

.59 Thorough (B) (.55)

.57 Industrious (B) (.56)

. 53 Conscientious (B) (.54)

. 51 Reliable (B) (.56)

.46 Sensible (N) (.58)

44 Firm (B) (.54)
.43 Healthy (B)

.43 Learned (B) (.38)

.42 Poised (N) (.41)

.41 Progressive (N)

.41 Self-Co ntrolled (B) (.37)

.45 Moralb (B)

. 39 Religiousb (B)

.39 Purposefulb (A)

. 56 Insightful (A) (.34)

. 53 Or 01) (.65)

.41 Tolerantb (A) (.55)

.39 Humorpusb (N)

.38 Alert" (A)

.35 Open-Minded (A) (.41)

aFactor loadings precede each item; item types A, B, and

N (see text) follow each item. Loadings :%.35 were considered

significant. Factor D was omitted from the table. It had only

two items: Just (E, . 57) and Fair (Au .50). The items that

have loadings in parentheses to the right of items are TC-VIII

items. The loadings are those obtained from the analysis of

the combined Long Island and Indiana sample Qg = 457).

bThese items were loaded on two factors.
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Teacher Characteristics Scale VIII

To obtain confirmatory evidence of the factors found with

TC-I and to supply another shorter and factorially "purer"

TC scale, another instrument was constructed. Teacher Charac-

teristics Scale VIII (TC -VIII) was a seven-point, summated-

rating scale of 22 items, 11 A and 11 B. The items were selected

on the basis of item-total r's, A items with A totals and B

items with B totals, and the factor analyses just reported.

The criteria for item selection. were: (1) item-total r's

greater than .34; and (2) factor loadings greater than .34 on

one factor only (of a four-factor orthogonal solution). The

B items were all on Factor B in the TC-I analysis. The A items,

however, were selected from Factors A and C because the C items

were considered essmtial to confirm the TC-I results, they

were considered important in the judgment of desirable teacher

traits, and the TC--I evidence showed that A. and C items were

factorially similar (in two-factor solutions they loaded on

the same factor). (A copy of TC-VIII can be found in the Appen-

dix.)

TC-VIII was administered to 298 teachers in New York (Long

Island) and 159 graduate students of education and teachers

in Indiana. The basic statistics are given in Table VI-1

(last two lines). They are similar to those of TC-I, except for

the reliability of A in Indiana, 8 Each was correlated with

its respective total (6 or g). All items had item-total r's

greater than .45 in the Long Island sample and, with one excep-

tion, greater than .40 in the Indiana sample.

The data of the two samples were factor analyzed using

the principal axes method and Varimax rotations. Because the

statistics and factor structures of the two samples were alike,

the samples were combined (N = 457) and the resulting data

factored. Two and three factors were extracted and rotated,

the former to see if the A and B items would all be loaded

significantly on separate factors and the latter to see if the

three factors, A, B, and C, of the TC-I analysis would emerge.

In the two-factor analysis, all the A items were signif-

icantly loaded on one factor and not on the other, and all the

B items were loaded on the other factor and not on the factor

with the A items. The dual basis of the trait perceptions

thus receives further confirmation. On the three-factor anal-

ysis, all the A items were loaded on one factor, while the A

8
See Footnote 10, Chapter V, for comment on the Indiana

sample.
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items were loaded on two factors. With two exceptions--tolerant

and sensitive, which were loaded on Factor C in the TC-I analysis

but on Factor A in this analysis--all the A items loaded as

they had in the earlier analysis.

Discussion

The results of this study and the Q study that preceded

it indicate that the old question, What are the desirable traits

of teachers? cannot be answered in the form in which it is

put. We should ask, rather, What traits of teachers do differ-

ent sets of individuals believe are desirable in teachers?

There would seem to be at least three bases of judgment cor-

responding to the factors described earlier. We might ask

about a teacher's orientation to people, her task organization

or orientation, or her functional flexibility. To ask a judge

to tell what an effective teacher is like requires, for an

understandable answer, knowledge of the judge's basic educa-

tional orientation and knowledge of the underlying criteria

(factors) he is using in making the judgments.

If the sample of traits used in the study was adequate,

then, it can be tentatively said that there are three princi-

pal factors underlying perceptions of desirable traits of teach-

ers,9 These three factors, moreover, resemble Ryans' /0, Y,,

and Z patterns. The resemblance was apparent in the J2 data,

but was more marked in the present data. Observations of

teacher behavior and perceptions of traits seem to approach

each other through the underlying factors of both.

The positive correlations in the R matrix and the result-

ing positive correlations between factors are worth special

note. This characteristic of perceptions of desirable teacher

traits, together with the substantial variances of the indi-

vidual items (the standard deviations range from 1.0 to about

1.6), yields the relatively high reliabilities of the A and

B subscales of TC-I and TC-VIII due, no doubt, to the variance

summation principle (Cronbach, 1951).

9 This statement is not meant to rule out larger numbers

of factors. The three principal factors can of course break

down into correlative or complementary factors. A and C,

.t".-x example, are correlative factors, as indicated by the ex-

traction and rotation of only two factors and by the second-

order analysis.
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Two "Situational" Measures of Teacher Trait Perceptions

We felt a strong need to measure perceptions of desirable

teacher-trait perceptions in a different and more realistic

way. The use of only summated-rating scales, moreover, to

measure perceptions of teacher traits, even though the scales

seemed satisfactory, struck us as overdependence on one method.

We therefore decided to try other measurement methods, namely

paired-comparisons and what we call a "situational" method.

We now describe the latter. Later we will describe the former.

To achieve some degree of realism, we simulated quasi-

realistic "situations" and asked our subjects to role play

imaginatively, to interact with situations that were familiar

and perhaps interesting and that required subjects to choose

among relatively difficult alternatives. When we first did

this we actually did not expect to be too successful since there

was little precedent for instruments of this kind. We also

realized that a realistic task of choosing teachers might

I

be even more difficult for individuals responding to paper-

.x-----;.1, and-pencil instruments than it is for administrators and boards

of education making the actual choices. Nevertheless, if our

idea worked, we felt that our basic hypothesis would have ad-

ditional, if not necessarily stronger, support.

1

To onstruct the first of the two instruments, Hiring

Teachers I, or HT-I, the A and B adjectives that were high

on the Q factor arrays were incorporated in descriptions of teach-

ers, six A or six B adjectives in each description. There

were 18 descriptions, or items, in HT-I, each of which contained

a teacher's name (always innocuous), sex (always female),

marital status (always single), age (from 24 to 27), teaching

experience (from four to seven years), degree (always B.S.

and ILA.), degree-granting institution (types balanced between

A and B descriptions), recommendation (always good), and,

finally, the six adjectives. The descriptions, then, varied

only in adjectival characterizations; all other factors were

controlled. Of the 18 items, six contained A descriptions,

six B descriptions, and six were neutral (for buffer and proba-

bility purposes). Subjects were asked to imagine that they

had to recommend to their superintendents six teachers of the

18 to be hired by the board of education.

Experience with HT-I had shown that it imposed a very dif-

ficult burden on the s '..11jects. They had to read, evaluate,

and choose from among 1.8 capsule descriptions of teachers.

The necessity of a shorter instrument was evident. But how

could we shorten the scale without sacrificing the probability

levels (see below) thought necessary? To solve this problem,

we calculated all the probabilities of k things taken m at
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a time using the hypergeometric distribution (Hays, 1963, pp.

155-156). We did this by letting k vary form 11 to 20 and

m from x to 1, x and Y depending, of course, on k.

Our goal was an instrument with as few items and as few

choices as possible commensurate with adequate probability

levels. We finany chose k = 14 and m = 5, or 14 things taken

five at a time. Among the 14 items, we had six A, six B, and

two buffers ("neutral" descriptions).

Hiring Teachers III, or HT-III, was constructed from the

factor analytic results of the 2 study and the results of

the factor analyses of TC-I. HT-I was used before the results

with TC-I had been analyzed. After the TC-I results were

available, we tried to improve the sets of adjectives by using

only those highly loaded on the TC-I factors. Shorter descrip-

tions.wre also used: the degrees, degree-granting institutions,

sex, and marital status of HT-I were omitted from the descrip-

tions.

A subject's score on HT-I or HT-III was defined probabilis-

tically and depended, too, on his attitude scores. The ES

attitude scores were dichotomized at the medians of the atti-

tude A and B scores, and subjects with scores above the medians

were called Highs and those with scores below the medians were

called Lows. We scored the subjects on HT only in relation

to their scores on the ES measures, in other words. The exact

probability of a subject choosing four, or five, or all six

A (or B) HT-I descriptions by chance--calculated from 18 things

(k) taken six at a time (m)--was .057. (The probability of

choosing all six was .000054, and the probability of choosing

five or six was .004.) If an A-attitude subject, then, chose

four, five, or six A HT items (teachers to hire), this was

a "hit"--and similarly for a B-attitude subject.

With H' -'III a subject had to choose, from the 14 descrip-

tions, four or five A or B descriptions to obtain a hit. The

probability of choosing four or five by chance was .063. (The

probability of all five was .003.) A "hit" was assigned 1;

a "no-hit" was assigned zero. The statistics used with HT-I

and HT-III will be described in Chapter VII.

Unfortunately, we knew no way to test the reliabilities

of HT-I and HT-III. The unusual nature of the scales seemed

to proscribe any of the usual methods. Factor analysis, too,

seemed proscribed. We were forced, therefore, to judge the

instruments by the consistency of the results obtained with

them and by the factor analytic nature of their construction.

Despite these limitations, both HT-I and HT-III seemed to be

adequate instruments, especially when the difficulty of the
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tasks facing the subjects is considered. (Copies of HT-I and

HT-III are included in the Appendix.)

Addendum

The original proposal for this research included plans

for constructing two pair-comparisons scales to measure per-

ceptions of desirable teacher characteristics. These scales

were constructed but were not too successful (though not un-

successful). Because early results did not look as promising

as the results obtained with summated-rating scales, these

instruments were dropped. Nevertheless, we feel that this re-

port should contain the results of the work done with the two-

pair comparisons scales we constructed and briefly used.

The first scale, Teacher Characteristics Scale II (TC-II),

used the simple but evidently unused notion of combining items

of different factors. That is, each item of TC-II had two

adjectives, one an A adjective and the other a B adjective.

There were 10 A adjectives and 10 B adjectives which were

paired in all possible pairs. They were chosen from the high

positive ends of the Q factor arrays. Subjects were required

to choose that member from each pair that they thought more

important for teachers to have. Each subject had two scores:

the number of A adjectives he chose and the number of B adjectives

he chose. (The A and B scores, of course, were not independent

of each other.) The purpose of constructing TC-II was to pro-

vide another TC measure. It was not, of course, used for

scaling purposes. Since it did not work too well, perhaps

because of its length, 100 items, and its rather repetitive

nature, we do not discuss technical details further.

Teacher Characteristics Scale V (TC -V) was constructed

to test a prediction made in the original study plan. It

was predicted that the judges with A attitudes would be able

to scale A adjectives but not B adjectives, and that judges

with B attitudes would be able to scale B adjectives but not

A adjectives. (See Sherif and Hovland, 1961.) That is, the

A items should form a unidimensional scale when judged by A

judges, but not when judged by B judges, and vice versa for

B items. Although the predictions were not supported--the

A and B subsets of items were scalable whether A judges or

B judges scaled them--the results are interesting, especially

for future research.

Six adjectives high on the Q study A factor array and

six adjectives high on the B factor array were paired in all

possible comparisons, making a total of 66 items. The A ad-
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jectives were scaled separately, the B adjectives were scaled

separately, and all 12 adjectives were scaled by 40 high A-atti-

tude subjects and by 40 high B-attitude subjects using the method

of pair-comparisons
(Edwards, 1957, Ch. 2). Each of the scaling

operations was tested for significance using the% 2 test out-

lined by Edwards (ibid., Ch. 3). IfX? is not significant,

then we can say that the items are scalable. UV is significant,

then one or more assumptions behind the scaling procedure are

violated and the items are presumably "not scalable" (by the

judges).

Almost all the sets of items, A, B, and combined A and

B, were scalable: none of thele2's were significant except that

obtained when A-attitude judges judged A adjectives alone.

The rank orders of the item scale values, moreover, were quite

similar. Rank-order correlations between the scale values

obtained by A and B judges were as follows (significance levels

are given in parentheses):

judging A adjectives: .80 (.05)

judging B adjectives: .93 (.01)

judging A and B adjectives: .86 (.01)

The predictions were clearly not confirmed.

Some readers may find the scale values of the adjective-

traits interesting. We give them in Table VI-6. While we did

not believe too strongly in our predictions--the original

research plan actually said that this test of the hypothesis

may be too severe--we certainly did not anticipate these re-

sults. For example, the non-significantV's and the substan-

tial rho (.86) for both attitude A and B judges judging all

the adjectives (first two columns of scale values in Table VI-6)

seem to indicate that the A and B adjectives are scalable even

when taken together. But they should not be since we have al-

ready shown that the adjectives belong to two different factors.

Our tentative explanations, at least at present, are the positive

correlation between the A and B factors and a characteristic

of the paired comparisons method that Sherif and Hovland dis-

cuss. Since we have already discussed the effects of positive

correlations among factors and the variance summation principle

in Chapter V, we do not do so here. On the characteristics

of the paired comparisons method that may have operated to par-

tially nullify the effect of attitude on judgment with TC -II

and TC-V, Sherif and Hovland (1961, p. 93) say, "The margin

for systematic displacements is minimal when each of a series

of objects is presented for comparison with another object."

Three other teacher trait perception instruments were
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Table V1-6

Pair-Comparisons Scale Values of A, B, and Combined A and B

Adjectives as Judged by Attitude A and B Judges

Adjectives

Considerate .91 .79 .77 .85 A

Reliable .79 .75 .93 .81 B

Thoughtful .70 .43 .63 .45 A

Warm .66 .21 .45 .03 A
,..

Conscientious .61 .54 .81 .70 B

Sympathetic .43 .25 .31 .20 A

Sensitive .42 .19 .24 .11 A

Efficient .32 .34 .47 .37 B

Thorough ,32 .17 .45 .26 B

Friendly .29 .07 .00 .00 A

Moral .29 .20 .52 .35 B

Firm .00 .00 .00 .00 B

talfr.

A-Alla B-All A-A!3 B-A A-B B-B Typec

a
The first letter of each pair means "Judge"; the second

letter or word means adjective set judged. N = 93 for the first

two columns of scale values; N = 40 for the rest of the columns.

bg significant at the .05 level. For all other sets X2

is not significant.

c
Type: TC factor type.



conceived, written, and tested. Since preliminary results ob-

tained with them were not promising, we abandoned tnem. They

are summarized briefly here because they throw light on the

instruments that were more successful and emphasize the impor-

tance of conventional psychometric criteria and principles.

TC-VII had the same 22 adjective items as TC-VIII and the

same type of task as HT-I and HT-III. The subjects were asked

to choose nine of the 22 adjectives that would constitute

their conceptions of the "good teacher." It was scored in the

"hit" and "no-hit" fashion of HT-I and HT-III.

TC-VI was entirely different. Four educational positions,

Teacher, Principal, Superintendent, and Professor, were given

the subject. He was asked to list the traits that the general-

ly successful occupant of the position possesses. A list of

possible traits was also provided, but the subject was told

that he was not limited to them. We intended counting A and

B traits for the position Teacher as a scoring method. The

results were so irregular, however, that they were not usable.

HT-II was a short version of HT-I: it had seven teacher

descriptions or items, two A, two B, and three buffer (neutral)

items. The subject was required to select two teachers froM

the seven. We had thought that this short form would escape

the task difficulty of HT-I. Unfortunately, it did not work.

The main trouble seemed to be that there were too few items.

To obtain a "hit" a subject had to choose both target descrip-

tions, A or B, from among the seven descriptions. The instru-

ment gave too little opportunity for non-chance factors to

overcome chance factors, in other words.

While the ideas for these instruments intrigued us, we

learned a valuable lesson: the researcher must be very cautious

about giving up or bending too far conventional psychometric

principles and strictures. Number of items, intrinsic interest

of items and the total task, and carefully prepared and clear

instructions are necessary if not sufficient conditions of good

measurement instruments.



Chapter VII

Studies II, III, and IV: Cross-Sectional Approaches)

In chapter IV the basic problem of the study--What are

the relations between attitudes toward education and perceptiono

of desirable traits of teachers?--was attacked using Q method-

ology. Hypotheses 1 and 3 (see Chapter II) were tested and

supported by the Q data. Judges with progressive and tradi-

tional educational attitudes chose teacher traits congruent

with their attitudes (Hypothesis 3), and there were three

persons factors behind perceptions of the effective teacher.

Two other problems of the study are expressed by the

questions: What are the factors behind attitudes toward educa-

tion? and What are the factors behind perceptions of desirable

teacher characteristics? These questions were answered in

Chapters V and VI. In both cases it was found that two "large,"

or second-order, factors seemed to underlie the attitude items

and the perception items of the scales used. The evidence,

then, supported Hypotheses 2 and 4.

We now turn to extensive cross-sectional tests of the

basic problem and hypothesis of the study. Hypothesis 3 states

that judges with progressive attitudes toward education will

choose traits congruent with progressive educational opinions

and beliefs, and judges with traditional attitudes toward

education will choose traits congruent with traditional opin-

ions and beliefs. We tested this hypothesis in four related

substudies--henceforth called Studies I, II, III, and IV--

using a variety of measures of attitudes toward education

and perceptions of desirable teacher characteristics. The

development of the most important and useful measures was de-

scribed in Chapters IV, V, and VI.2 We therefore describe

them and certain other measures only briefly in this chapter.

1Some of the discussions and tabled statistics of Chap-

ters V and VI will be repeated in this chapter for clarity and

completeness of presentation.

2There were two exceptions: QED, a 2 sort to measure

educational attitudes, and ES-I (Education Scale I), a 20-

item summated-rating educational attitude scale. Both had

been developed in previous research (Kerlinger, 1956; Kerlinger

and Kaya, 1959a) .
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Study I was the a study mentioned above and described

in detail in Chapter IV. Studies II, III, and IV used a cross-

sectional approach: large numbers of subjects in different

parts of the United States were administered the attitude

and perception measures and, for the most part, the resulting

data were analyzed with correlation techniques, including

factor analysis, and a mixture of exact probability and chi

square procedures. In all cases, we juxtapose educational

attitude measures against desirable teacher characteristic

measures.

The attitude measures were all of the summated-rating

(Likert) kind. While it might have been desirable to have

used other types of attitude measures, e.g., forced-choice,

previous research and our factor analytic purposes made us

use only summated ratings. The perception measures consisted

of summated ratings, paired comparisons, and what can be called

"choice" or "situational" instruments. As indicated in Chap-

ter VI, however, not all of these were successful. Nor did

we expect all of them to be successful. We tried, in other

words, different methods in order to determine the best methods

for our purposes. These "best" methods turned out to be the

summated - rating scales and the situational instruments. We

report mainly che data gathered with these measures.

The samples and the instruments used in the four studies

are outlined in Table VII-1. The table will help the reader

grasp the scale names and the samples in the context of the

four studier. A basic procedural principle we followed was

that everything we did had to be replicated, preferably in

different places. It can be seen that the samples were widely

distributed: they consisted of teachers and graduate students

of education from New York, North Carolina, Texas, Wisconsin,

Indiana, and Michigan. Another procedural principle that

governed our data collection was that samples should be large.

This was mainly for factor analytic purposes that will be dis-

cussed later. The sample N's are given in the table.

It will be useful to bear our scale symbols in mind.

ES means Education Scale. It is the designation used for the

three educational attitude scales used in the study: ES-I,

ES-VI, and ES-VII.3 TC means Teacher Characteristics. HT

means Hiring Teachers. TC measures were summated-rating scales;

HT measures were situational TC instruments. Of the eight

measures constructed to explore perceptions of teacher charac-

teristics, four were "successful" and are listed in Table VII-1:

TC-I, TC-VIII, HT-I, and HT-III.

3
ES-II, ES-III, ES-IV, and ES-V were constructed for

and used in other research (Kerlinger, 1961).
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Table VII-1

Study Designations, Samples, and Educational Attitude and Teacher

Trait Perception Instruments Useda

Study

I

II

III

IV

Samples

N.Y., N = 36

N.Y., N = 142
N.Y., N = 132
N.Y., N = .102

N.Y., N = 344
N.C., N = 404
Tex., N = 556
Wisc., N = 218

L.I., N = 298
Ind., N = 322
Mich., N = 400
N.C., N = 428
N.Y., N = 257

...==1...

Instruments

QED; TCQb

ES-I; TC-I; HT-Ic

ES-VI; TC-I

ES-VII; TC-VIII; HT-III

aSee text for descriptions of studies, samples, and in-

struments.

tAlucation sort; TCQ: Teacher charnrtpristics

Q sort. These a sorts were described in Chapter IV.

c
ES-I: Education Scale I (and similarly with ES-VI and

ES-VII); TC-I: Teacher Characteristics Scale I (and similar-

ly with TC-VIII) ; HT-I: Hiring Teachers I (and similarly with

HT-III). These instruments were the basic ones used. With

some samples, however, other instruments were used for auxiliary

purposes discussed in Chapter IX.



Study II

In Study II, ES-I, TC-I, HT-I, and two other scales were

administered to two samples: 142 graduate students of educa-

tion and 234 teachers of a supervisory district of New York

State. 4 The latter sample
consisted of two randomly divided

subsamples of 132 and 102 teachers. ES-I was administered

to all 376 teachers. The means, standard deviations, and

r's between the A (progressivism) and B (traditionalism) mea-

sures of ES-I are reported in the upper part of Table VII-2.5

It will be recalled from Chapter V that ES-I is a 20-item sum-

mated-rating scale with 10 A (progressivism) and 10 B (tradi-

tionalism) items. The A means and the A and B standard devia-

tions are much like those of earlier samples. The B means,

however, are considerably higher than those of earlier samples:

about half a standard deviation. This may be due to a differ-

ence in the samples--teachers in the present sample and grad-

uate students of education in earlier samples--or to a possible

change in attitudes due to recent changes in the national

educational atmosphere. The correlations between A and B

are negative and low, as expected.

The companion data for TC-I are reported in the first

two lines of Table VII-3. TC-I, as noted in Chapter VI, was

a 38-item, seven-point, summated-rating scale consisting of

14 A items, 14 B items, and 10 neutral buffer items. A sub-

ject's scores were the averages of his ratings on A and B.

TC-I was administered to the N = 142 sample, the N = 132 sam-

ple, but not to the N = 102 sample.

The main things to note about these TC statistics are

the near equality of the A and B means, the positive correlations

between the A and B subscales, and the substantial reliabilities

of both subscales. The near equality of means seems to indicate

4
The authors are grateful to Dr. Bernard Bryan, District

Superintendent, Second Supervisory District, New York State,

Mr. Martin O'Neill, Dr. Bryan's Research Associate, and the

then principal, Mr. Calvin Sloan, and teachers, especially

Mrs. Frances Bennett, of the Highview School, U.F.D. No. 7,

Hartsdale, N.Y., for assisting us to administer the scales

during a district conference of teachers.

method. The coefficients were .71 for both A and B.
= 132+ 10 = 234, however, were calculated by the odd-even

5The ES reliabilities of the separate New York samples were

not calculated because some of the original data were lost in

an office move. The reliabilities of the combined samples, N

2
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Table VII -2

Means, Standard Deviations, Reliability Coefficients, and

Correlations Between Factors: ES-I, ES-VI, and

ES-VII, All Samplesa

s r s r
tt -tt -AB

ES-I:

N.Y. 142 5.36 .85

N.Y. 132 5.43 .75

N.Y. 102 5.27 .75

ES-VI:

4.29 .95

4.27 .86

4.67 .88

-.19
-.20

N.Y. 344 5.51 .71 .85 4.14 .85 .86 -.30

N.C. 404 5.51 .54 .80 4.19 .74 .83 -.27

Tex. 556 5.25 .67 .83 4.43 .74 .u..
c-, -.18

Wisc. 218 5.46 .55 .78 4.04 .74 .83 -.33

ES-VII:

L.I. 298 5.54 .69 .79

Ind. 322 5.51 .60 .76
hno 5.79 .A1 .Rn

N.C. 428 5.61 .59 .71

N.Y. 257 5.75 .61 .76

4111111

4.34 .85 .78 -.15

4.24 .65 .69 .02

3.93 .73 .76 -.20

4.03 .87 .82 -.20

3.74 .73 .73 -.19

a
See text for descriptions of samples.

But see Footnote 5.

alpha eareliability coefficients. Rliabilities

of ES-I were not calculated for the separate New York samples.
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Table VII-3

Means, Standard Deviations, Reliability Coefficients, and

Correlations Between Factors: TC-I and TC-VIII,

All Samplesa

A

N 14 s r tb M s r
-tt -AB

TC-I:

N.Y. 142 5.34 .76 5.46 .83 .27

N.Y. 132 5.69 .71 .84 5.37 .74 .80 .44

N.Y. 313 5.53 .72 .82 5.12 .82 .83 .40

N.C. 404 5.28 .69 .80 5.45 .68 .80 .51

Tex. 480 5.21 .74 .83 5.59 .69 .80 .61

Wisc. 218 5.26 .68 .77 5.15 .70 .71 .34

TC-VIII:

L.I. 298 5.07 .87 .80 5.22 .84 .82 .33

Ind. 159 4.94 .72 .69 5.16 .77 .77 .23

Mich. 400 5.26 .74 .71 4.76 .84 .79 .21

N.C. 428 5.15 .72 .72 5.41 .78 .82 .32

N.Y. 257. 5.38 .74 .74 4.74 .85 .78 .22

a
See text for descriptions of samples.

br
: alpha reliability coefficients. The coefficient for

tt
the N =732 sample is an odd-even one.



that the A and B dimensions are on the average both favored

rather highly: about 5.5 on a seven-point scale. This is

perhaps due to the favorable nature of the adjectives--friend-

ly, warm, sympathetic and reliable, conscientious, efficient,

for example. This is also reflected in the positive correla-

tions between the two dimensions. The substantial reliabili-

ties of both subscales were not anticipated. If anything, we

anticipated considerably lower reliabilities because of the

nature of the individual items, single adjectives whose mean-

ings and use in ordinary discourse are not always too precise.

A glance at the third, fourth, fifth, and sixth data lines of

the table show that the statistical characteristics just dis-

cussed persist in other samples.

Results

Coefficients of correlation were calculated between ESA

and TCA, ESB and TCB, ESA and TCB, and ESB and TCA for the

N 142 and N se 132 samples. These r's are reported in Table

VII-4. The hypothesized relations are underlined: A to A

is .29, and B to B is .43 for the N mg 142 sample and .24 and

.30 for the N is 132 sample. The four r's are significant at

the .01 level, except the A-A r of .24, which falls just short

of the .01 level (two-tailed test).6 The cross-dimension r's,

A-B and B-A, are -.10, not significant, and -.21, significant,

for the N 142 sample, and -.23, significant, and -.14, not

significant, for the N - 132 saa9le. We expected all cross-

dimension r's to hover around zero or to be negative and low.

The hypothesis is supported, though certainly not dramat-

ically. We thought that the A-A and B-B r's would be about

.40, or at least .30. As we shall see later with other samples,

some of the r's were about .40, some were in the .30's, but

many were also in the .20's. In almost all cases the predicted

r's were statistically significant. High r's were of course

not expected. Perceptions and judgments of teacher characteris-

tics, like all interactional events and processes, have multiple

determinants. Attitude is only one such determinant, though

an important one.

The analjsis of the relations between the ES measures and

the responses to the HT (Hiring Teachers) measures is complex.

In Chapter VI HT-I was described as a situational instrument

constructed to measure perceptions of teacher characteristics.

Of its 18 "items," six were A descriptions that contained ad-

i
The .01 level of significance is used throughout this

report, except where otherwise noted.
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Table VII-4

Correlations Between ES-I and TC-I Measures,

New York Samplesa

New York, N = 142 New York, N = 132

TC-I A TC-1 B TC-I A TC-I B

ES-I A .29 -.10 .24 -.23

ES-I B -.21 .43 -.14 .30

a
r's pertinent to the hypothesis are underlined. r = .23,

significant at the .01 level.
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jectives like sympathetic, flexible, kind, and friendly, six

were B descriptions with adjectives like dependable, thorough,

reliable, and conscientious, and six contained "neutral" ad-

jectives (for buffer purposes). Each subject was asked, in

effect, to play the role of a teacher who had to recommend

to his superintendent six of the teachers to be hired. (See

Chapter VI for a more detailed description. Copies of HT-I

and HT-III, the successor to HT-I, can be found in the Appen-

dix.)

In order to test the attitude-perception hypothesis using

HT-I, it will also be recalled, we dichotomized the attitude

A and B scores at the medians and called the subjects above

the medians Highs and those below the medians Lows. In other

words, each subject was assigned "scores" on HT-I only in re-

lation to his scores on ES-I. If a subject was a High on

ES-I A, for example, we asked whether he had also obtained

a "hit" on HT-I. A "hit" was defined by whether the subject

had selected four, five, or six of the A descriptions of HT-I.

Similarly, we asked whether a subject who was a High on ES-I

B selected four, five, or six of the HT-I B descriptions.

The exact probability of a subject choosing four, or five, or

six A (or B) descriptions by chance was .057.7 If an A-attitude

individual (high on A), then, chose four, or five, or six A

descriptions, we called this a "hit"--and similarly for a B-

attitude individual.

To test the attitude-perception hypothesis over a whole

7This was calculated from 18 things taken six at a time

using the hypergeometric distribution (Hays, 1963, pp. 155-

156). The probability of choosing all six descriptions (A

or B) was .000054, and the probability of choosing five or six

was .004.

8This procedure has a questionable and troublesome aspect

that we could not seem to overcome. An individual could be

high on both attitude-A and attitude-B. It would have been

desirable to categorize each subject as an A, a B, or neither.

Unfortunately, we could find no adequate way to do this. In

testing the hypothesis, however; we conceived the A and B

attitude dimensions as different and independent, and conse-

quently the A-A and B-B comparisons as independent. This

procedure was perhaps justified because no individual could

obtain a "hit" on both A and B of HT-I. In other words, although

a subject could be high on attitude-A and attitude-B, he could

not at the same time obtain a "hit" on both A and B of HT-I.

We hope ultimately to devise some better method along the lines

of multiple regression.
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The
on the exact probability expectations just mentioned.

he same was done for High B's and Low B's. For example, in

VII-5 but with the marginal probabilities, and then calculate

the cell probabilities and expectations, the method becomes

The expected number of hits by chance among the ESA Highs

sample, we counted the number of "hits" and "no hits" on hT -I

for High A's and Low A's, and then calculated chi squares

a sample of 100 subjects we would expect six "hits" on A and

a,

ability expectations, in other words, we used the exact prob-

abilities.

explain the N = 142 sample in detail using round numbers.

course 67.9 )e2 is 252.795, significant well beyond the .001

level.

94 "no hits" (a = .057 x 100 = 5.7; = 1 - 2. Is 1 - .057 =

142, N = 132, and N = 102. To help clarify the analysis we

the Lows is also 4. The expected number of no-hits is of

VII -

5, VII-6, and VII-7 for the three New York samples of N =

is 4. Similarly the expected number of hits by chance among

.943, and .943 x 100 = 94). Instead of chi square equal prob-

The results of these tests are reported in Tables VII-

9If we set up a contingency table like that of Table

clearer. Here is the table:

Hi A

Lo A

Hit No-Hit

.50 x .057
= .0285

.50 x .943

= .4715
--,

.50 x .057 .50 x .943

= .0285 = .4715

.057 .943

. 50

. 50

The probability of a high A is of course .50, and similarly

for a low A, since we dichotomized the sample. The probabil-

ity of a hit, disregarding high and low A, is .057; the prob-

ability of a no-hit is .943. The joint probability of a high

A and a hit is .057 x .50 = .0285, an. similarly for a low

A and a hit. The probability of a high A and a no-hit is

. 943 x .50 = .4715, and similarly for a low A and a no-hit.

The total N of 142 is then simply multiplied by the.four cell

probabilities to obtain the expected frequencies, which are:

. 0285 x 142 = 4.047 and .4715 x 142 = 66.953, or, in round

numbers, 4 and 67. Thes figures are then used to calculate

chi square in the usual manner, but with a correction for con-

tinuity. It may be wondered: Why bother with the low A's?
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Study of the three tables shows two things. ch the hy-

pothesis is supported: with the exception of the ES-B - HT-B

part of Table VII-7 (significant at the .05 level), the'&2's

are significant at the .01 and .001 levels. In each case, it,

can be seen that the larger shares of the X2's are contributed

by the High-Hit combination. Two, it is also clear that the

A adjective descriptions are more attractive than the B ad-

jective descriptions. This is shOwn by the column sums of the

frequencies in the A and B tables. In each case the Hit column

proportion is greater in the A table than it is in the B table.

In Table VII-5 the A column frequencies of Hit and No-Hit are

52 and 90, while the B frequencies are 33 and 109. The pro-

portions are .37 and .63 for A and .23 and .77 for B. The

proportions in Table VII-6 are .39 and .61 for A and .09 and

. 91 for B. The proportions in Table VII-7 are .42 and .58

for A and .10 and .90 for B. Clearly the A descriptions have

much stronger "pull" than the B descriptions, a fact that did

not surprise us in view of the obvious social desirability

of the A adjective descriptions vis a vis the B adjective

descriptions--sympathetic, warm, friendly, and flexible, for

example, versus industrious, reliable, efficient, and firm.

Despite this, the relation between attitude and perception is

as predicted.

Another way to see the predicted relations is to calculate

the proportions of the Hits and the No-Hits to the total num-

bers in the High and Low groups. These proportions are given

in parentheses in the tables. Among the High attitude A's

of Table VII-5, for instance, there were 31 Hits and 40 No-

Hits. The proportions are 31/71 = .44 and 40/71 = .56. Among

the Low attitude A's, on the other hand, the proportions are

. 30 and .70. The differences between the proportions on the

B side of Table VII-5 are more pronounced: .35 and .65 versus

. 11 and .89. If we subtract the Low Hits from the High Hits

we have a crude index of the strength of the association.

Call this index IA (Index of Association). Thus, in Table

VII-5, IA is .14 for A and .24 for B. In Table VII-6 the IA's

The reason is that we are interested in the relation between

attitude and perception, and not just in the number of hits.

If, for example, the low A got about the same number of hits

as the high A's and the chi square is significant, then we

can infer that something other than attitude is making the num-

ber of HT hits depart from chance. In short, both levels of

both variables have to be taken into account. (The expected

chance frequencies are given in the footnotes of the three

tables.)
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Table VII-5

ES-I and HT-I: )62 Analyses, New York Sample, N = 142

ESA-Hi

ESA-Lo

A

Hita No-Hit

31 (.44) 40 (.56)

21 (.30) 50 (.70)

= 252.795 (.001)

ESB-Hi

ESB-Lo

Hit No-Hit

25 (.35) 46 (.65)

8 (.11) 63 (.89)

1/2
= 112.028 (.001)

a
Chance expectation in high or low group (rounded): Hit = 4;

No-Hit = 67.
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Table VII-6

ES-I and HT-I: 1(2 Analyses, New York Sample, II = 132

ESA-Hi

ESA-Lo

62.

A

Hita No-Hit

37 (.56) 29 (.44)

15 (.23) 51 (.77)

i/2
= 332.772 (.001)

ESB-Hi

ESB-Lo

1111111111410IMMI 11!

Hit No-Hit

10 (.15) 56 (.85)

2 (.03) 64 (.97)

1/2
= 9.645 (.01)

.001El.

a
Chance expectation in high or low group: Hit = 4; No-Hit =



Table VII -7

ES-I and HT-I: )62 Analyses, New York Sample, N " 102

ESA-Hi

ESA-Lo

A

Hita No-Hit

28 (.55) 23 (.45)

15 (.29) 36 (.71)

iv2
= 268.159 (.001)

a

48.

ESB-Hi

ESB-Lo

.Ikaab*.ma

Hit No-Hit

7 (.14) 44 (.86)

3 (.06) 48 (.94)

= 4.71 .05)

Chance expectation in high and low groups: Hit = 3; No-Hit =



are .33 and .12, and in Table VII-7, they are .26 and .08.
10

The data of Study II, then, support the hypothesis, if

not dramatically, as we said before. Educational progressivism

is accompanied by a tendency to choose characteristics of teach-

ers that are person-oriented, and educational traditionalism

by a tendency to choose teacher characteristics that are task-

oriented.

Study III

Study II and Study III were similar in their general ap-

proach. The main differences between them were a new and en-

larged scale to measure the independent variable, attitudes

toward education, and large samples from different parts of

the United States. (Another difference that does not concern

us here is that a major purpose of Study III was to gather

large sets of data to study the factor structure and content

of the ES and TC measures.)

The new instrument, Education Scale VI (ES -VI), constructed

at this stage of the research to measure attitudes toward educa-

tion, was a 46-item, seven-point, summated-rating scale. Its

items were selected from a pool of some 100 items used in pre-

vious research (Kerlinger, 1956; 1958; 1S..#1; Kerlinger and

Kaya, 1959a, 1959b; Smith, 1963). The criteria of item selec-

tion and technical details of the scale were discussed in

Chapter V.

The instrument used to measure perceptions of desirable

traits of teachers in Study III was TC-I. It was described

above and in Chapter VI. Hiring Teachers (HT-I) was not used

in Study III. In short, one of the main purposes of Study

III was to replicate with large samples in different parts of

the country the correlational data and results obtained in

Study II. (The other main purposes were discussed in Chap-

ters V and VI.)

ES-VI and TC-I were administered to four samples of teach-

ers and graduate students of education in New York (11 ix 344),

North Carolina ON = 404), Texas (N = 556), and Wisconsin qi =

0
10
The reader should bear in mind the complexity and dif-

ficulty of the task that faced the subject: to choose six

rather complex descriptions from among 18 such descriptions.

Another point to remember is the very low probability of ob-

taining four, five, or six hits by chance.
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218).
11 The basic statistics obtained with these samples are

reported in Tables VII-2 (fourth through seventh lines of data)

and VII-3 (third, fourth, and fifth lines of data). It can

be seen that the means and standard deviations are similar to

those obtained with ES-I and TC-I in Study II, except that

the ESA mean of the Texas sample is about a third of a standard

deviation lower and the ESB Texas mean about one quarter of

a standard deviation higher than the other sample means.

The ES-VI internal consistency (alpha coefficients) relia-

bilities are substantial--about .80 or higher. One of the pur-

poses in constructing ES-VI was to obtain higher reliabilities

than had been obtained with ES-I (in the .70's: see Kerlinger

and Kaye, 1959b). The TC-I internal consistency reliabilities,

too, are substantial--.80 or higher. Although we planned

to administer ES-VI and TC-I (end later, ES-VII and TC-VIII)

to two or three samples twice in order to be able to calculate

repeat reliabilities, we were not very successful due to inabil-

ity to administer the scales a second time and to other dif-

ficulties. Nevertheless, '',1e did obtain repeat estimates from

one separate sample in New. York of 51 graduate students of

education.12 The ES-VI repeat reliabilities were: A = .90

and B = .72. The TC-I repeat reliabilities were: A = .62

and B = .71. These coefficients are satisfactory, except

for TCA. On the basis of data from only one sample we hes-

itate to try to explain these estimates and to compare them

to the internal consistency estimates.

The correlations between the A and B dimensions of both

scales are opposite in sign: the ESA and ESB correlations are

low and negative; the TCA and TCB correlations are moderate

and positive. The import of these is was discussed in Chap-

ters V and VI and need not be discussed here. In Study III,

then, we have two instruments of substantial internal consisten-

cy reliability, satisfactory repeat reliability, and appar-

ent factorial validity. We also have large samples obtained

in different parts of the country. If the correlations ob-

tained with these samples and instruments are similar to those

obtained with the samples and instruments of Study II, we

can, other things equal, have considerably more faith in the

findings.

11
The scales were administered in North Carolina, Texas,

and Wisconsin by Professors Roy Sommerfeld, Gerald Kowitz, and

Thomas Linton. We wish to thank these men for their assistance.

12
We are indebted to Dr. Joseph Reswick for obtaining

these data for us.
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Results

The findings are reported in Table VII-8, which, like

Table VII-4, reports the correlations between the ESA, and

ESB measures, on the one hand, and the TCA and TCB measures,

on the other hand. The hypothesized correlations are underlined.

All of them are in the predicted direction and significant

at the .01 level. Like the r's of Table VII-40 however, they

are relatively modest, ranging from .23 to .44. In contrast,

the cross-dimension is are mostly quite low and not significant.

Only two of the eight is are significant: New York, ESB-

TCA, and Wisconsin, ESB -TCA. The hypothesis is supported.

The results are consistent with those of Study II and with

each other.

Study IV

New attitude and trait perception instruments were con-

structed for Study IV on the basis of factor analyses and item

analyses. All together six instruments were constructed:

one educational attitude scale, ES-VII; three teacher charac-

teristics scales, TC-VI, TC-VII, and TC-VIII; and two situa-

tion trait perception instruments, HT-II and HT-III. Three

of these instruments, ES-VII, TC-VIII, and HT-III, were found

to be "successful" in early tryouts; the others, TC-VI, TC-

VII, and HT-II, were either not "successful" or of dubious

psychometric values. Only ES-VII, TC -VIII, and HT-III were

used in Study IV. Their construction and characteristics were

described in Chapters V and VI. Thus we only categorize them

briefly here.

The goals of the scale construction were factorial "purity"

of the A and B dimensions of both the educational attitude and

the teacher trait perception scales, adequate reliability,

brevity, and adequate coverage of the attitude and trait domains.

To achieve factorial "purity," the items that in the factor

analyses of the New York, North Carolina, and Texas data had

consistently high loadings and at the same time substantial

item-total correlations in the item analyses were put into

small pools of ES and TC items. From these pools the A and

B items of ES-VII, TC-VIII, and HT-III were selected. As

indicated in Chapter V, ES-VII had 30 items, 15 A (progressivism)

and 15 B (traditionalism). TC-VIII (see Chapter VI) was assigned

22 items, 11 A (Person-Orientation) and 11 B (Task-Orientation).

Both were seven-point summated-rating scales,

The scales were administered, together with other scales

to be described later, to samples of teachers and graduate

students of education in New York, Indiana, Michigan, and
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Table VII -8

Correlations Between ES-VI and TC-I Measures, New York, North

Carolina, Texas, and Wisconsin Samplesa

N.Y., N = 103 N.C., N = 404

TCA TCB TCA TCB

ESA .30 -.10 .23 -.03

ESB -.25 .44 .04 .39

ESA

ESB

Tex., N = 480 Wisc., N = 218

TCA TCB

.30 .02

-.04 .24

TCA TCB

27 .00

-.19 .35

a
r'. s pertinent to the hypothesis are underlined. is

significant at .01: N = 100, r = .25; N = 200, r = .18; N

= 400, r = .13.
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North Carolina.
13 The samples, with their respective Nis,

are given in Table VII-1. The basic statistics of ES-VII are

reported in the last five data lines of Table VII-2. Those

of TC-VIII are reported in the last five data lines of Table

Study of these data shows that ES-VII and TC-VIII are quite

similar to their longer predecessors. The means and standard

deviations are approximately the same, except that the ES-VII B

means of one sample, New York (N = 257), is appreciably lower

than previous means, and two of the TC-VIII B means, Michigan

= 400) and New York Q1 = 257), are lower than any of their

predecessors.

The internal consistency (alpha coefficient) relIJA1-

ities of ES-VII range from .71 to .80 on A and .69 to .82

on B, with medians of .76. It was hoped that the careful selec-

tion of items would give consistent reliabilities of about

.80, as those of ES-VI did. In other words, while satisfac-

tory for the research purposes of this study, the reliabil-

ities of ES-VII could be better.

The internal consistency reliabilities of TC-VIII are also

satisfactory, especially when the small numbers of items (11

for each dimension) are taken into account. Here, however, the

B reliabilities are higher than the A4 the B range is from

.77 to .82, with a median of .79; the A range is from .69 to

.80, with a median of .72. In sum, the reliabilities of the

A and B subscales of both scales were satisfactory, if not

as high as expected.

The correlations between the A and B subscales of ES-VII

are negative, low, and similar to those of ES-I and ES-VI,

13
The data of the North Carolina sample, N = 428, actually

consisted of three subsamples whose instructions on TC-VIII

were different. One group was told to judge elementary teach-

ers, the second high school teachers, and the third received

the usual instructions. We will come to the analysis of these

experimental data in Chapter IX. We wanted to treat the whole

sample as one in certain analyses. The question was whether

the three subsamples differed to the extent of preventing such

treatment. Analyses of variance of the TCA and TCB measures

(and also the ESA and ESB measures) showed that the means of

the samples did not differ significantly. Moreover, factor

analyses of these data showed the factors obtained were evident-

ly not affected (see Chapter VIII). We therefore used these

data as though the instructions to the subsamples had not

differed.
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though a bit lower. Those between A and B of TC-VIII are posi-

tive but consistently lower than those between A and B of

TC-I.

Hiring Teachers III (HT-III), the situational instrument

used in Study IV, was based on the results obtained with HT-I

and the factor analyses of TC-I done after HT-I had been con-

structed. A number of the TC items that had high loadings

on the rotated factors were used to form the adjectival descrip-

tions of HT-III. It had been decided by a method described

in Chapter VI that 14 items, or descriptions, would be used

and that the items would be simplified. Instead of the 18 items

and the details of age, marital status, degrees, nears of teach-

ing experience, recommendations, and the six adjeLtives of HT-I,

only age, years of teaching experience, recommendations, and

five adjectives were used. There were six A items, six B

items, and two neutral, or buffer, items. Here are one A

item and one B item.

6. Ruth Jackson. Age 28. Has five years of teaching

experience, all satisfactory. Comes well recommended.

Reliable sources describe her as humorous, warm,

agreeable, enthusiastic, and cheerful. (A item)

9. Ellen Harding. Age 29. Has had six years teaching

experience. This experience has been satisfactory,

and her recommendations are good. Has been reliably

described as conscientious, efficient, punctual,

reliable, and sensible. (2 item)

Subjects were required to choose five of the 14 teachers.

If a subject was above the educational attitude A median (or

B median), he had to choose four or five A descriptions (or

B descriptions) to obtain a "hit." The probability of a hit

was .063. To test the hypothesis over all the subjects of

a given sample, chi square tests were used in the same way

they were used in Study II, except that the probabilities used

in the calculations were of course different. HT-III, then,

had fewer and presumably better (factorially more valid) items

and simpler descriptions than HT-I. As we will see, however,

the results were about the same. (Copies of HT-I and HT-III

will be found in the Ar endix.)

Results

The findings of Study IV re reported in the same manner

as in Studies II and III. Tixst, the correlations between the

ES and TC measures for four of the five samples are given

in Table VII-9. As usual, the hypothesized correlations are
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Table VII-9

Correlations Between ES-VII and TC-VIII Measures, Long Island,

Indiana, Michigan, and North Carolina Samplesa

L.I., N = 298 Ind., N = 159

TCA

ESA .40

ESB -.16

TCB

. 04

. 39

TCA TCB

.29 -.02

-.09 .38

Mich., N = 400 N.C., N = 428

TCA TCB TCA TCB

ESA .41 -.04 .19 -.04

ESB -.18 .36 -.01 .48

arts pertinent to the hypothesis are underlined. All

underlined r's are significant at the .01 level.
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underlined. All of these r's are significant at the .01 level.

Of the eight r's only two are below .30. The cross-dimension

r's, i.e., from ESA to TCB, and so on, hover around zero.

Of the eight of them only two were statistically significant

(at the .01 level), -.16 for ESB-TCA, Long Island, N = 298,

and -.18 for ESB-TCA, Michigan, N = 400. These results are

slightly better than the results obtained with ES-I and TC-I

and ES-VI and TC-I. The results obtained with the fifth sample,

New York, N = 257, were similar. The r for ESA-TCA was .31,

and that for ESB-TCB was .45. Both are significant at the

.01 level. The cross-dimension r's were -.06 for ESA-TCB and

-.09 for ESB-TCA. It is clear that the hyl. -hesis is again sup-

ported. And the results of Study IV are consistent with those

of Studies II and III.

The results obtained with ES-VII and HT-III are given

in Tables VII-10, VII-11, and VII-12. These tables are con-

structed like the earlier tables that reported the results2

obtained with HT-I. The results, too, are similar. The Z 's

are all significant at the .001 level. And the hypothesized

relations are as predicted. For example, in Table VII-10,

61 of the 149 ESA Highs, or 41 per cent, obtained hits. Only

9 hits were expected by chance. On the other hand, 37 of the

149 ESA Lows, or 25 per cent, obtained hits. Thus, propor-

tionately more of the ESA Highs than ESA Lows obtained hits.

The results for ESB and HTB in Table VII-10 and the results

reported in Tables VII-11 and VII-12 are similar. These re-

sults support the hypothesis. They are also consistent with

the results reported in Study II with ES- I and HT-I.

Summary, Conclusions, and Reservations

Studies II, III, and IV were all directed toward testing

the basic hypothesis of the study: Judges with progressive

attitudes toward education, in selecting desirable traits of

teachers, will choose traits congruent with progressive educa-

tional opinions and beliefs, and judges with traditional atti-

tudes toward education will choose traits congruent with tradi-

tional opinions and beliefs. In Chapter VI we saw that the

teacher characteristics factors that were "congruent with"

progressive and traditional educational attitudes were "Positive

Person Orientation" and "Systematic Task Organization," or

"Person Orientation" and 'Task Orientation." Therefore, in

the present substudies we predicted positive correlations be-

tween Progressivism and Person Orientation and between Tradi-

tionalism and Task Orientation. We also predicted that pro-

gressive individuals, faced with choices of teachers of the two

kinds, will choose person-oriented ones, while traditional

individuals will choose task-oriented ones.
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Table VII-10

ES-VII and HT-III: );.1 Analyses, Long Island Sample, N = 298

ESA-Hi

ESA-Lo

A

Hita No-Hit

61 (.41) 88 (.59)

37 (.25) 112 (.75)

;le = 381.127 (.001)

ESB-Hi

ESB-Lo

B

Hit No-Hit

42 (.28) 107 (.72)

14 (.09) 135 (.91)

= 119.357 (.001)

a
Chance expectation in high or low group (rounded): Hit = 9;

No-Hit = 140.
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Table VII-11

ES-VII and HT-III: x2 Analyses, Indiana Sample, N = 159

ESA-Hi

ESA-Lo

A

Hita No-Hit

27 (,34) 52 (.66)

16 (.20) 63 (.80)

142
= 123.262 (.001)

ESB-Hi

ESB-31.o

B

Hit No-Hit

22 (.28) 57 (.72)

12 (.15) 67 (.85)

r

= 67.779 (.001)

a
Chance expectation in high or low group: Hit = 5; No-

Hit = 74.



Table VII-12

ES-VII and HT-III: - Analyses, North Carolina Sample, N = 428

ESA-Hi

ESA-Lo

A

Hit
a

No-Hit

71 (.33) 143 (.67)

40 (.19) 174 (.81)

2
/k = 311.408 (.001)

ESB-Hi

ESB-Lo

Hit No-Hit

75 (.35) 139 (.65)

33 (.15) 181 (.85)

1/2
/L. = 323.832 (.001)

aChance expectation in high or low groups: Hit = 13; Nc-

Hit = 201.



Three attitude scales and four teacher characteristics

measures were administered to teachers and graduate students

of education in New York (six samples), North Carolina (two

samples), Texas, Wisconsin, Indiana, and Michigan. The total

number of subjects exceeded 3,500. Two types of scales to mea-

sure perceptions of desirable teacher characteristics were used.

The two types were completely different from each other.

The correlations were as predicted and the hypothesis

consequently upheld. This was true in all the samples. We

can therefore have considerable confidence in the external

validity of the relations studied. In addition, when the

relations were tested using choice, or situational, instruments,

attitudes seemed to influence choices of teachers according to

the traits they possessed. This, too, was true in all samples.

It must be added, however, that the correlations were modest

in magnitude--from about .20 to about .40--even though statis-

tically significant.

We have asked, directly, no internal validity questions.

That is, how do we know that the correlations truly reflect

the relations we say they do? We will attack this question in

Chapter X. Meanwhile, we now turn to another method of anal-

ysis, a method that we think tests the hypothesis in a "cru-

cial" manner. To do this we reanalyze the data of Study IV

with first- and second-order factor analysis.



Chapter VIII

Educational Attitudes and Teacher Trait Perceptions:

A Factor Analytic Approach

In this chapter we describe a factor analytic method for

testing the basic hypothesis and report the results obtained

with this method. The hypothesis can be viewed structurally.

Let us review hypotheses 2 and 3. Hypothesis 2 says that there

are two or more trait factors behind perceptions of the effective

teacher, and that these factors will correspond to progressive

and traditional notions of education and teaching. Hypothesis

3 says that judges with progressive attitudes toward education

will choose traits congruent with their attitudes and judges

with traditional attitudes toward education will choose traits

congruent with their attitudes. The substance of these hypotheses

can be translated into factor analytic and factor spatial terms.

If we factor analyze the intercorrelations of the items of our

attitude and perception instruments together, the hypotheses

suggest that there will be two broad attitude factors and two

broad perception factors and that these two sets of factors will

span the same two-dimensional factor space.

There are two or three difficult problems with such an

approach. One is that the subjects' responses to both attitude

and perception items should be of the same type. Fortunately,

both ES-VII and TC-VIII, the instruments used in the present

analysis, are seven-point summated-rating scales. A second

problem inheres in multiplicity of factors. Since we already

1The analyses and results of this chapter were not antici-

pated in the original study proposal. Their desirability, even

necessity, became evident toward the end of the investigation.

Understanding of what we report here will be facilitated by under-

standing so-called second-order factor analysis. Although we

used second-order analysis in Chapters V and VI, we did not give

much explanation of the procedure. In this chapter, however,

more explanation will be required because of the rather unusual

manner in which we used second-order analysis and because the

ultimate interpretation of the data of course depends on the

validity of our analytic procedures, Second-order factor analysis

has not been discussed much in the literature. The best reference

is the oldest: Thurstone's classic book, Multi21:Factor Analysis

(1947, Ch. XVIII).
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know that there are clearly four or more educational attitude

factors (see Chapter V) and trait perception factors (see Chapter

VI), how can we expect these various factors to come together,

as it were, in two factors? There are two technical answers, or

solutions, to this question, one much better than the other, but

both legitimate. The first involves factoring all the items of

both scales together, dropping all factors but the first two,

and then rotating the two factors to hypothesis. If most of the

A items of both scales--that is, progressivism attitude items

and people orientation perception items--load positively on one

of the factors and not on the other factor, and similarly for

the B items of both scales, then the hypothesis is supported.

While this method has shortcomings, we used it under the assump-

tion that the two factors will be strong ones in the sense that

they will appropriate most of the common factor variance. More-

over, the principal axes method of factor analysis helps us

because it extracts the maximum possible amount of variance of

such factors. This means that the extraction of two factors

from our data will maximize the possibility of an adequate test

of the hypothesis. This is what we might call a "forced" two-

factor solution.

A much better way to solve the problem is to use second-

order factor analysis. We know that there are several (first-

order) factors in each of the sets of data. In the factor analysis

of the ES-VI data reported in Chapter V, an eight-factor solution

was reported. From they. data, a four-factor solution is also

justified. In the factor analysis of the TC-I data reported in

Chapter VI, a three-factor solution was reported. We might,

hoNever, have also reported a six- or seven-factor solution.

If we had factored the items of both scales together, moreover,

it is highly probable, as we shall see from the analysis of the

ES-VII and TC-VIII data reported in this chapter, that ten or

more factors might legitimately have been extracted and inter,

preted. While ES-VII and TC-VIII have fewer items than ES-VI

and TC-I, the point is still .alid: first-order factor analysis

will yield many factors.

Again, how can we hypothesize two "broad" factors in view

of this multiplicity of factors? The paradox is resolved with

second-order analysis: we factor the multiplicity of factors

with the expectation that two second-order factors, or factors

of the factors, will emerge. And e also expect that these two

second-order factors will correspond closely to progressivism

and traditionalism. That this is a viable and productive pro-

cedure has already been shown by the second-order analyses of

the ES-VI and TC-I data reported in Chapters V and VI. We n w

use essentially the same procedure with the combined ES-VII and

TC-VIII data, We henceforth call the method the "double method"
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for convenience. The "double" refers to the simultaneous

analysis of ES-VII and TC-VII together. Further details of

the method are given below.

Certain other problems arise with second-order factor

analysis. One of these is that final second-order solutions

can be unstable unless the underlying factor structures are

rather sharp and clear. Error variance and variance due to

what can be called factor idiosyncrasy - -the emergence in differ-

ent samples of factors somewhat different from each other- -

can be more important since they can cause fluctuations in

the correlations among the first-order factors and thus insta-

bility of second-order solutions. One way to counter this

possible instability is to use very large samples --400 or

more, and preferably 600 or more. (With some kinds of data,

1000 or more cases would be wise.)

Since the ultimate interpretation of the data and its

analysis in second-order factor analysis depends so heavily on

the validity of the procedures leading to the data interpre-

tation, it will be wise to clarify the above remarks with an

example. If we factor analyze the Long Island data separately,

we might obtain six factors. The Indiana data, on the other

hand, might yield five factors. Four of the five and six

factors of the two samples might agree very well: to all intents

and purposes they seem to be the "same" factors. But suppose

that one factor from each sample was rather unlike any factor

in the other sample. This can happen, of course. Some basis

for viewing educational problems that may exist in Long Island

may be almost non-existent in Indiana. Two separate second-

order analyses can be more or less affected by these inevitable

discrepancies, especially if the samples are small. If, how-

ever, we combine the samples, the sample and factor idiosyncrasies

tend to wash out: the larger the sample, the less the effects

of relatively minor characteristics of subsamples.

Still another problem arises from analyzing the data of

ES-VII and TC-VIII together: the sheer raw difference between

kinds of factors, or what might be called factor separability.

The two scales are made up of completely different kinds of

items. It is to be expected that these items will form separate

factors, that is, there will be several first-order attitude

(ES) factors and several teacher trait perception (TC) factors.

What will happen in the second-order analysis? Will the ES

and TC first-order factors also form separate second-order

factors, or will ne underlying unities behind both scales

I`cause" the ES and TC factors to come together in the second-

order factor space? In other words, if there are two second-

order factors, as we predict, will one of them have only attitude
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factors on it and the other perception factors, or will the

attitude and perception factors combine on (me factor that

describes progressivism and also combine on another factor

that describes traditionalism? We predicted the latter.

Long Island and Indiana Data

The "double method" mentioned above was used with two

sets of data. First, the data of the Long Island, N=298, and

Indiana, N= 159, samples were combined into one sample of 457

subjects. The sample was combined, of course, to yield an N

large enough for second-order analysis. To know whether the

two samples were similar enough to combine, we compared ES and

TC means and standard deviations (see Tables VII-2 and VII-3)

and the rotated factor solutions of the separate scales. Most

of the mean differences were small: .07, .10, .15, and .22.

So were the standard deviation differences: .09, .09, .05, and

.05. More important, factor analyses (principal axes method

and Varimax rotations) of ES-VII and TC-VIII of the two samples

separately showed highly similar structures. Two-factor and

four-factor solutions of ES-VII were compared using the coef-

ficient of congruence (Harman,. 1960, p. 257). All the coef-

ficients were .90 or greater, 4 In the two-factor comparisons,

the coefficients were both .97. The coefficients of congruence

of the two-factor comparisons of TC-VIII were .95 and .96. On

the other hand, the coefficients of four-factor comparisons

were .94, .89, .84, and .08, indicating good agreement for

three factors but not for the fourth factors.

In addition, Ne factor analyzed the ES-VII and TC-VIII

items together (30 + 22 = 52 items) for each sample separately.

Visual comparisons of the two-factor solutions showed high

agreement. The four-factor solutions were quite similar but

showed certain differences. Since only general agreement was

expected, and since one of our major purposes in combining

the samples was to wash out factor idiosyncrasies, we felt

justified, on the basis of these comparisons, in combining the

samples.

Method

The basic data of the present substudy were the responses

to ES-VII and TC-VIII of 298 teachers of a school district in

2It should be mentioned, however, that the N of the Indiana

sample was 322 and not 159. In Indiana, only 159 subjects took

both scales. We used the total sample of 322 subjects in the

separate analysis for greater factor stability.
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Long Island, New York, and 159 teachers and graduate students

of education in Indiana. 3 The responses to both scales were

combined as though they were to one scale of 52 items instead

of to two scales of 30 and 22 items each. (This is the "double"

analysis mentioned above.) As indicated earlier, a first-order

item factor analysis with a "forced" two-factor solution (prin-

cipal axes method and a Varimax rotation) was done.

The major analyses, as also indicated earlier, was second-

order factor analysis of the same date. This was done in two

ways: (1) four first-order factors wei,. extracted, rotated

obliquely, and the intercorrelations of the primary factors

were factored; and (2) ten first -order factors were extracted,

rotezed obliquely, and the intercorrelations of the primary

factors were factored. In each case, the complete second-

order method was as follows. The first-order factors were

extracted with the principal axes method and R2 as estimated

communalities (Harman, 1960, Ch. 9 and p. 89). These factors

were first rotated orthogonally with Saunders' Equamax method.4

Then, to the Equamax rotated factors, the Promax method of

oblique rotation was applied (Hendrickson and White, 1964) in

a version slightly altered by Saunders. The correlations among

the primary factors were calculated (Thurstone, 1947, Ch. XVIII),

and these correlations factored by the principal axes method.

The resulting second-order factors were rotated orthogonally

using the VarimLx method (Kaiser, 1958).

Results

The intercorrelations of the 52 items of both scales, ES-VII

(30 items) and TC-VIII (22 items) are reported in Table VIII-A.5

3We are indebted to Mrs. Margaret Squicciarini for adminis-

tering the scales to the Long Island teachers and to Professor

William Lynch, Indiana University, for having the scales adminis

tered in Indiana.

4Equamax is very similar to Varimax except that it tends

to spread the variance over the factors more than Varimax does.

See Footnote 4, Chapter V.

5Tables VIII-A through VIII-J have been deposited with the

American Documentation Institute. Orcier Document No. 9614

from ADI Auxiliary Publications Project, Photoduplication Ser-

vice, Library of Congress, Washington, D. C. 20540. Remit in

advance $2.50 for microfilm or $6.25 for photocopies and make

check payable to: Chief, Photoduplication Service, Library of

Congress.
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The unrotated factor matrix extracted from the correlation

matrix of Table is reported in Table VIII-B. The first

test of the hypothesis is furnished by a "forced" two-factor

orthogonally rotated solution. This solution is given in

Table VIII-C. In general, the loadings are as predicted: the

ESA item loadings and the TCA item loadings fall on the first

factor, and the ESB and TCB loadings fall on the second factor.

Specifically, 12 out of 15 ESA items loaded significantly

(loadings j .35 were considered significant) and nine out of

11 TCA items loaded significantly on the first factor, while

nine out of 15 ESB items and 10 out of 11 TCB items loaded

significantly on the second factor. In short, 41 out of 52

loadings fell on the "correct" factors and were significant. °

The basic hypothesis is supported by this evidence.

We turn now to more interesting analyses and data. First,

we examine the four-factor oblique solution with its accompany-

ing second-order analysis. Recall that our prediction is that

the ES and TC items will separate: ESA items should fall on

one factor, ESB items on another, TCA items on a third factor,

and TCB items on a fourth factor. The four-factor oblique

(Promax) solution is reported in Table VIII-D. Using a signi-

ficance criterion of .25 (oblique rotation loadings are gener-

ally smaller than orthogonal ones), we find 13 out of 15 ESA

items loaded on one factor, 11 of 15 ESB items loaded on another

factor, 11 of 11 TCA items loaded on a third factor, and 11 of

11 TCB items loaded on the fourth factor. There were eight

"incorrect" loadings, that is, items that appeared on factors

other than the predicted ones. These were of comparatively
little importance and thus will not be discussed here. These

results have no direct bearing on the hypothesis, however.

They only show that the attitude (ES) items and the trait

perception (TC) items are factrially discriminable, a necessary

foundation for the ultimate second-order test of the hypothesis.

The correlations among the four factors are reported in

Table VIII-1. The correlations pertinent to the hypothesis,

ESA-TCA and ESB-TCB, are .36 and .21, whereas all the others

hover around zero. The factor analysis of this small matrix
yields the unrotated factor matrix reported in Table VIII-2.

It is clear that this matrix needs no rotation: the structure

cannot be improved. Note that ESA and TCA are substantially
loaded on Factor A, while ESB and TCB are substantially loaded

on Factor B. All the other loadings are close to zero. In other

words, the hypothesis is supported rather dramatically with

6Actually, had we relaxed the significance criterion, the

evidence would have been more impressive.
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these data. A factor plot of these second-order loadings shows

a "perfect" structure with ESA and TCA close to one axis and

ESB and TCB close to the other. The plot is given in Figure

VIII-2. (The figure actually contains the plots of both com-

bined samples. Those of this sample are indicated by arabic

numerals.) Although it is clear that the ES and TC items are

factorially discriminable--the two kinds of items load on dif-

ferent first-order factors--it is equally clear that the two

kinds of items come together in second-order factor space.

Another way to say this is that the ES and TC A items are dif-

ferent kinds of things, and, similarly, the ES and TC B items

are different kinds of things, but underlying these phenotypi-

cally different kinds of things are what might be called geno-

typic entities. We believe these underlying entities to be the

educational attitude factors that have appeared many times in

our previous research: progressivism and traditionalism.

A more crucial test of the hypothesis is embedded in the

data. While the results of the four-factor factor analysis

seem very clear, even pat, we must ask: What will happen when

much more of the variance of the items is included, when many

first-order factors are rotated obliquely and then subjected

to second-order analysis? With four first-order factors, the

emergence of only two second-order factors was undoubted: the

first three second-order eigenvalues were .72, .43, and .06.

Suppose, however, we extract eight, nine, or ten first-order

factors. Will two second-order factors again emerge? Will

the ES and TC factors again separate? Most important, will

they load "properly" on the second-order factors?

Since there is no really dependable criterion of how many

factors to extract and to rotate (Overall, 1964), our procedure

was a pragmatic one: we performed the complete second-order

analysis on six, seven, eight, and ten factors. In principle,

any one of these solutions should be adequate to test the hypo-

thesis: the second-order factors should emerge in any of them.

And they did. All the solutions were more or less satisfactory.

We chose, however, to work with the ten-factor one in order to

give as much opportunity as possible for fe-tor separation of

the ES and TC factors. We thus require the data to yield two

second-order factors .from a variety of first-order factors--a

difficult task.

seccnd-order factors in the data. While no definitive answer

The first three eigenvalues of the ten-factor second-order

solution were 2.12, 1.48, and .69. There are two, perhaps three,

can be given to the question, Are there two or three second-

order factors?, we chose two factors on the basis of the drop

in eigenvalue magnitude from 1.49 to .69 and from examination

of the rotated three-factor solution, which added nothing
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Table VIII-1

Correlations Among Primary Factors, Four-Factor Solution,

ES-VII + TC-VIII, Combined Sample, Long Island

and Indiana, 11=467a

ESA

ESB

TCA

ESB

-.02

TCA

.36

TCB

-.03

.21

.07

-.04

211=111111111111

arI s pertinent to the hypothesis are underlined.



Table VIII-2

Unrotated Second-Order Factors, Four-Factor Solution,

ES-VII + TC-VIII, Combined Sample, Long Island

and Indiana, N=457a

A B

I .60 -.03

II -.05 .45

. 60 .05III

IV

Scale

ESA

ESB

TCA

. 03 .47 TCB

rotation.

aIt is obvious that this matrix needed no
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appreciable to the two-factor solution (it split ESA and TCA

factors into two factors). Fortunately the difference is not

crucial to the test of the hypothesis. Either solution could

have been used. (See, too, the later discussion of the Michigan

and North Carolina data and analysis where the question of two

or three factors is clearly resolved.)

The obliquely rotated ten-factor factor matrix is given in

Table VIII-E. The ES and TC items were loaded on separate

factors. We have here four kinds of items, ESA, ESB, TCA, and

TCB, and four kinds of factors, factors with ESA items, ESB

items, TCA !terns, or TCB items. In general, there were no

factors that included two or more of these types of items.

There were three ESA factors, two ESB factors, three TCA factors,

and two TCB factors. There can be little doubt of the separa-

bility of the ES and TC factors.

The correlations among the ten factors are reported in

Table VIII-3. They are all consistent with our knowledge of

the ES and TC relations. The unrotated and rotated second-

order factor matrices are reported in Table VIII-4. We con-

centrate now on the rotated matrix. With one exception, II,

a TCB factor, all factors are loaded as they 'should be": the

ESA and TCA first-order factors are loaded on Factor A, while

the ESB and TCB first -order factors are loaded on Factor B.

First-order Factor II, the exception, is a TCB factor that is

positively loaded on both second-order factors (.45 and .34).

This factor--defined by the adjectives efficient, reliable,

conscientious, punctual, thorough, self-controlled--may be a

main underlying cause of the consiste t positive correlations

between TCA and TCB that we encountered earlier when studying

TC-I. In any case the hypothesis is supported, if not quite

as dramatically as it was with the four-factor solution. To

show the reader quite clearly the whole ten-factor second-order

picture, we present a graph of the two factors with the ES and

TC factors plotted in the second-order two-factor space (Figure

VIII-1). The plot nicely illustrates the two second -order

clusters, one around the A axis, the other around the B axis.

It can be seen, too, how the one exception, II (TCB), has pro-

jections on both axis.

Michigan and North Carolina Data

We collected two large samples of data in Michigan and

North Carolina partly for replication purposes. We wanted more

assurance that the results obtained with the Long Island and

Indiana data--we used the second-order analysis after the data
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Table VIII-3

Correlations Among Primary Factors, Ten-Factor Solution,

ES-VII + TC-VIII, Combined Samples, Long Island and

Indiana, N=457a

.=011...

II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X

TGB ESA TCA ESA ESB ESA TCA TCB TCA

I 21 -33 -21 -25 49 10 -26 35 -01

II 12 29 30 15 19 23 22 24

III 37 51 -01 40 11 -29 08

IV 28 -17 16 25 00 15

V 08 42 27 -10 26

VI 20 -16 24 00

VII 20 -06 27

VIII -04 25

IX 16

aFactor I: ESB. Decimal points omitted.
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Table VIII-4

Ihirotated and Rotated Second-Order Factor Matrices, Ten-Factor
Solution, ES-VII + TC-VIII, Combined Sample, Long

Island and Indiana, N=457a

I II A B Scale

I -.45 .67 -.20 .79 ESB

II .31 .47 .45 .34 TCB

III .71 -.05 .65 -.29 ESA

IV .49 .02 .47 -.15 TCA

V .70 .18 .72 -.07 ESA

VI -.14 .61 .08 .63 ESB

VII .48 .36 .57 .17 ESA

VIII .43 .00 .40 -.15 TCA

IX -.23 .45 -.06 .50 TCB

X .31 .25 .38 .13 TCA

`'Loadings ( .35) are considered significant. They

are underlined.
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Figure VIII-1. Second-Order Factor Plot, ES-VII + TC-VIII Items, Long Island

and Indiana, N=457. See text for definitions of symbols.
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had been collected--were replicable in other parts of the

country. 7 The procedures and analyses were the same and need

only be mentioned briefly in this section.

ES-VII and TC-VIII were administered to 400 teachers and

graduate students of education in eastern Michigan and to 428

teachers and graduate students of education in North Carolina. °

The conventional statistics are reported in Tdbles VII-2 and

VII-3. They require no comment except to say that the ESB means

are somewhat lower than the Long Island and Indiana ESB means,

and the Michigan TCB mean is appreciably lower and the North

Carolina TCB mean appreciably higher than the Long Island and

Indiana comparable means.

The 52 items of ES-VII and TC-VIII of the samples separa-

tely were intercorrelated and factor analyzed with the principal

axes method and Varimax rotations of two, four, :aye, and seven

factors. The purpose of these analyses was to study the simi-

larities of the factor structures in order to justify combining

the two samples for the ultimate second-order analyses. Simi-

larly, oblique solutions of four, six, seven, eight, nine, and

ten factors of the two separate samples were compared. The

coefficients of congruence are given in Table VIII-5. With

two exceptions, all the coefficients of the orthogonal solutions

(top half of the table) are substantial. Of the 44 coefficients

of the oblique solutions, 10 are less than .60; all the rest

are .70 or greater, most of them greater than .80. In sum,

the comparable rotated factors of the two samples, both ortho-

gonal and oblique, are quite similar, justifying combining

the samples.

The 52 x 52 correlation matrix of the data of the com-

bined samples is given in Table VIII-F. The unrotated matrix

of factor loadings is given in Table VIII-G. Just as in the

earlier study, we "forced" an orthogonal Varimax two-factor

solution. It is given in Table VIII-H. While the results are

not as strong as they were with the combined Long Island and

Indiana sample, they still support the hypothesis. Of the 15

ESA items, 10 are loaded on one factor, while nine of the 15

ESB items are loaded on the other factor. Seven of 11 TCA

70ther reasons for collecting the Michigan and North

Carolina data will be given in the next chapter.

8Professors Wilbur Williams, Eastern Michigan University,

and Roy Sommerfeld, University of North Carolina, administered

the scales in Michigan and North Carolina. We express our grati-

tude for their expert help.
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items are loaded on the same factor as the ESA items, while

11 of the 11 TCB items are loaded on the same facto- as ESB.

The "forced" four-factor oblique solution, reported in

Table VIII-I, is gratifying. The ESA items (15 of 15) are

loaded on one factor, the ESB items (14 of 15) on another,

the TCA items (9 of 11) on a third factor, and the TCB items

(11 of 11) on the last factor. The ES and TC items are very

clearly discriminable factorially.

The correlations among the four primary factors are given

in Table VIII-6. Although the correlations are not as pat as

they were in the earlier analyses, they support the hypothesis.

The, r between ESA and TCA is .29, and the r between ESB and

TCB is .34. These are as they should be. Now, however, we

have more substantial cross-dimension r's. Rather than labor

their interpretation let us look at the second-order analysis.

The unrotated and Varimax-rotated second-order factor

matrices are presented in Table VIII-7 together with the scale

designations of the factors. The factor picture of the rotated

matrix is essentially the same as that of the Long Island

Indiana sample (see Table VIII-2) except for the cross-factor

loadings, which range from -.20 to .22 as contrasted to the

earlier loadings that hovered around zero. Nevertheless, the

hypothesis is clearly supported: ESA and TCA appear on one

factor, while ESB and TCB appear on the other factor. To make

the factor picture clear, the rotated loadings of Table VIII-7

are plotted in Figure VIII-2 (roman numerals). The plots are

so clear they need no comment.

Among the various many-factor oblique volutions we selected

the nine-factor one because it was consistent throughout with

the correlation matrix and because it had a sufficient number

of factors for an adequate second-order analysis. (We might

have used eight or ten factors and gotten very similar results,

however.) The correlations among the nine primary factors are

given in Table VIII-8. There were clearly two second-order

factors in the data:* the first three eigenvalues were 1.85,

1.17, and .37, unlike the Long Island and Indiana data where

the third second-order factor eigenvalue was larger. The

unrotated and orthogonally (Varimax) rotated second-order

factor matrices are given in Table VIII-9. Again, the results

are very similar to those obtained with the earlier sample

(see Table VIII-4 and Figure VIII-1). They unambiguously

support the hypothesis. The ESA and TCA factors are loaded

positively and substantially on second-order Factor A and are

mostly near zero on B. The ESB and TCB factors are loaded

positively and substantially on second-order Factor B and, in
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Table V111-5

Coefficients of Congruence Between Michigan and North Carolina

Factors, Combined ES-VII and TC-VIII Scales,

Orthogonal and Oblique Solutionsa

I II III TV V VI VII VIII IX X

Orthogonal:

2 factors 89 95

3 factors 92 80

4 factors 61 83

5 factors 82 83

7 factors 90 89

Oblique:

4 factors 76 90

6 factors 87 88

7 factors 87 82

8 factors 85 83

9 factors 83 74

10 factors 82 76

85
87 92

73 91 95

91 93 83 81 60

54 84

88 74 76 70

87 85 81 73

78 84 85 66

84 67 82 57

83 85 79 74

61

77 62

70 (63)
b

66

64 (65) 58 75

aDecimal points are omitted.

b
The coefficients 'in parentheses are "duplicate" values,

i.e., values between a factor vector and another factor vector,

one of the vectors already having been used in a previous calcu-

lation.
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Table VIII-6

Correlations Among Primary Factors, Four-Factor Solution, ES-VII

.+ TC-VIII, Combined Sample, Michigan and North Carolina,

N=828a

ESB TCA TCB

ESA -.14 .29 .02

ESB -.09 .34

TCA .26

arts pertinent to the hypothesis are underlined.
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Table VIII-7

Unrotated and Rotated Second-Order Factors, Four-Factor Solution,

ES-V1I + TC-VIII, Combined Satple, Michigan and

North Carolina, N=828a

Unrotated Factors Rotated Factors Scale

I II A B

I .49 .19 .52 -.11 ESA

II -.48 .37 .20 .57 ESB

III .41 .41 .57 .12 TCA

IV -.14 .61 .22 .59 TCB

mstelreor.

aSignificant loadings in the rotated matrix (z.35) are

underlined.
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Figure VIII-2. Second-Order Factor Plots, ES-VII + TC-VIII Items, Long Island

and Indiana, N= 457 (arabic numerals) ; Michigan and North Carolina, N= 828

(roman numerals). Four factors.
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general, not on Factor A. (The exceptions to these statements

are negative loadings: -.17 and -.43 for III and IV on A, and

-.24 for VIII on B.) To make comparisons with the earlier

sample and to show the strength of the evidence, the factor

loadings of the rotated matrix of Table VIII-9 are plotted in

Figure VIII-3. It can be seen that the plots of Figures VIII-1

and VIII-3 are very similar and together constitute rather

impressive evidence of the validity of the hypothesis.

Summary and Conclusions

The responses of 457 teachers and graduate students of

education from Long Island (a=298) and Indiana (N=159) and

828 teachers and graduate students of education from Michigan

(N=400) and North Carolina (N=428) to the items of an educa-

tional attitudes scale and a teacher traits perception scale

were separately intercorrelated and first- and second-order

factor analyzed in an attempt to test the hypotheses that

there are two or more factors behind perceptions of the effec-

tive teacher, that these factors correspond to progressive

and traditional notions of education and teaching, and that

judges with progressive attitudes toward education choose traits

congruent with their attitudes and that judges with traditional

attitudes toward education choose traits congruent with their

attitudes. These hypotheses translated into factor analytic

terms suggesta single hypothesis: There are two broad atti-

tude factors and two broad perception factors, and these two

sets of factors span the same two-dimensional second-order

factor space.

With both samples "forced" two-factor first-order ortho-

gonal solutions supported the hypothesis: ESA and TCA items

fell on one factor, and ESB and TCB items fell on another

factor. Second-order solutions of four factors of both sets

of data also supported the hypothesis: ESA, ESB, TCA, and

TCB items fell on separate factors, but second-order analysis

of the correlations among the four primary factors yielded

two second-order factors one of which was defined by ESA and

TCA loadings and the other by ESB and TCB loadings.

The most interesting and important analyses of the two

sets of data yielded highly similar results. In the first

set, ten first-order oblique factors and two second-order

factors were extracted and rotated. In the second set, nine

first order and two second-order factors were extracted and

rotated. The main difference between the two sets of data was

that the presence of two and only two second-order factors

was clearer in the second set than it was in the first set.
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Figure VIII-3. Second-Order Factor Plot, ES-VII +TC-VIII,

Michigan and North Carolina, N= 828. Nine factors.
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Table VIII-8

Correlations Among Primary Factors, Nine-Factor Solution, ES-VII

4- TC-VIII, Combined Sample, Michigan and North
Carolina, N=828a

TCA ESB ESB ESA ESA FSB ESA TCA

II III IV V VI VII VIII IY

I 21 27 32 -05 07 32 -12 05

II -16 -20 21 31 00 20 27

III 40 -14 -09 27 -18 06

IV -02 -32 21 -35 -31

V 25 13 26 05

VI 23 47 34

VII -04 12

VIII 28

aFactor I: TCB. Decimal points are omitted.
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Table VIII-9

Unrotated and Rotated Second-Order Factor Matrices, Nine-Factor

Solution, ES-VII 4- TC-VIII, Combined Sample, Michigan

and North Carolina, N=828a

Unrotated Factors Rotated Factors Scale

I II A B

I .16 .56 .08 .57 TCB

II -.43 .22 .48 .03 TCA

III .38 .46 -.17 .57 ESB

IV .60 .31 -.43 .53 ESB

V -.32 .13 .35 -.01 ESA

VI -.64 .33 .71 .04 ESA
)

VII .04 .57 .19 .54 ESB

VIII -.65 .03 .61 -.24 ESA

IX -.45 .25 .51 .05 TCA

aSignificant loadings in the rotated matrix (z .35)

are underlined.



With one exception all the first-order factors loaded on the

second-order factor, and ESB and TCB factors on the other

second-order factor. In short, the results were much the same

in both sets of data; in fact, the congruence was remarkable.

We consider these results to be the most important in the

study. They support the dualistic hypothesis that two broad

factors underlie both educational attitudes and teacher trait

perceptions despite the apparent factor separability of the

first-order attitude and perception factors. That is, there

seems to be two substantial sources of common factor variance,

and we believe these sources to be progressivism and tradi-

tionalism. While it would be naive to make direct causal

statements or to suppose that most of the variance of teacher

trait perceptions is determined by educational attitude vari-

ance, it is certainly safe to say that some common source

underlies both the attitude variance and the perception vari-

ance. The results, then, leave little doubt of the validity

of the hypothesis.
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Chapter IX

Educational Attitudes, Trait Perceptions,

and Supplementary Variables

Our concern to this point has been exclusively with the

structure of attitudes toward education, the structure of

perceptions of desirable teacher characteristics, and the

relations between educational attitudes and teacher trait

perceptions. In this chapter we describe the relations between

attitudes, perceptions, and a number of variables that can

be conceived in one way or another to affect the original

attitude-perception relations. For example, one of the prob-

lems of the study asked the question: What is the relation

between attitudes toward education, educational level (elemen-

tary and secondary), and perceptions of the traits of the

effective teacher? (See Subproblem 3, original proposal,

p.3.) We have some data that bear on this question.

Response set was another problem we faced. Are the

relations found between attitudes and perceptions in part a

function of some form or forms of response set? Some of our

data also bear on this question.

We also wanted external evidence on the validity of our

attitude and perception measures and on the relation between

them. We were able to find and use two other measures of

attitudes toward education but none for teacher trait perceptions.

A question that is particularly interesting, both theo-

retically and practically, comes from factor analytic notions.

Most measures of psychological variables are factorially complex.

If one can "purify" one's measures, how will the relations one

1There is no hypothesis that really expresses this problem.

One of the hypotheses said that perceptions of effective teacher

traits will have the same general factor structure at all educa-

tional levels but that it would be more marked or differentiated

at the elementary level than at the secondary level. Early in

the study we decided that this hypothesis was poorly stated- -

it lacked operational precision and could not be adeq' itely

tested. Instead, we should have stated it along the !ales of

Problem 3, above.
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is studying be affected? We know, fox -xample, that our ESA

and ESB measures each contain more than one factor, though we

saw in Chapter V that the A factors were positively correlated

with each other and similarly for the B factors. What will

happen to the correlations between the ES and TC measures if

we use the results of our factor analyses (Chapter V) and

correlate, for example, factorially "pure" attitude measures

with the TC measures? The results of our attempts will be

reported later.

In addition, we used several miscellaneous measures of

potential psychological relevance and interest--measures of

social attitudes, authoritarianism, dogmatism, intelligence,

category width, field dependence, and social judgment. The

relations between these measures and our principal attitude

and perception measures are reported and discussed in this

chapter.

We group the variables and the obtained data as follows:

Educational variables: educational level (elementary and

secondary), years of teaching experience, sex.

Attitude factor variables: four educational attitude variables,

two ESA and two ESB, based on the factor analyses described

in Chapter V.

Response set variables: Social Desirability (Edwards), Social

Acquiescence (Bass), Agreement Response (Couch and Keniston).

Other measures of educational attitudes: the MTAI and the

Teacher Preference Schedule (Stern).

Miscellaneous psychological variables: social attitudes,

social judgment (Thurstone), category width (Pettigrew),

field dependence (Atkin- Jackson), the F Scale, the D Scale,

and a test of intelligence (Wonderlic).

Educational Variables

In this section two types of approaches will be described:

correlational and experimental. In the correlational work,

we simply asked about the correlations between our main variables

and years of teaching experience, sex, and educational level.

Educational level was a subject variable, i.e., we asked our

subjects whether they taught at the elementary or secondary

levels and then correlated the responses with our main vari-

ables. In the experimental work, we manipulated the instructions
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of the main instruments. We wanted to know how the attitude-

perception relations would be affected by the different instruc-

tions. The variable was educational level, but in this case

it was attached to the teacher descriptions being appraised.

Correlational Study

We asked some or all of the subjects of six of our samples-

-North Carolina, N=310 and 387; Michigan, N=100; New York, N=

151; Long Island, N=298; Indiana, N=159--to supply information

on years of teaching experience, sex, and level of teaching

(elementary or high school). We then correlated each of these

variables with ESA, ESB, TCA, and TCB. ES-VI and ES-VII were

used for ESA and ESB; TC-I and TC-VIII were used for TCA and

TCB. The results are given in Table IX-1. The correlations

involving sex and level of teaching are point-biserial coef-

ficients; those involving teaching experience are ordinary

product-moment r's.

Inspection of the data of Table IX-1 shows that only 18

of the 72 r's are statistically significant. This is about

the number of r's to be expected by chance (at the .05 level).

Moreover, there is no consistency to be observed. It is

fairly safe to conclude that there are no systematic relations

in these data between educational attitudes and teacher trait

perceptions and years of teaching experience, sex, and educa-

tional level.

Experimental Manipulation of Instructions

It struck us that subjects might judge teacher character-

istics differently at different levels of instruction. We

thought that the attitude-perception relation would hold up

no matter what the level but that it might take different

forms at different levels. Our instructions for the TC scales

had always been general, that is, we had instructed subjects

to think of all teachers and not just elementary teachers,

la

for example. What would happen, however, if we specified the

levels of instruction, namely elementary and secondary?

It will be recalled that ES-VII, TC-VIII, and HT-III were

administered to 428 teachers and graduate students of educa-

tion in North Carolina. Since TC-VIII was not really used in

this experiment, we henceforth discuss only ES-VII and HT-III.'

2
Although we did our experiment using TC-VIII, the data

obtained are actually not directly relevant to the present
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Table IX-1

Correlations Between ES and TC Measures and Years of Teaching

Experience, Sex, and Teaching Level (Elementary and

Secondary): North Carolina, Michigan, New York,

Long Island, and Indiana Samplesa

ESA ESB TCA TCB

. 01 .20* .13 .05 .11 .16* .17* .22*

Exper. -.08 -.02 -.11 .07 .13 .12 -.05 .16*

-.26* .03 .24* .12 -.17 .20* .15 .18

Sex

. 09 .03 -.11 -.09 .01 -.08 -.02 -.10

-.03 -.17* .06 .01 .00 -.18* .05 -.01

. 17 -.18 .12 .21* .11 -.19 .35* .16

.04 .06 -.20*-.16* .08 -.03 -.21* -.13*

Level -.01 -.13 -.03 -.01 -.15 -.19* .08 .04

-.08 -.05 -.00 .31* -.05 -.10 .06 .17

aThe samples and N's of the six r's in each cell (read down

the columns and from left to right) are: North Carolina, 310;

Michigan, 100; New York, 151; North Carolina, 387; Long Island,

298; Indiana, 159. The first r in each cell was derived from

ES-VI and TC-I; the other five r's were derived from ES-VII and

TC-VIII. *: significant at the .01 level (approximate only).

Sex and Level r's are point-biserial coefficients.
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HT-III had three types of instructions: General, Elementary,

and High School. The General instructions were the same as

usual. The Elementary and High School instructions were iden-

tical except that in the former the words "elementary" or "elemen-

tary schools" were used, whereas in the latter the words "high

school" or "high schools" were used. The three types of scales

were interspersed at random and administered to graduate educa-

tion classes. The numbers of subjects who got each of the

instruction types were: General=198; Elementary=116; High

School=112.3

Our expectations were complex and not too clear. With

the General instructions we expected about the same numbers

of hits and no-hits as we obtained with other samples (see

Chapter VII). With the Elementary instructions, however, we

expected that the A (person-oriented) descriptions would be

chosen more than the B (task-oriented) descriptions by both

educational progressives and traditionalists. We also thought

that the A descriptions, while "overchosen" by all subjects,

would be more "overchosen" by High ESA's than the B descrip-

tions would be chosen by High ESB's. Conversely, we thought

that under the High School instructions the B descriptions

would be chosen proportionately more often than the A descrip-

tions by all subjects. We did not quite know what to expect

of the attitude High choices, but we suspected that the ESB

Highs would choose more B descriptions than the ESA Highs

would choose A descriptions. In other words, we anticipated

("hoped" is a better word) that there would be an interaction

between instructions (levels) and attitudes.

purpose. We had no basis, for example, for predicting dif-

ferent magnitudes of correlation between the ES and TC scores.

We did want to see if there would be mean differences between

the different instructions, however. Analyses of variance

showed that there were no such differences. In fact, we used

these data in other analyses (see Chapters VII and VIII) as

though the instructions were the same as usual. See Footnote

14, Chapter VII.

3
The discrepancy between the total here of 426 and the ori-

ginal 428 is due to our random elimination of two cases. A

minor error in a computer program written by the senior author

made it impossible to analyze a sample with an odd number of

cases. Therefore one case was eliminated from each of the two

subsamples. The reason for the larger number of cases in the

General group was due to a clerical error. Fortunately, neither

of these errors affected the data very much.
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'4..........1...

The basic data are presented in Tables IX-2, IX -3, and

IX-4. They are the same sort of tables that were used with

the HT analysis in Chapter VII. Examination of the data of

Table IX-2 shows that the results are like thc3e of ES-VII and

HT-III of Chapter VII, except that the A relation is weaker.

(See Tables VII-10 and VII-11. Table VII-12 gives the data

for the whole present sample analyzed as though all the instruc-

tions were General. See Footnote 14, Chapter VII.) The Elemen-

tary instruction data of Table IX-3, however, are quite different.

We see that, as predicted, the A descriptions are chosen more

often than the B descriptions. (Compare the proportions of

hits of .34 and .18, ignoring Highs and Lows, at the bottoms

of the subtables.) In addition, the ESA Highs obtain more

hits than the ESB Highs (the proportions are .41 for A and .29

for B). These results are similar to those obtained with ear-

lier samples and the usual instructions (see, for example,

Tables VII-10 and VII-11).

The data of Table IX-4, High School instructions, are a

nice contrast. Here the proportions of hits, disregarding

Highs and Lows, are reversed: .22 for A and .29 for B. In

addition, the ESA High and ESB High proportions are also rever-

sed: .25 and .37. The instructions have evidently made a

difference. This is the interaction between attitudes and

instructions that we "predicted."

We have tried to summarize these results in Table IX-5.

The first three data lines of the table are the proportions of

hits that we just reported; the last data line, labeled IA,

gives the indices of association, described in Chapter VII,

obtained by subtracting the proportions of Low hits from High

hits. The Total data line proportions express the relative

strength or pull of the A and B descriptions.

First, look at the Total data line and note the interac-

tion of Instructions and the A and B descriptions. With the

Elementary instructions the A descriptions are stronger; with

the High School instructions the B descriptions are stronger,

though not much stronger.

The High data line of the table tells more about the inter-

action of attitudes and instructions (levels) discussed ear-

lier: essentially the same story as the Total line except

that the interaction is clearly stronger. If we subtract, in

each case, HTB from HTA, we obtain: .41 - .29 = .12, and .25

.37=- .12. (This is like studying interaction in the analysis

of variance.) We need not spend much title on the 7,ow data line:

under the High School instructions, the proportions are almost

equal; under the Elementary School instructions, the HTA propor-

tion is considerably greater than the HTB proportion.
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Table IX-2

ES-VII and HT-III: 1C1 Analyses, General Instructions,
North Carolina Sample, N=198

A

No-Hit

29 (.29) 70 (.71)

18 (.17) 82
t

(.83)

46 (.23) 152 (.77)

t4=103.000.(.001)

ESB-Hi

ESB-Lo

B

Hit No-Hit

36 (.36) 63 (.64)

18 (.17) 82 (.83)

.

53 (.27) 145 (.73)

L
2t. =164.790 (.001)
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Table IX-3

ES-VII and TC-VIII: e Analyses, Elementary School
Instructions, North Carolina Sample, N=116

ESA-Hi

ESA-L

A

Hit No-Hit

24 (.41) 34 (.59)

15 (.26) 43 (.74).

39 (.34) 77 (.66)

t 1=149.60 ( . 001)

ESB-Hi

ESB-Lo

Hit No-Hit

17 (.29) 41 (.71)

4 (.07) 54 (.93)

21 (.18) 95 (.82)

=48.277 (.001)
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Table IX-4

ES-VII and HT-III: ei Analyses, High School Instructions,

North Carolina Sample, N=112

ESA-Hi

ESA-Lo

Hit

A

No-Hit

14 (.25) 42 (.75)

11 (.20) 45 (.80)

25 (.22) 87 (.78)

i#*=44.864 .(.001)

ESB-Hi

ESB-Lo

B

Hit No-Hit

21 (.37) 35 (.63)

12 (.21) 44 (.79)
4

33 (.29) 79 (.71)

0=106.514 (.001)
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Table IX-5

ES-VII and HT-III; Proportions of Hits, High and Low ES Groups;

General, Elementary, and High School Instructions;

North Carolina Samplea

General Elem. H.S.

(11.-198) (4=116) (D1=112)

ES Groups HTA HTB HTA HTB HTA HTB

High

Low

Total

IA

.29 .36 .41 .29 .25 .37

.17 .17 .26 .07 .20 .21

,
..

.23 .27 .34 .18 .22 .29

.12 .19 .15 .22 .05 .16

a
HTA and HTB: types of descriptions; High and Low: High

ESA, Low ESA, High ESB, Low ESB; Total: proportions of hits

disregarding the High and Low categories; IA=Index of Associa-

tion=High proportion minus Low proportion. Note: In each case,

the proportion reflects the prediction from ESA to HTA or ESB

to HTB. "High" therefore means High A or High B, depending on

whether the column heading is HTA or HTB.
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In some respects, the last data line, IA (Index of Associa-

tion), is the most interesting because it expresses the basic

relation of the study and also shows the interaction between

educational attitudes and instructions (levels). Since IA is

the remainder after the Low hit proportion has been subtracted

from the High hit proportion, it expresses the relation between

attitudes and perceptions, after removing the presumed desirable

pull of the positive adjectives. We see that the relations

between ESA and HTA and between ESB and HTB under the Elementary

instructions are both substantial (.15 and .22), b t that the

B relation is a little larger than the A relation.

The same difference under the High School instr=uctions is

a bit larger (.16 versus ..05) . If we can take the differences

at face value, we can say that under the Elementary School

instructions the relation between attitudes and perceptions

(choices) holds for progressive attitudes and person-oriented

perceptions and for traditional attitudes and task-oriented

perceptions. Under the High School instructions, on the other

hand, the relation holds for traditional attitudes and task-

oriented perceptions but practically disappears for progres-

sive attitudes and person-oriented perceptions.

To sum up the results of this rather complicated--and, it

must be confessed, somewhat impressionistic--analysis, the

hypothesized relation between educational attitudes and percep-

tions of desirable teacher characteristics holds up under

varying instruction3. It holds up under general instructions

in which subjects are directed to teachers in general. It

also holds up under elementary school teacher instructions and

under high school teacher instructions. But under these special-

ized instructions the magnitude of the relations change: the

presumed influence of educational attitudes is stronger on the

person-oriented perceptions under the elementary teacher instruc-

tions, while the presumed influence of attitudes on the task-

oriented perceptions is stronger under the high school teacher

instructions.

4We know of no way to test fog statistical significance

the differences between these proportions due in part to the

somewhat questionable way in which the data were analyzed. We

refer particularly to the dichotomizations of the independent

variables, ESA and ESB. (See Footnote 9, Chapter VII.) The

above remarks, therefore, must be considered as only suggestive.
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Attitude Factor Variables

From Chapter V it will be recalled that with the ES-VI

data eight factors were extracted, rotated obliquely, and

interpreted. If, instead of simply calculating the correla-

tions between ESA and ESB, on the one hand, and TCA and TCB,

on the other hand, we treated the factors as variables and

calculated the correlations between them and TCA and TCB, will

we be able to increase the magnitude of some of the correla-

tions? Will we be able to determine the relative predictive

powers of the various subfactors (first-order factors) of

the broader educational attitude dimensions?

Recall, too, that of the eight factors four were A (pro-

gressivism) factors and three were B (traditionalism) factors.

Thus we have -even factors to work with. (One factor was

unnamed. It had only two items.) But some of these factors

had very few items. Thus they would, as predictors, be un-

reliable. We decided, therefore, to combine some of the factors

on the basis of numbers of items and, more important, the

correlations between the factors. Of the A factors, we com-

bined the items of Factors II and IV, r=.40, and III and VII,

r=.46, making A subscales of 11 and 8 items. Of the B factors,

we combined I and V, r=.38, ).1 items. We used Factor VII as

it was since it had 9 items. The factors we used, both com-

bined and uncombined, the numbers of items in the factors and

the newly created variables, and the correlations between the

factors (from Table V-4) that were combined are given in Table

IX-6 (left side of table).

The ES-VI and TC-I data of the North Carolina, N=404,

Texas, N=480, and Wisconsin, N=218, samples were analyzed.

Because of the necessarily lowered reliabilities of the sub-

scales, the correlations were corrected for attenuation. The

correlations between the A factors and TCA and between the B

factors and TCB, the same correlations corrected for attenua-

tion, and the reliabilities of the subscales are reported in

Table IX-7. The original correlations between ESA and TCA and

between ESB and TCB are also reported for comparison purposes.

(They are labeled "Orig." Note, too, that the original relia-

bilities of the ES and TC measures, i.e., the reliabilities of

the full scales, and the original correlations corrected for

attenuation are also reported in the "Orig." columns.)

Study of Table IX -7 shows that there was not much point

in the rather elaborate analysis. If we compare both the raw

factor correlations and the factor correlations corrected for

attenuation with the original correlations between the ES and
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TC measures, we see that the latter are usually larger. In

only one case, the Wisconsin B measures, is a raw factor corre-

lation larger than an original correlation, and when three of

the correlations corrected for attenuation are larger, the dif-

ferences are only .03, .03, and .12.

We followed a somewhat similar procedure with the ES-VII

and TC-VIII data. The main difference in procedure, however,

was that we used an orthogonal four-factor solution. We corre-

lated each of the four factors with its matching TC score.

That is, of the 15 original ESA items, we found that 10 of

these appeared on one factor and the remaining five on another

factor. Of the 15 original ESB items, seven loaded on one

factor and seven on another. Each individual's responses to

these sets of items were summed to form sets of two ESA factor

scores and two ESB factor scores. We also corrected these

correlations for attenuation.

The coefficients of correlation, so calculated, and the

original correlations are presented in Table IX-8. The coef-

ficients of these correlations corrected for attenuation, the

reliabilities of the factor scores, and the original coeffi-

cients corrected for attenuation and the original reliabilities

are also given in the table. It is again obvious that all

the trouble taken was for nothing. In no case does a raw

factor correlation equal or exceed an original correlation.

In one case only does a corrected correlation equal or exceed

an original corrected correlation, and the difference is only

.01.

We suspect that no other combinations of item scores

would improve the situation. Perhaps our original subscales

are as efficient as any subsets of the items (for the present

purpose). These results are not too strange, of course. The

original items of ES-VI and ES-VII were chosen, in part, by

factor analysis, and the first-order factors have been shown

to be related to each other. In any case, we drop this line

of investigation with some disappointment.

Response Set Variables

It has been said that various forms of response set are

a threat to the validity of studied relations, especially when

summated-rating scales are used (Bass, 1956; Cronbach, 1946;

Edwards, 1957; Jackson and Messick, 1958; Peabody, 1961).

The importance of response set has also been disputed (Rorer,

1965). Nevertheless, we think it wise to offer some evidence

of the possible effects of some of the important sources of
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Table IX-6

Factors of ES-VI and ES-VII Used in Correlations Between

ES Factors and TCA and TCB

ES-VI ES-VII

Factors No. Items-
a r

b

A: II + IV 6 + 5=11 .40 A: I

III + VII 3 + 5=8 .46 III

B: I + V 8 + 3=11 .38 B: II

VII 9 IV

Factors No. Items

10

5

7

5

a
See Table V-4 for the items of the different factors of

ES-VI. The items of ES-VI, using the item numbers from the

scale itself (see Appendix), are: I: 3, 4, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15,

18, 21, 22; III: 23, 24, 26, 29, 30; II: 6, 7, 8, 17, 25,

27, 28; IV: 1, 2, 5, 16, 20.

b
r: correlations between factors, e.g., the correlation

between Factors II and IV is .40.
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Table IX-7

Factor Correlations: ES-VI Factors to TC-I A and B measures;

North Carolina, Texas, and Milwaukee Sample

S
A

II+IV III+VII Orig. I+V VI Orig. E.01

No. of Items 11 8 23 11 9 23

N.C., N=404:

r .18 .23 ..23 .31 .38 .39 .13

.a .22 .32 .29 .43 .51 .48

rtt .74 .59 .80 .74 .73 .83

Tex., N=480:

.01 .23 .30 .17 .19 .24 .12

a
.01 .32 .36 .23 .27 .30

-
rEt .77 .64 .83 .76 .67 .82

Wisc., N=218:

r .18 .23 .27 .30 .43 .35 .18

ra .23 .32 .35 .41 .56 .44

rtt
.68 .62 .78 .74 .75 .83

ar: factor correlations; r : correlations corrected for

attenuation; Orig: original statistics; rtt: alpha reliability

coefficients; r.01: correlation significant at the .01 level.

The ESA factor subscales are correlated with the TCA. measures,

and the ESB factor subscales are correlated with the TCB mea-

sures.
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Table IX-S

Factor Correlations: ES-VII Factors to TC-VII A and B Measures,

Long Island and Indiana Samplesa

No. of Items

A B

I III Orig. II IV Orig. E.01

10 5 15 7 7 15
_.,

L.I., N=298:

r .37 .27 .40 .28 .36 .39 .15

Ia
.45 .35 .50 .35 .50 .49

r- .80 .63 .79 .77 .61 .78
-tt

Ind., N=159:

r .27 .22 .29 .32 .28 .38 .21

r .36 .29 .40 .42 .40 .52
.2
r-

t
.75 .68 .76 .71 .57 .69

-t

. aFor key to symbols and explanation of table, see Table

IX-7.
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response set: social desirability (Edwards, 1957); social

acquiescence (Bass, 1956); and agreement response (Couch and

Keniston, 1960).

Before this study began, the senior author administered

ES-I, Edwards' (1957) Social Desirability Scale (SD), Bass'

(1956) Social Acquiescence Scale (SAQ), Couch and Keniston's

(1960) Agreement Response Scale (AR), Wonderlic's (1961) brief

intelligence test, the F Scale (Adorno, et al., 1950), the D

Scale (Rokeach, 1960), a scale to measure general social atti-

tudes (SA) constructed by the senior author (unpublished),

and other scales to 161 graduate students of education. We

use some of the data from this study here and later in the

chapter.

The data obtained with ES-I, A and B, and the three res-

ponse set measures are given in the first three data lines of

Table IX-9. The results are a little surprising. The corre-

lations between ESA and SD and ESB and SD are not significant.

Evidently ES-I has little relation to social desirability.

Both ESA and ESB, however, are significantly correlated with

SAQ, one, ESA, just barely significant at the .05 level, the

other, ESB, significantly (.01 level) and rather substantially.

It seems clear that traditional educational attitudes and

social acquiescence share something in common. Before going

further, note that the correlation between ESA and AR is practi-

cally zero, but that between ESB and AR is statistically signi-

ficant (a (.01), if moderate (.30).

Evidently we have little to fear from these three forms

of response set with ESA. But how about ESB? Accepted at

face value, we have something to fear. We do not really believe,

however, that the significant correlations of ESB and SAQ and

ESB and AR are caused by response set. We believe, rather,

that some variable like conservatism underlies ESB, SAQ, and

AR. While we cannot now give highly convincing evidence of

this belief, we can cite a factor analysis of the measures

mentioned above.

The first and evidently most important factor (orthogonal

rotations; 43 percent of the common factor variance) of the

analysis had the following variables and loadings, among others,

on it: Conservatism, .86; F Scale, .82; Rokeach's Opinona-

tion-Right, .71; Social Acquiescence, .66; Rigidity, .63; D

Scale, .49; and ESB, .49. One can hardly call this a response

set or social acquiescence factor. It is obviously some sort

of conservatism or authoritarianism factor. This evidence,

we believe, is sufficient to invalidate a social acquiescence

interpretation. We might add, too, that SD and AR were both
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Table IX-9

Correlations Between ES-I and Response Measures and

F and D Scales, N=161a

ESA ESB

SD -.06 -.11

SAQ -.18* .40**

AR .01 .30**

F -.23** .49**

D -.06 .38**

Intell. .07 -.17*

a*
: ,2 (.05; **: <.01. SD=Social Desirability;

SAQ=Social Acquiescence; AR=Agreement Response; F=F Scale;

D=D Scale; Intell.=Wonderlic Test.
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loaded on a second factor and that neither ESA nor ESB had

appreciable loadings on this factor. In other words, from

this evidence we can feel that the validity of ES-I--and, we

hope, the other ES scales--is not really challenged by res-

ponse set weakness, at least of the kind measured in this study.

Because we wanted to test the stability of the relations

just reported, and because we also wanted to see what the

correlations between the response set and TC measures would

be like, we admluistered ES-VI, TC-I, and the three response

set measures, SD, SAQ, and AR, to another sample of 94 graduate

students of education. The results are reported in Table IX-10.

The first thing to do is to study comparable r's in Tables

IX-9 and IX-10. The r's between ESA and ESB and SD are the

same in the sense that they are not significant. The r's of

ESA and ESB and SAQ are also the same: that between ESA and

SAQ is not significant, but that between ESB and SAQ is signi-

ficant and alike in both samples, .40 and .38. The parallel

breaks down, however, with the ES and AR measures: the ESA

and AR r's are not significant in both samples, but the ESB-AR

r is significant and positive in the earlier sample and almost

zero in the later sample. We have no explanation for this

last discrepancy. We can safely say that the relations are

stable, with this one exception.

Of the r's between TCA and TCB and the three response

set measures, only one, that between TCB and SAQ, is signi-

ficant. We think the earlier explanation of what may be common

to acquiescence, traditional educational attitudes, conserva-

tism, authoritarianism, and dogmatism is also applicable here.

In general, then, we can feel fairly well assured that response

set as reflected in the SD, SAQ, and AR scales seems not to

contaminate our ES and TC measures.

Other Measures of Educational Attitudes

A weakness of the work done in developing the scales to

measure attitudes toward education was a lack of study of the

relations of ESA and ESB to other measures of educational atti-

tudes. Until recently (see below), there were no such measures

that we could really consider to be criterion measures. The

best-known such measure was the Minnesota Teacher Attitude

Inventory, or MTAI (Cook, Leeds, and Callis, 1951). We were

not satisfied with this instrument, however, since it seemed

to us theoretically and psychometrically faulty. More impor-

tant, its items appeared to be a progressive and traditional

mixture. To score the scale as recommended is to confound the
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Table IX-10

Correlations Between ES-VI, TC-I, and Response Set

Measures, N=94a

ESA ESB TCA TCB

SD .10 .06. .03 .08

SAQ .09 .38** .14 .29**

AR .02 .05 -.15 -.09

a**:
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two dimensions. (See Getzels and Jackson, 1963.) The research

evidence to be cited shortly will show, we think, the validity

of this criticism.

Two other instruments that measure attitudes toward educa-

tion are the Teacher Preference Schedule (TPS), Form A (Stern,

et al., 1960) and Oliver and Butcher's (1962) interesting scale.

We did not use the Oliver and Butcher scale because we were

unable, from the materials we had, to score and interpret it

properly. We did use the Stern TPS. Although presumably a

measure of unconscious motives for teaching, it is actually a

measure of attitudes toward education, as we shall See.

ES-VII, TC-VIII, and the MTAI were administere0 to 100

graduate students of education in eastern Michigan. As usual,

the responses to the scales were intercorrelated. The corre-

lations are given in Table IX-11.

The correlations between ESA, ESB, TCA, and TCB are like

those reported earlier. We need not dwell on them. They show

that the ES and TC results from this sample are like those of

other samples. The important correlations are of course those

in the MTAI column. The first two, ESA and ESB with MTAI, are

.53 and -.63. They seem to show that ES-VII and the MTAI have

much in common. They also show that the MTAI probably has

both progressivism and traditionalism in it but that the scor-

ing obscures this. If ES-VII and the MTAI are both measures

of educational attitudes, then they should both correlate

about the same with the TC-VIII measures, making due allowance

for the MTAI scoring. The MTAI correlations with TCA and TCB

are .35 and -.26. These is are approximately the same magni-

tude

ES-VII because of the questionable quality of the MTAI,

tude as the ES-VII and TC-VIII r's.

it is still evidence that is consistent with all the demands

While this is not very strong evidence of, the validity

of the particular situation. The MTAI correlates substantially

with ES-VII and predicts TC-VIII about as well as ES-VII.

5These subjects were part of the Michigan sample whose

data were reported in Chapter VII.

6We had intended factor analyzing the items of the MTAI

in order to test our duality hypothesis, but the results of

such an analysis did not seem to be worth the effort. In

judging the statement made above about the MTAI predicting TC

as well as ES-VII, bear in mind that the MTAI has 150 items

and ES-VII 30 items.
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Table IX-11

*Correlations Between ES-VII, TC-VIII, and MTAI Scales,

Michigan Sample, N=100a

ESB TCA TCB MTAI

ESA -.26 .32 -.26 .53

ESB -.17 .33 -.63

TCA .13 .35

TCB -.26

aram.20, significant at the .05 level; r=.25, significant

at the .01 level.
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The Stern TPS (attitude form) is a better candidate for

scientific study than the MTAI. It is based on role concep-

tions, the roles springing from the personality needs and

motives of the teacher. The motives, or "roles"--Practical,

Nurturant, Orderly, Dominant, and the like--imply certain

"attitudes," or stances--Detachment, Providing Love, Develop-

ing Good Pupil Habits, Maintaining Discipline, and the like.

(The four "attitudes" just given spring from the "roles" given.)

In any case, the TPS items seem clearly to be attitude items

similar to the ES items except that they are specifically

tied to beliefs about teachers and their behavior. The big

difference between the construction of the TPS and the MTAI

is that the construction of the TPS was at least partly theo-

retical whereas the MTAI's construction was almost purely

pragmatic and atheoretical (Getzels and Jackson, 1963, p. 521).

It seemed to us that some of the roles of the TPS could

be inferred from the broader progressivism and traditionalism

dimensions. Nurturant and Nondirective, for example, express

notions closely related to progressive notions of a teacher's

function and behavior. (See Stern, et al., 1960, pp. 13-14,

for brief descriptions of the roles.) On the other hand,

Orderly and Dominant seemed to express traditionalist notions

of the teacher's role. Study of the items of these categories

strengthened this belief. For example, here are two items,

the first Nondirective and the second Orderly. Note that

the first carries a flavor of our progressive items, while

the second is like our traditionalist items.

The best teacher is usually one who allows the most

freedom in the classroom.

It is impossible to manage either a school or class-

room without having a carefully detailed system of

rules and regulations.

On the assumption that the Nurturant and Nondirective

roles expressed facets of progressivism and the Orderly and

Dominant roles of traditionalism, we incorporated the 10 items

of each of these categories into a 40-item scale. The four

kinds of items were. interspersed at random in the scale. The

response system used was the same that we used with the ES

scales: seven-point summated ratings. (Stern, et al. used

a six-point scale.) We derived two scores, A and B, from the

scale responses by combining Nurturant and Nondirective for

A and Orderly and Dominant for B.

ES-VII, TC-VII, and this form of the TPS were administered

to 210 graduate students of education and teachers in eastern
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Table IX-12

Correlations Between Stern TPS Measures and ES and TC Measures,

Michigan Sample, N=210a

ESA ESB TCA TCB rttb...

TPSA .53 .00 .20 -.08 .77

TPSB -.36 .62 -.27 .35 .84

ar=.18, significant at the .01 level.

b
r
--tt: alpha reliability coefficients.
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Michigan. The correlations between ESA, ESB, TCA, TCB, TPSA,

and TPSB are given in Table IX-12. The alpha reliability

coefficients of TPSA and TPSB are also given in the table.

The results are quite clear-cut. TPSA and TPSB correlate

positively and substantially with ESA and ESB: .53 and .62

(corrected for attenuation: .68 and .78). These r's support

our beliefs about the relation between the ES items and the

TPS items and about the relation between the roles and pro-

gressivism and traditionalism. 7 The TPS-TC r's, too, are very

similar to ES-TC r's. The A to A r is .20, and the B to B r

is .35.

Assuming the validity of the TPS, then, we have evidence

of the concurrent validity of ES-VII. We also have, in the

TPS-TC r's and the ES-TC r's construct validity evidence.

The latter r's, of course, also support the basic hypothesis

of the study on the relation between educational attitudes

and perceptions of teacher characteristics.

Miscellaneous Variables

In this section we report the results of our efforts to

learn more about the correlates of our independent and depen-

dent variables. We must confess, however, that we operated

on little more than vague hunches and hope. We now set out

these hunches, describe what we did to test them, and then

give the results. In addition, we report the results of some

earlier research with three standard variables: intelligence,

authoritarianism, and dogmatism.

7We also factor analyzed the intercorrelations of the

40 items of the TPS, using the principal axes method and Vari-

max rotations. The results were very similar to the results

of factor analyses of ES-VI and ES-VII. Most important, in

a "forced" two-factor solution, most of the Nurturant and

Nondirective items were loaded on one factor and most of the

Orderly and Dominant items were loaded on the other factor.

In addition, the results of a second-order factor analysis

in which the ES-VII and TPS items were combined yielded two

second-order factors. These factors were clearly the A and

B, or progressivism and traditionalism, factors of earlier

analyses.
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Authoritarianism, Dogmatism, and Intelligence

As indicated earlier, ES-I and the F Scale and the D

Scale were administered to 161 graduate students of education.

The Wonderlic brief test of intelligence (Wonderlic, 1961)

was also administered to these subjects. The results are

given in Table IX-9. It is clear that there is little corre-

lation between intelligence, as measured, and educational

attitudes. ESA and the Wonderlic correlate .07 (not signifi-

cant). The correlation between ESB and the Wonderlic is signi-

ficant (2.4.05), negative, but quite low.

Authoritarianism and educational attitudes, however, are

related. The ESB and F Scale r is significant at the .01 level

and fairly substantial, .49. Educational traditionalists tend

to be authoritarian, if we believe this correlation. The

correlation between ESA and authoritarianism, on the other

hand, while negative and significant at the .01 level, is

considerably lower, -.23. The more progressive individuals

tend to be less authoritarian, as might be expected. Tradi-

tional educational attitudes and dogmatism are moderately and

positively correlated, .38. There appears to be little rela-

tion .getween progressive educational attitudes and dogmatism,

-.06.

Although we have hunches about the sources of these corre-

lations, they are very tentative indeed. Earlier in this

chapter we expressed the belief that conservatism perhaps under-

lies the common factor variance of traditional educational

attitudes, social acquiescence, and agreement response. At

that time we presented the results of a factor analysis that

.showed that conservatism, authoritarianism, dogmatism, social

acquiescence, rigidity, and educational traditionalism were

loaded on the same factor. Let us now present some evidence

obtained more recently and specifically for this study.

Social Attitudes, Educational Attitudes, and Perceptions of

Teacher Characteristics

Although we are of course interested in the relations

between educational attitudes and general social attitudes, our

main interest is expressed by the question, What is the effect

8We shall see that one of the doctoral studies to be*des-

cribed in Chapter X also found the correlation between pro-

gressivism and dogmatism to be close to zero.
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of social attitudes on the relation between educational atti-

tudes and perceptions of desirable traits of teachers? We

would not want to be able to predict too successfully to per-

ceptions of teacher traits from social attitudes. Our research

problem demands that the lion's share of predictive power should

belong to educational attitudes.

ES-VII, TC-VIII, and a scale constructed to measure social

attitudes (SA) were administered to 190 graduate students of

education in eastern Michigan. The SA Scale, a seven-point,

26-item, summated-rating instrument, was constructed on the

basis of item and factor analysis of an original 40-item scale.

The items of the original scale were selected from a pool of

items taken from the literature and edited or specially con-

structed for the purpose. There were 20 Liberalism (SAL) items

and 20 Conservative (SAC) items, the designations, of course,

depending on item content and known liberal and conservative

issues and opinions. Political, economic, religious, and gen-

eral social items were included. On the factor analysis of

the original scale, to which 666 graduate students, undergrad-

uate students, and people outside the university had responded,

the liberal and conservative items loaded on different factors.

Item-total correlations were also calculated. The 26-item

scale used in this study, consisting of 13 liberalism and 13

conservatism items, was then constructed on the basis of factor

loadings and item-total r's. Assuming that the liberalism

factors were positively correlated and similarly for the con-

servatism factors, two SA scores were calculated for each sub-

ject: SAL, the mean of the 13 liberalism items, and SAC, the

mean of the 14 conservatism items.9

The correlations among the social attitude measures and

the educational attitude and teacher perception measures are

given in Table IX-13. The reliabilities of the SAL and SAC

subscales are also given in the table. The correlations in

the table are not uniform. Liberalism only correlates signi-

ficantly with ESA; with ESB and both TC measures the r's are

near-zero. Conservatism, however, correlates significantly,

both positively and negatively, with all four educational

9A subsequent second-or 1-2r factormalysisofthedata of the 40-

item scale, N=666 (see Kerlinger, 1967a, pp. 118-119), showed

that there were two second-order factors, one associated with

the liberalism first-order factors ( and items) and one assoc-

iated with the conservatism first-order factors. Thus the

assumption mentioned above was strengthened by rather strong

evidence. The 26-item SA Scale used in this study can be

found in Shaw and Wishes (1967) anthology of attitude scales

(pp 323-324).
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Table IX-13

Correlations Between Social Attitude Measures and §S and TC

Measures, Michigan Sample, Na=190

r
ESA ESB TCA TCB -"tt

SAL
SAL .27 .06 -.01 .07 .76

SAC -.25 .50 -.24 .25 .72

ar==.19, significant at the .01 level.

b
Itt: alpha reliability coefficients.
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variables. The positive and significant r's between SAL and

ESA and between SAC and ESB are what we might expect since it

is possible to conceive educational attitudes as a form of

general social attitudes (Smith, 1963). Indeed, it would be

strange if SAL and ESA and SAC and ESB did not correlate posi-

tively. The magnitudes of SAC-ESA and SAC-TCA negative r's,

-.25 and -.24, are not too surprising, though we would have

preferred them to be lower.

The important r's in Table IX-13, however, are those

between the SA and the TC measures. It is apparent that SAL

does not correlate with TCA. But SAC does correlate signi-

ficantly with TCB. On a pure theoretical basis, we would not

expect either SAL or SAC to correlate significantly with TCA

and TCB since our research case depends upon significant corre-

lations between the ES and TC and not between the SA and TC

measures. But we can see from the table that SA and ES corre-

late significantly. The case of SAL and TCA is clear. How

about SAC and TCB, then? One way to determine whether the

ESB-TCB correlation is vitiated by the SAC-TCB correlation is

to use partial correlation. If we calculate the r between

SAC and TCB with ESB partialed out we obtain r=.11. If, on

the other hand, we calculate the r between ESB and TCB with

SAC partialed oufnwe obtain .33. The original r between ESB

and TCB was .36. It seems, then, that the important corre-

lation between ESB and TCB is hardly affected by partialing

out SAC, but the correlation between SAC and TCB is very much

lowered by partialing out ESB. At this point, we do not try

to explain the significant negative correlations between SAC

and ESA and TCA except to note again, as we did earlier, the

possible pervasive influence of conservative attitudes.

Measures of Cognitive Style

We felt, since the dependent variable of this study was

a perceptual or judgmental variable, that we should try to

explore the relations between what can be called "legitimate"

perceptual variables and educational attitudes and perceptions

of desirable teacher characteristics. As usual, we were parti-

cularly interested in the relation between educational atti-

tudes and teacher trait perceptions and how more purely percep-

tual measures--or measures of cognitive style--might affect

this relation.

10
It should be noted that this r was calculated from the

total Michigan N of 400. Thus the calculations of the partial

r's is somewhat, questionable. Nevertheless, it is the only way

we know to test the difference in r's.



To this end, we administered ES-VII, TC-VIII, two of

Thurstone's (1944) perceptual measures, Social Judgment-Word

Association (SJWA), and Social Judgment-Pair Comparisons (SJPC),

Pettigrew's (1958) Category Width Scale (CW), and Jackson's

(ETS, 1961; Jackson, Messick, and Myers, 1964) shortened ver-

sion of the Embedded Figures Test (EFT).

Both social judgment scales presumably measure a social-

human inclination versus a literal-physical inclination. The

pair-comparisons form, SJPC, consisted of 20 pairs of adjec-

tives, like courteous-accurate and lazy-stingy. Subjects were

asked to select that adjective from each pair that they consi-

dered the more desirable. They were urged to go rapidly.

Unlike Thurstone's original time limit of one minute, we gave

a three-minute time limit, in effect removing limit. The scor-

ing was the number of social adjectives chosen.

The word association scale (SJWA) consisted of 23 adjec-

tives so selected that social and other responses could be

given. 11 For example, lead could be responded to with men,

a social response, or pipe, a non-social response. The scoring

was the number of social responses.

Pettigrew's (1958) Category Width Scale (CW) has 20 items.

Each scale item consists of two sets of four choices each.

Subjects are asked to guess the most and the least about a

number of phenomena. Its format and substance are best under-

stood through an example. Here is one of the items:

6. It has been calculatec3 that the average time for all

trains in 1953 from New York City to Washington,

D.C. was 285 minutes (4 hours and 45 minutes)..

What do you think:

a. was the time of the slowest train from New York

City to Washington in 1953 . .

1 1. 337 minutes

0 2. 304 minutes

2 3. 396 minutes

3 4. 483 minutes

b. was the time of the fastest train from New fork

City to Washington in 1953 . .

11The original scale had 28 items. We deleted five of

these because the words were more complex taan the rest of the

words and seemed to us to lack adequate response potential.
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1 1. 236 minutes

2 2. 202 minutes
3. 268 minutes

3 4. 145 minutes

The scoring is of the rank-order kind. The ranks have been

inserted before the choices of the above item. If a subject

chooses the highest value of the four responses in the item

(483 minutes), he is assigned a 3. If, however, he should

happen to choose the lowest value (304 minutes), he is assigned

a zero. A subject's score is the sum of the scores assigned

his choices. In order to reduce scale administration time we

reduced the scale to the 12 best items using Pettigrew's pub-

lished analysis to determine the best items. The items we

used were Numbers 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, and

19.

The final perceptual measure we used was a short form

of the Embedded Figures Test (EFT). The test, of course, is

based on Witkin's original Embedded Figures Test (Witkin, 1950),

which, in turn, is based on Gottschaldt's original test (Got-

tschaldt, 1938; Thurstone, 1944, pp. 72-76). According to

Witkin, the test measures field dependence, or a field depen-

dent (or independent) way of perceiving. Field dependent

individuals are relatively unable to distinguish items from

their contexts or to overcome the influences of the fields

surrounding objects of perception. The EFT requires subjects

to pick simpler figures out of more complex figures in which

they are embedded. We used Jackson's form and instructions

in administering the test.

With the exception of the CW Test, we had some reason to

expect these measures to correlate with our ES and TC measures.

The rationale for the Thurstone tests is simple. Since the

social and human aspects of education are emphasized by pro-

gressives, we might expect a positive correlation between res-

ponses to the Thurstone scales and ESA (progressivism). We

might also expect a positive correlation between the Thurstone

scales and TCA (person orientation) because its adjective items

seemed to express a concern for people and for person inter-
action--sympathetic friendly, warm, and so on. Since the

Thurstone scales are scored only for the social dimension, we

were not sure what to expect of the correlations between them

and ESB and TCB--perhaps negative correlations.

Pettigrew believes that the Category Width Scale measures

equivalence range for categorizing objects. Individuals seem

to exhibit consistent preferences for ways of categorizing

objects. The CW Scale presumably measures preferences for
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broader or narrower categories of objects. As such, it is a

measure of a form of cognitive style. Beyond a vague notion

that since rigidity, a variable that appears to be cognitively

similar to Cw, correlates with F, D, and ESB positively, per-

haps CW might correlate negatively with ESB and TCB, we had

little theoretical or rational basis for expecting correlation

of one kind or another with our ES and TC measures. We simply

thought Category Width an interesting variable possibly related

to our attitude and perception measures.

The reasoning behind the use of the Embedded Figures Test

is tenuous and a bit involved. Our expectations are derived

from Witkin, et al.'s (1962, pp. 2-4) discussion of the nature

of field dependence. Unfortunately, predictions that are in

effect opposites can be inferred from the discussion. Never-

theless, we thought it would be interesting to see which would

come out. Witkin, et al. say that field dependent people are

likely to change their views in the direction of authority.

This might mean, then, that individuals high on EFT may also

be high on ESB (traditionalism) and possibly on TCB. But

Witkin, et al. go on to say that field dependent people are

particularly attentive to the faces of those around them.

They also say that field dependents favor occupations involving

contact with people. On the other hand, they say that field

independent people are able to function autonomously, some of

them being isolated, cold, distant, and unaware of. their social

stimulus value. This tendency would seem to be contradictory

to the first one: high field dependents should also be high

on ESA (progressivism) and especially TCA (Person Orientation).

High field independents should also be high on ESB (traditiona-

lism) and TCB (Task Orientation).

The Embedded Figures Test is unidimensional. Therefore

we expected negative correlations between EFT and ESA and TCA

and positive correlations between EFT and ESB and TCB. (The

test is scored in the field-independent direction. That is,

an individual's score is the number of embedded figures he

identifies.)
a

ES-VII, TC-VIII, the two Thurstone SJ scales, and the

Category Width Scale were administered to 387 of the North

Carolina sample (a=428) discussed earlier. ES-VII, TC-VIII,

and the Embedded Figures Test wereodministered to 71 graduate

students of education in New York. The coefficients of

12
Professor Lawrence Castiglione, Queens College, adminis-

tered the scales. We express our appreciation and gratitude

for his help.
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correlation derived from these measures are given in Table

IX-14. Taking first the measure for which we had little theore-

tical reason for predicting correlations, the EFT, we got

nothing. None of the r's are significant, even though two of

them, ESA and TCA, point in the right direction.

The SJWA Scale, too, yields nothing. (This may be in

part a function of the scoring and possible unreliability.

Because these measures were very tentative and exploratory,

we did not take great pains training judges and the like.)

The SJPC Scale, however, yields significant negative correla-

tions between the judgmental measure and ESB and TCB, as pre-

dicted. Evidently the individuals who select literal-physical

adjectives of the social judgment scale tend to be traditional

in their educational attitudes and to favor the task-oriented

adjectives of the teacher perception scale, but there seems to

be no relation between the social judgment measure and educa-

tional progressivism and person orientation, contrary to pre-

diction.

The results obtained with the Category Width Scale are

confusing. The correlations between CW and ESB, TCA, and TCB

are significant; but they are all negative. The CW-ESA r is

near zero. While we had little theoretical reason for predic-

tion we did not anticipate results like these. Had the CW-TWA

r been positive, we might have attempted an ex post facto

explanation of the results. Since we cannot readity conceive

a common denominator of the four variables, except, possibly,
social desirability, as expressed in the rather high corre-

lation of .38 between TCA and TCB, and since we have no other

evidence that might give us a clue, we do not attempt any

explanation.13

In sum, the cognitive variableyielded little.. We may

be able to say that a social-human tendency is negatively

correlated with ESB and TCB. Educational traditionalists tend

13A partial correlation analysis of the data suggests that

the r between CW and TCA may not really be of consequence.
Note that the r between TCA and TCB is .38. If we calculate
the r between CW and TCA partialing out ESB, the r of -.17
between CW and TCA remains the same. If, however, we calculate
the correlation between CW and TCA holding TCB constant, the
-.17 drops to -.08, a non-significant r. As a check, we also
calculated the correlation between CW and TCB holding TCA con-

stant. This correlation was -.23, not much of a drop aDm the

cy,:.3inal -.27. Evidently the CW-TCA correlation stems in good

past from the positive correlation between TCA and TCB.
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Table IX-14

Correlations Between ES and TC Measures and Thurstone Social

Traits and Judgments, Category Width, and Embedded Figures

Measures, North Carolina and New York Samplesa

ESA ESB TCA TCB

SJWA .03 .07 .00 .01

SJPC .11 -.21* .04 -.22*

CW -.02 -.16* -.17* -.27*

EFT -.15 -.03 -.16 .02

a
*: Significant at the .01 level. North Carolina: N=387;

New York: N=71. SJWA: Social Judgment, Word Associations;

SJPC: Social Judgment, Pair Comparisons; CW: Category Width

Scale; EFT: Embedded Figures Test.
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to be task-oriented and seem to prefer literal-physical to

social-human words. There appears to be no relation between

field independence and educational attitudes and perceptions

of teacher characteristics. There may be a negative relation

between Category Width and traditional educational attitudes

and between Category Width and task-oriented perceptions of

teachers. These last relations, however, are in doubt because

of a negative correlation between Category Width and person-

oriented perceptions of teachers.



Chapter X

Related Doctoral Studies

Three doctoral studies exploring areas related to the

main problems or variables of the larger study were conducted.

They are summarized in this chapter. The first of these doc-

toral studies was guided by the second general problem of the

larger study: What is the relation between attitudes toward

education and perceptions and judgments of desirable teacher

behaviors? The second study departed almost entirely from the

original problems. It focused primarily on what was called

pseudoprogressivimm and its relation to assessment of teaching

behavior and impressions of teacher personality. Both of these

studies have been completed. The third Ftudy also departed

from the original problems. It explored he relations between

educational attitudes and perceived teacher roles. Although

the study has not yet been completed, we are able to report

one or two of the principal findings.

Attitudes Toward Education and Perceptions of

Teacher Behaviors
1

In contrast to the emphasis on perceived teacher traits,

this study explored perceived teacher behaviors. In addition,

the levels variable (elementary and secondary) was more im-

portant than it was in the main study. The principal question

asked was: What is the effect of educational attitudes on
perceptions of elementary and secondary school teacher behaviors?

The following hypotheses were tested:

a. The two major persons factors "Progressivism" and
"Traditionalism" that underlie attitudes toward educa-
tion will emerge in the perceptions of teacher behaviors.

The factor patterns will be stronger and more pronounced,

however, when elementary teacher behaviors are judged

than when secondary teacher behaviors are judged.

b. Among progressives, behaviors associated with inter-

personal relations, social norms, subject matter, and

discipline will be perceived as desirable for both

1For a full report of this study see Sontag (1966).
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elementary and secondary school teachers in the order

presented. The degree of differentiation between

these areas will be greater when behaviors are con-

sidered for elementary than for secondary teachers.

c. Among traditionalists, behaviors associated with sub-

ject matter, discipline, interpersonal relations, and

social norms will be perceived as desirable in the order

presented. The degree of differentiation between

these areas will remain constant when behaviors are

considered for both elementary and secondary behaviors.

The study was conducted in two phases: phase I, a 4 study;

phase II, a cross-sectional study.

Phase I: 4 Study

To measure the independent variable, educational attitudes,

Education Scale VII (ES-VII) was used. A progressive was de-

fined as an educator whose score on ES-VII A (progressivism)

was above the median and whose score on ES-VII B (traditionalism)

was below the median of norm groups measured previously with

ES-VII. A traditionalist was defined as an educator whose

score on ES-VII B was above the median of the norm groups and

whose score on ES-VII A was below the median of the norm groups.

A subject dose A and B scores were above the median of the

norm groups was defined as having mixed or indeterminate atti-

tudes.

The dependent variable, perception of teacher behaviors,

was measured by an 80-item Q sort. The items in the sort

consisted of short statements describing teacher behavior in

the classroom in the .following areas: (1) teaching-subject

matter, (2) interpersonal relations, (3) authority-discipline,

and (4) normative-social. These areas were drawn from an

attitude Q sort used by Kerlinger (1956). Five individuals

with a knowledge of educational theory and test construction

served as judges in selecting items from a pool of 175 items

constructed for the study or drawn from the literature (e.g.,

Charters and Waples, 1929; Ryans, 1960). An item was retained

for the Q sort when at least four judges agreed about it being

clear and concise, a classroom behavior, and a desirable behavior.

In addition, items were judged to belong or not belong to the

four areas mentioned above. Twenty items in each of the four

categories were retained. (For a list of the items see the

Appendix.)

The subjects were 80 teachers, 32 of whom had progressive

attitudes, 32 traditionalist attitudes, and 16 indeterminate
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attitudes. These categorizations were determined by the sys-

tem outlined above. By random assignment, half the subjects

were asked to sort the behaviors according to their importance

for elementary school teachers; the other half was asked to

sort the behaviors according to their importance for high

school teachers. The Q sorts were administered in an individual

testing situation.

The data were analyzed in two ways. One, an analysis of

variance was computed of each subject's responses to determine

the significance of the difference between the perceptions of

the four areas. Two, the responses of the subjects to each

of the Q sorts were intercorrelated separately. This resulted

in two 40 X 40 matrices. The matrices were factor analyzed

with the princpal axis method and varimax ordlogonal rotations.

Factor arrays were computed for each analysis and the resultant

arrays were intercorrelated.

Results: Elementary School Behaviors 2 Sort

The factor analysis of the Q sort that was designed to mea-

sure perception of desirable teacher behaviors in the elementary

school yielded four factors. Table X-1 contains the unrotated

factor matrix. The rotated factor matrix and the obtained

communalities (h2) are given Li Table X-2.

The factors were named on the basis of the 12 highest

items on each of the factor arrays. Factor A was named "Con-

cern for Students." This factor seems to be related to Ryans'

X (understanding, friendliness, responsiveness; Ryans, 1960a,

p. 106) and the A factor, person orientation, found in the

factor analysis of TC-I reported in Chapter IV. Factor B

was named "Structure and Subject Matter." Here again, one

finds similarities between this factor and Ryans' Y factor

(businesslike, systematic) and the B factor, task orientation,

of the TC-I analysis. Factor C was named "Stimulating Teaching."

This factor seems to resemble Ryans' Z behavior pattern (stim-

ulating, imaginative, original). Factor D was named "Self-

Control in Teaching."

Results: High School Behaviors 4 Sort

The factor analysis of the Q sort that was designed to

measure perceptions of desirable teacher behaviors in the high

school yielded four factors. The unrotated factor matrix is

reported in Table X-3. The rotated factor matrix end the

obtained communalities (h2) are reported in Table X-4.
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Table X-1

Unrotated Factor Matrix of Responses to Elementary School Sorta

Atti- Factor

Ss tude I II III IV

High School Teachers

1 A 74 38 18 -04

2 A 43 -02 14 10

3 A 64 06 -11 26

4 A 61 38 08 -34

5 A 66 29 -13 -18

6 A 80 -18 -03 -09

7 A 60 25 -18 -20

8 B 28 -25 06 -35

9 B 54 -39 -31 -14

10 B 72 14 30 08

11 B 53 -18 13 -37

12 B 54 -28 -28 29

13 B 55 -01 -14 -05

14 B 03 02 -56 -20

15 AB 50 12 17 -23

16 AB 65 -33 03 05

17 AB 75 09 05 10

18 AB 54 -31 04 13

19 A 71 35 -02 -12

20 B 44 -12 -04 04

Elementary School Teachers

21 A 73 45 04 02

22 A 63 15 01 12

23 A 78 14 19 -01

24 A 69 12 -22 10

25 A 77 30 31 04

26 A 55 48 25 28

27 A 75 05 20 -05

28 B 65 -39 -12 07

29 B 56 -21 03 11

30 B 32 -58 06 15

31 B 55 04 -58 -09

32 B 63 -11 -51 -11

33 B 29 -65 04 -09

34 B -14 40 -56 15

35 AB 61 16 -14 06

36 AB 57 -06 -16 08

37 AB 67 -24 13 27

38 AB 46 -35 37 -10

39 A 67 -08 -23 18

40 B 59 -40 21 -17

lAll decimal points are omitted.
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Table X-2

Rotated Factor Matrix of Responses to Elementary School Sorta$13

111MIIIM

Atti- Factor

Ss tude A
High

1 A 83

2 A 34

3 A 49

4 A 71

5 A 64

6 A 48

7 A 56

8 B 07

9 B 09

10 B 70

11 B 32

12 B 17

13 B 37

14 B -10

15 AB 49

16 AB 29

17 AB 64

18 AB 22

19 A 75

20 B 25

B C D h2

School Teachers
13 04

28 -07

47 15

-09 22

10 35

51 22

09
12 12

51

31 -14

20 12

67 25

31 26

-03 58

06 05

59 08

40 09

55 01

11 24
11

r School
13

32

31

39

22

13
33

66

49
61
31
43
51

-18

29

41
65
37
55

46

Elmtataa
21 A 83

22 A 57

23 A 72

24 A 54

25 A 83

26 A 77

27 A 64

28 B 21

29 B 29

30 B -10

31 B 30

32 B 28

33 B -17

34 B 01

35 AB 53

36 AB 36

37 AB 39

38 AB 22

39 A 40

40 B 24

Teachers
15
10
02

32

-10
-17
01
20

04
-08
68
63
02

45
25
24

-09
-22
29

-03 4

12 72

10 21

-08 49

28 64

15 56

37 68

14 49

48 27

34 56

18 63

56 47

-03 53

15 32

-04 35

32 34

31 53

11 59

21 40

12 64

13 21

-01 74

03 43

23 66

-01 55

16 78

-20 67

30 61

27 59

18 37

28 47

01 65
14 67

47 51

-54 52

01 43

08 36

14 60

49 48
01 54

58

aAll decimal points are omitted.

bSignificant loadings (.35 or greater)are underlined.
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Table X-3

Unrotated Factor Matrix of Responses to High School Sorta

Atti- Factor

Ss I II III IV

High School Teachers

1 A 77 -06 -12 -21

2 A 59 23 -09 -04

3 A 64 -16 00 37

4 A 69 39 12 03

5 A 79 29 -07 -13

6 A 63 17 32 -10

7 A 71 00 14 02

8 B 81 -21 -12 -04

9 B 65 -13 -14 11

10 B 46 -02 36 49

11 B 54 -28 00 -04

12 B 42 -16 47 -16

13 B 48 -23 38 08

14 B 70 -14 25 -02

15 AB 71 -19 27 -04

16 AB 60 34 06 16

17 AB 64 -26 -03 -18

18 AB 41 -51 01 -21

19 A 82 -09 -14 06

20 B 61 -25 07 -16

21 A
22 A
23 A
24 A
25 A
26 A
27 A
28 B

29 B

30 B

31 B

32 B

33 B

34 B

35 AB
36 AB

31 AB

38 AB

39 A
40 B

Elementary School Teachers
39

25
82

71

82

65
81

67
51

68
61
52

64
48
31
78
74
39

83

73

25 23 40

73 -17 -01

-02 -35 05

19 03 -18

-19 08 04

29 -03 05

09 -06 -20

-13 -26 25

-06 -32 21

- 26 14 00

49 -07 -10

47 28 -15

-19 -15 -02

- 20 00 03

53 07 -13

00 -02 -12

-21 -20 02

17 -06 22

03 -27 03

-01 -01 -07

aDecimal points are omitted.
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Table X-4

Rotated Factor Loadings of Responses to High School Sorta'b

Atti-

s tude

1 A
2 A
3 A
4 A
5 A
6 A
7 A
8

9

10
11

12

13

14

15 AB

16 AB

17 AB
18 AB

19 A
20

21 A
22 A
23 A
24 A
25 A
26 A
27 A
28

29

30
31

32
33

34
35 AB

36 AB

37 AB

38 AB

39 A
40

Factor

A B C D h2

Rah School Teachers
62 37 35 -05 65

38 48 13 10 41

54 09 22 47 57

28 66 25 26 64

49 65 25 08 73

19 47 49 18 5..:

42 34 42 24 52

72 22 38 10 72

60 18 20 20 47

16 10 31 67 58

48 03 36 07 37

07 12 64 10 44

21 03 55 29 43

40 23 55 22 56

41 20 60 20 62

28 54 13 34 50

56 13 43 -04 51

46 -19 46 -14 48

70 30 28 20 70

47 12 48 -01 46

.Elementary School Teachers

08 32 11 56 43

01 74 -28 07 62

80 35 11 12 80

41 54 34 03 57

61 22 49 23 71

38 54 15 22 51

57 51 36 01 71

70 15 -a 29 60

59 14 -05 20 41

50 11 51 19 55

29 73 08 08 63

02 69 32 13 59

62 15 W26 07 48

42 06 28 13 27

-02 63 05 03 40

55 40 38 07 61

72 17 26 10 63

27 28 -00 29 23

75 42 16 13 /7

52 36 35 11 53

aAll decimal points are omitted.

bSignificant loadings (.35 or greater) are underlined.
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The factors were named on the basis of the 12 highest items

on each of the factor arrays. Factor A was named "General

Subject Matter Presentation." A comparison with Elementary

Factor B (Structure and Subject Matter) shows that while nine

traditionalists and four progressives loaded significantly

on it, 28 of the 40 subjects who responded to the High School

Q Sort loaded significantly on this subject matter factor.

This seems to support Hypothesis 2 that the factor structure

will be "clearer" for the Elementary School Q Sort. ("Clearer"

was defined as more subjects loading on one and only one factor.

The subject matter factor in the High School 2 sort emerged

as a general factor accounting for 42 per cent of the common

factor variance.)

Factor B of the High School Q Sort was named "Concern for

Students." This factor is similar in content to Elementary

Factor A, except that certain subject matter items that appeared

on the elementary school factor did not appear here.

Factor C was named "Structure and Subject Matter" and is

similar in content to Elementary Factor B. Factor D was named

"Norms and Rules." There is no parallel to this factor in

the Elementary sort.

The intercorrelations between the four high school and four

elementary school factor arrays are reported in Table X-5.

The substantial correlations between Elementary Factor A and

High School Factor B = .77), and Elementary Factor B and

High School Factor C (E = .70) confirm the judgments of the

content of the factor arrays.

Analysis of Variance

To test Hypotheses 2 and 3, prediting specific rank

orders of the four areas among progressives and among tradition-

alists, the responses of each subject were subjected to a simple

analysis of variance. In general the hypotheses were not

supported There were, however, some apparent trends. Pro-

gressives, for example, tended to rate teaching-subject matter

significantly higher than authority-discipline. Tradition-

alists tended to rate teach.Ing-sulject matter significantly

higher than interpersonal relations.

Cross-Sectional Study

To test Hypothesis 1 further, a cross-sectional study

was undertaken. A Teacher Behavior Rating Scale (TBRS) was

constructed on the basis of the factor analysis of the Q data.
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Table X-5

Matrix of Intercorrelations Between Factor Arrays on

Elementary and High School Q Sortsa,b

Elementary High School

Factors A B C D A B C

Elem.

A 100 29 19 40 65 77 31 26

B 100 36 55 60 23 70 26

C 100 10 51 08 30 27

D 100 35 43 56 06

H.S.

A 100 45 50 35

B 100 28 32

C
100 42

D
100

aA correlation of .22 is significant at the .05 level, .29

at the .01 level.

bDecimal points are omitted.
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Fifteen items which were high on the "Concern for Pupils" factor

array (Beh-A) and fifteen items which were high on the "Structure

and Subject Matter" array (Beh-B) were selected for the scale.

The order of tne items was randomly determined. Two forms of

the scale were constructed. The forms differed only in the

referent to be rated. One form instructed the respondent

to rate the behaviors according to their importance for a

high school teacher. The other form called for rating the im-

portance of the behaviors for an elementary school teacher.

(For a copy of tne scale see the Appendix.)

ES-VII and the Teacher Behavior Rating Scales were admin-

istered to 180 teacners enrolled in universities in the New

York Metropolitan area. By a process of random selection 96

teachers responded to the TBRS elementary form, and 84 teachers

responded to the high school form of TBRS.

Correlations between ES-VII and TBRS

ES-VII A and B measures were correlated with the TBRS

Beh-A and Beh-B in order to study the relationships between

educational attitudes and perceptions of teacher behaviors.

A positive correlation was predicted between ESA and Beh-A

and between ESB and Beh-B.

The correlation between ES-VII A and Beh-A, elementary

form, was .46 (2. <.01), whereas the correlation between ES-VII

A and Beh-A, high school form, was .18. This pattern was reversed

for correlations between ES-VII B and Beh-B for the high school

form: .35 (p. (.01) between ES-VII B and Beh-B, and .08 between

ES-VII A and Beh-A. These patterns seem to indicate an inter-

action between educational attitudes and the teaching level for

which the desirable behay.Lors are rated.

Factor Analysis

The responses to the TBRS elementary form and high school

form were separately intercorrelated yielding two 30 by 30

correlation matrices. The matrices were then fa7tor analyzed

with the principal axis method and varimax rotations. Four

factors emerged from each analysis. The elementary school

factors were named: (1) Concern for Students, (2) Competent

Subject Matter Presentation, (3) Rules and Discipline, (4)

Stimulating Teaching. The high school factors were: (1)

Concern for Students, (2) Rules and Discipline, (3) Structure

in Presentation of Subject Matter, (4) Unnamed.

The relations between comparable factors were studied
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by means of the coefficient of congruence. The coefficients

were: Concern for Students .90; Rules and Discipline .84;

Competent Subject Matter Presentation .77, .73, and .77 with

three of the four high school factors, indicating that subject

matter items loaded on these factors. The coefficient of con-

gruence between the elementary school factor Stimulating Teach-

ing and the high school factor Concern for Students was .78. It

is to be noted that items on these two factors reflect precepts

generally associated with "progressive education." In general,

the coefficients of congruence indicate that factors similarly

named were related.

Summary and Implication

This study investigated the relation between educational

attitudes and perception of teacher behaviors in the elementary

school and the high school. The study was conducted in two

phases: employing g. methodology in the first, and a cross-

sectional approach in the second.

It was found that progressives and traditionalists perceive

teacher behavior differently. There was, however, a notable

difference between perceptions for elementary and high school.

For the latter both progressives and traditionalists tended

to emphasize subject matter. This would indicate that the levels

for which perceptions of teacher behavior are elicited play

a part in the perception. Further research is warranted.

The findings of this study are in agreement with Ryans'

and Kerlinger's studies. The similarity between the findings

of the three investigators is illustrated by some items that

loaded significantly on factors which are considered similar.

Investigator Factor

Ryans 1. Understanding,
Friendliness

2. Businesslike,
Systematic

Items

responsive,
understanding,
kindly.

systematic,
responsible,
steady.

Kerlinger 1. Progressive friendly,

Teacher sympathetic,
warm.

2. Traditional firm, efficient,

Teacher industrious
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Investigator Factor

Sontag 1. Concern for
Students

2. Structure and
Subject Matter

Items

Shows sincere
concern when
confronted with
personal problems
of pupils.

Presents well-
planned lessons.
Is consistent in
administereing
discipline.

It is noteworthy that though the three investigators

used different techniques, there is agreement between their

findings. This is particularly interesting when considering

that Ryans used actual observations in classrooms while the

other studies used 4 and R methodologies.

The most important implication of this study would seem

to be that when dealing with perception of teacher behaviors

one should take into account the educational attitudes of the

perceiver as well as the context within which the perception

takes place.

Pseudoprogressivism and Assessment of Teaching Behavior
2

This investigation focused on the distinction between

the content and structure of attitudes (Katz, 1960; Rokeach,

1960), or between the phenotypical and genotypical aspects

of educational attitudes. It attempted to distinguish between

pseudoprogressives and "genuine" progressives in educational

attitudes. A person whose attitudes are progressive in content

but dogmatic or closed in structure was defined as a pseudo-

progressive. A "genuine" progressive is a person whose attitudes

are progressive in content and open in structure, that is,

not dogmatic.

Operationally, a pseudoprogressive is a subject whose

scores are above the mean of his group on the progressivism

factor of ES-VII (ESA) and on the Dogmatism Scale (Rokeach,

1960). A genuine progressive.is a subject whose score on

ESA is above the mean of his group and whose score on the

D Scale is below the mean of his group.

111111101111111.
0111011

2For a full report of this study, see Pedhazur (1966).
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The following three hypotheses were tested:

1. Pseudoprogressives will assess teachers exhib-
iting manifestly progressive behavior more posi-

tively than will genuine progressives. This

relation will be more pronounced among teachers
than among student:. of education.

2. When forming impressions of personality of teach-

ers exhibiting manifestly progressive behaviors,
pseudoprogressives will attribute to these teach-
ers a greater degree of possession of progressive
traits than will genuine progressives. This

relation will be more pronounled among teachers

than among students of education.

3. Pseudoprogressives will be more susceptible to

an authoritative source than will genuine pro-

gressives. This relation will be the same among
teachers and among students of education.

A brief description of the instruments used and the major
findings will be reported separately for each hypothesis.

Assessment of Teacher Behavior

One hundred and fifty-nine teachers and 174 students en-
rolled in schools of education (students of education) from
the New York Metropolitan area whose scores were above the
mean on ES-VII A were retained for analysis. They responded

to ESA, the D Scale, and a scale specially constructed for
this study, Teachers At Work-Rating Scale (TAW -R). The latter

served as a measure of the dependent variable, assessment
of teacher behavior. It consisted of episodes depicting teacher-
student interactions in which the teachers ,.'ploy the mechanics
or facade of progressivism but in essence contradict its philos-

ophy and the behaviors implied by its philosophy. In each
episode the teacher either manipulates the students, encourages
destructive criticism, or encourages intragroup aggression
and competition. The respondents rated each teacher depicted
in an episode on a six-point scale from "very poor" to "ex-

cellent." (For a copy of the scale see the Appel, ix.)

Table X-6 presents the means and standard deviations of
the subsamples on ESA, the D Scale, and Teachers At Work-Rating
Scale (LAW-R).

The TAW-R scores were subjected to a 2 x 2 factorial
analysis of variance using educational attitudes (pseudopro-
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Table X-6

Means and Standard Deviations of Subsamples
on ES-VII A, D Scale, and TAW-R

TEACHERS STUDENTS

Gen.
a

Pseud, Gen.
ab

Pseud.
b

Prog. Prog, Prog. Prog.

N 73 86 94 80

A 6.22 6.13 6.09 6.09

M: D 2.81 3.80 2.83 3.82

TAW-R 13.67 17.08 15.10 17.99

A .39 .39 .41 .37

SD: D .35 .41 .36 .41

TAW-R 3.44 4.17 4.08 4.11

a
Genuine Progressives

b
Pseudoprogressives
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gressivism and genuine progressivism) as one variable and

teaching experience (teachers and students of education) as

the other variable. Since the frequencies in the cells Lre

unequal, a harmonic mean transformation was performed prior

to the analysis (Winer, 1962, pp. 241-244).

In Table X-7 will be found the summary of the factorial

analysis of variance. The means of 14.47 and 17.52 and the

F ratio of 51.04 (2 <:.001) between genuine progressives and

pseudoprogressives support the first part of Hypothesis 1,

namely that pseudoprogressive assess more positively teachers

exhibiting manifestly progressive behaviors than do genuine

progressives. As can be seen in Table X -6, the mean difference

between genuine progressives and pseudoprogressives is about

.75 standard deviations.

There is also a significant difference between teachers

and students (E = 6.99,,2 <.01) indicating that teaching

experience may have an effect on the responses to the scale.

The predicted interaction, however, is not significant.

The degree of relationship between the variables was studied

by correlational analysis. In Table X-8 are reported the cor-

relations between ESA, D, and TAW-R for teachers and students

of education. While the correlations between ESA and D, and

ESA and TAW-R hover around zero for both groups, the correla-

tions between D and TAW-R for teachers and students are .45

(a <.001) and .34 (2 <.001) , r....tspectively. TM lack of

correlation between ESA and D was a basic premise in defining

the measure of the independent variable.

Factor analysis of TAW-R items and ESA and D total scores

yielded factor structures markedly different for teachers and

students. The unrotated and rotated factor matrices of the

teacher sample are given in Table X-9. Items 1 and 5 of the

Teachers at Work Scale, which dealt with teaching subject

matter, loaded significantly (t..35) on Factor B, as did the

D Scale. The factor was named "Pseudoprogressive Teaching."

items 2, 3, and 4, which dealt with various aspects of class

management, loaded significantly on Factor A, as did the D

Scale. Factor A was named "Pseudoprogressive Class Management."

The fact that ESA hardly loaded on either factor and that the

D Scale loaded on both may also serve as evidence of the valid-

ity of the Teachers at Work Scale. It was maintained earlier

that all the episodes in the scale are manifestly progressive,

thus implying that the D Scale should load on the same factors

that the items of the TAW Scale did.

The analysis of the students' responses yielded one factor

which did not require rotation. The factor is reported in
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Table X-7

Analysis of Variance Summary
Table for TAW-R Scores

SOURCE ss df MS F p

Genuine vs Pseudo 818.70 1 818.70 51.04 (.001)

Teachers vs. Students 112.24 1 112,24 6.99 (.01)

Interaction 6.60 1 6.60 <1

Within Cells 5277.00 329 16.04



Table X-8

Correlations Between ES-VII A, D, and TAW-R

for Teachers and Students

TEACHERS STUDENTS

N 159 174

A

D

TAW-R

A D TAW-R A D TAW-R

1.00 -.09 -.06 1.00 .00 -.05

1.00 .45 1.00 .40
*

1.00 1.00

*2 < .001
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Table X-9

Unrotated and Rotated Factor Matrices, TAW-R Items,

ES-VII A, and D Totals,

Teacher Sample, N = 159a

Variables, Unrotated Matrix Rotated Matrix

A E h2

1. .19 .35 -.02 .40 .16

2 .49 -.07 .46 .19 .25

3 .41 -.27 .49 -.03 .24

4 .47 -.19 .50 .07 .26

5 .33 ,38 .09 .50 .25

6 .40 .01 .34 .21 .16

7 -.09 .14 -.14 .07 .03

8 .59 .08 .47 .37 .36

aSignificant loadings underlined. Variable 7: ES-VII

Variable 8: D Scale
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Table X-10. Again, the D Scale loaded on this factor (.51),

vhereas the loading of ESA was practically zero (-.06). Un-

like the results yielded by the teachers, not all the items

of the TAW Scale loaded on the factor. The different results

for teachers and students seem to indicate that teachers and

students do differ in the manner in which they assess teacher

behavior.

Impressions of Teacher Personality

The instrument designed to measure impressions of person-

ality, Teachers At Work-Traits (TAW -T), was composed of the

same episodes as TAW-R. Instead of a rating scale, however,

each episode was followed by nine TCA traits from TC-VIII

(see Chapter VI): original, imaginative, sensiti7e, warm, friend-

ly, tolerant, sympathetic, insightful, open-minded. Respondents

were asked to indicate on a seven-point scale the degree to

which each teaches eepicted in an episode possessed each of

the traits listed. It was hypothesized that since the epi-

sodes are manifestly progressive pseudoprogressives will at-

tribute to the teachers a greater degreee of possession of

the traits than will genuine progressives.

One hundred and seventy-four teachers and 85 students

of education who met the criterion on ESA were retained for

analysis. Table X-11 reports the means and the standard de-

viations of teachers and students on ESA, the D Scale, and

Teacher At Work-Traits (LAW-T).

The TAW-T scores were subjected to a 2 x 2 factorial

analysis of variance, using educational attitudes as one vari-

able and teaching experience as the other variable. Table

X-12 summarizes the results, There is a significant difference

between genuine progressives and pseudoprogressives QE = 29.29;

<.001). This supports the first part of Hypothesis 2.

The differences between the means are about .75 standard de-

viations. There is also a significant difference between

teachers and students (E = 5.28; p <.025). This may lead

one to conclude that teaching experience influences the re-

sponses to the scale.

Pearson r's between ESA, D, and TAW-T for teachers and

students are presented in Table X-13. The correlations between

ESA and D, and ESA and TAW-T hover around zero, with the excep-

tion of the corrAation between ESA and D for teachers, which

is slightly higher, though not significant. The correlations

between D and TAW-T, however, are relatively substantial and

significant. Although the correlation among teachers (.42;

<.001) is higher than the correlation among students (.39;
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Table X-10

Unrotated Factor Vector, TAW-R Items,
ES-VII A, and D Totals,

Student Sample, N = 174a

Variables I

1 .21

2 .50

3 .34

4 .49

5 .34

6 .06

7 -.06

8 .51

aVariable 7: ES-VII A; Variable 8: D Scale.
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a

Table X-11

Means and Standard Deviations of Subsamples

on ES-VII A, D Scale, and TAW-T

TEACHERS STUDENTS

N

Gen.
a Pseud.

b
Gen.

a Pseud.
b

Prog. Prog. Prog. Prog.

96 78 50 35

A 6.23 6.07 6.12 6.07

M: D 2.70 3.79 2.82 3.88

TAW-T 133,92 170.70 149.02 187.60

A .41 .39 .40 .36

SD: D .35 .46 .41 .43

TAW-T 47.73 53.43 49.02 60.29

aGenuine Progressives

bPseudoprogressives
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Table X-12

Analysis of Variance Summary
Table for TAW-T Scores

SOURCE ss df 'MS F p

Genuine vs. Pseudo 79102.91 1 79102.91 29.29 (.001

Teachers vs. Students 14250.29 1 14250.29 5.28 4(.025

Interaction 44.56 1 44.56 < 1

Within Cells 688672.00 255 2700.67
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Table X-13

N

Correlations Between ES-VII A, D, and TAW-Pr

for Teachers and Students

174

4MI
TEACHERS STUDENTS

85

A D TAW-T A D TAW-T

A 1.00 -.12 -.05 1.00 -.03 -.03

D 1.00 .42* 1.00 .39*

TAW-T 1.00 1.00

*2 <.001



<:.001), as predicted, the two correlations are not signifi-

cantly different ( = .28).

Responses to items of the Teachers at Work Scale, ESA,

and D total scores were factor analyzed for teachers and stu-

dents separately. Each analysis yielded one factor. These

factors are reported in Tables X-14 and X-15. All items of

the TAW-T Scale and the D total score loaded on the factor,

while the ESA loading was practically zero. This again lends

support to the contention that the TAW items are manifestly

progressive.

Unlike the results for the Teachers at Work-Rating Scale,

which called for assessment of teacher behavior, the factor

structures for the Teachers at Work-Traits Scale for teachers

and students were almost identical. (The coefficient of con-

gruence was .99.) This would seem to indicate that when form-

ing impressions of personality of teachers, students and teach-

ers respond in like manner.

Susceptibility to an Authoritative Source

An Aims of Education (ADE) instrument was constructed

to measure susceptibility to an authoritative source. This

instrument consists of two quotations about the aims of edu-

cation. One is by John Dewey (1916, p. 125) and the other

by Mortimer Adler (1942, pp. 221-222). The instrument has four

forms: (1) Dewey's quotation first, Adler's second; (2) Adler's

quotation first, Dewey's second; (3) the names of the authors

of the quotations are reversed: Adler's quotation appears first

and is attributed to Dewey, and Dewey's quotation, which appears

second, is attributed to Adler; (4) Dewey's quotation appears

first and is attributed to Adler, and Adler's quotation, which

appears second, is attributed to Dewey. The first two forms

will henceforth be referred to as the true condition. Forms

(3) and (4) will be referred to as the false condition. The

forms were randomly distributed to subjects who were asked

to read the two statements and indicate which of the two they

endorsed. (For a copy of the instrument see the Appendix.)

Two hundred and fifty-eight teachers and 202 students who

met the criterion on ESA were retained for analysis. The responses

of the teachers and those of the students were separately sub-

jected to a multidimensional analysis (Wine, 1962, pp. 629-

632).

Table X-16 reports the responses of pseudoprogressive

and genuine progressive teachers under the true and false

conditions. Table 17 summarizes the chi square partitioning.
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Table X-14

Unrotated Factor Vector, TAW-T items,
ES-VIT A, and D Totals,

Teacher. Sample, N = 174a

Variables

1

2

I

.43

.56

3 .55

4 .56

5 .52

6 .54

7 -.08

8 .48

aVariable 7: ES-VII A; Variable 8: D Scale.
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Table X-15

Unrotated Factor Vector, TAW-T Items,

ES-VII A, and D Totals,

Student Sample, N = 85a

Variables

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

.48

.68

. 60

. 67

. 57

. 68

-.04

:43

aVariable 7: ES-VII A; Variable 8: D Scale.
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Table X-16

Frequencies of Teachers' Endorsements Under

True and False Conditions

TRUE FALSE

Pseudo-
progressive

Genuine
Progressive

Pseudo-
progressive

Genuine
Progressive

A A 37 43

46 56 33 29

54 62
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Table X-17

Partition of Chi Squared for Teachers

SOURCE X2 df p

Between True and False 54.02 1 <.001

Between Pseudo and Genuine .00 1 n.s.

Interaction
(True-False x Pseudo-Genuine) 1.05 1 n.s.

Total 55.07 3 4(.001
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As shown in this table, the total X2 is significant (55.07,

.2. <.001). When partitioned, however, only the X2 for true

and false is found to he significant (54.02, R. <.001). That

is, under the true cone :.`ion, a great majority of the teachers,

pseudoprogressives and genuine progressives alike, endorsed

Dewey (102), and only a few (14) endorsed Adler. Under the

false condition the picture is quite different. Of 142 sub-

jects 80 endorsed Adler and 62 endorsed Dewey. The practically

zero X2 for pseudoprogressives and genuine progressives is

not surprising, since the true and false treatments are ignored.

The interaction X2 is not significant, thereby not supporting

the hypothesis of a difference between pseudoprogressives and

genuine progressives under the false treatment.

Table X-18 reports the responses of pseudoprogressive

and genuine progressive students of education under the true

and false conditions. Table X-19 reports a summary of the

chi square partitioning. The total X2 is significant (45.84,

<.001). Upon partitioning, the g for the interaction

between true-false and pseudo-genuine is found to be significant

(4.32, p < .05) . Computing a X2 for the true condition one

gets 1.21 which is not significant. The X2 within the false

condition is 4.20 (a <.05), thus supporting the hypothesis

that under the false condition more pseudoprogressives will

endorse a traditionalist statement attributed to Dewey, and

more genuine progressives will endorse a progressive statement

attributed to Adler. As can be seen from Table X-18, under

the false condition 32 out of 58 pseudoprogressives endorsed

Adler, while 46 out of 63 genuine progressives endorsed Adler.

The X2 for the true and false condition (41.23, .2 <.001)

shows, as in the case of the teacher group, that there is a

significant difference in responses under the true and the

false conditions. When responding under the true condition

most pseudoprogressives and genuine progressives endorsed

Dewey.

Summary and Implications

The present study distinguished between pseudoprogressives

and genuine progressives and found that pseudoprogressives as-

sessed manifestly progressive teacher behavior more positively

than did genuine progressives, pseudoprogressives attributed

to teachers exhibiting manifestly progressive behavior a greater

degree of possession of progressive traits than did genuine

progressives, and the great majority of teachers and students

endorsed a progressive statement when the statement was attributed

to a leading exponent of progressivism (Dewey). When the same

statement was attributed to a leading exponent of traditionalism

(Adler), more genuine progressive students endorsed it, whereas
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bewey

Table X-18

Frequencies of Students' Endorsements

Under True and False Conditions

TRUE FALSE
._....

Pseudo-
progressive

Genuine
Progressive

Pseudo-
progressive

Genuine
Progressive

----.

8 7 32 46

25 41 26 17

93

109

33 48 58 63 202
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Table X-19

Partition of Chi Square for Students

SOURCE X2 df 2

Between True and False 41.23 1 <.001

Between Pseudo and Genuine .29 1

Interaction
(True-False x Pseudo-Genuine

Total

4.32

45.84

n. S.

1 (.05

3 <.001
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more pseudoprogressive students endorsed a traditionalist

statement attributed to Dewey. The teachers' responses, how-

ever, were different: almost as large a proportion of genuine

progressives as pseudoprogressives endorsed a traditionalist

statement attributed to Dewey. The difference can perhaps

be attributed to teachers experiencing greater cognitive dis-

sonance when faced with situations in which they not only

have to reject Dewey but also accept Adler.

The investigation has several implications for the study

of attitudes and educational practices: (a) the study of

the relations between attitudes and cognitive processes can

be enhanced by investigating the phenomenon of pseudoism;

(b) entrusting students to pseudoprogressive teachers may

have deleterious consequences; (c) during teacher training

efforts should be directed toward developing self-insight,

attitudes, and ways of thinking about the educative process;

(d) the lack of ability of certain teachers and students to

evaluate materials critically when such materials are attributed

to a prestigious source casts doubts on their competence to

develop a critical approach in their students.

Educational Attitudes and Teachers'

Perceived Role Preference3

In this investigation attempts were made to study the

relationship between educational attitudes and the perceived

roles preferred by teachers. Two of the hypotheses tested were:

1. Progressive attitudes toward education are related

to a high degree to the teachers' perceived role

of counselor and to a moderate degree to the perceived

role of motivator.

2. Traditional attitudes toward education are related

to a high degree to the teachers' perceived role

of disciplinarian and to a moderate degree to the

perceived role of referrer.

Measuring Instruments and Definitions

The independent variable, educational attitudes, was

measured by ES,VII. The dependent variable, perceived roles,

was measured by a modified version of the Teachers Practices

3This is part of a Ph.D. investigation by Alice Klein.

The study is still in progress at New York University.
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Questionnaire (TPQ) of Sorenson, Husek, and Yu (1963). In

its modified form the scale consists of 40 items grouped into

ten tetrads of four items each. Each tetrad is preceded by

a problem situation involving a student. The respondent is

asked to rate possible courses of action on a seven-point scale

of appropriateness-inappropriateness. These courses of action

are meant to reflect the roles of counselor, motivator, re-

ferrer, and disciplinarian. Five of the situations of the

TPQ involve elementary students; the other five involve high

school students.

Sorenson, Husek, and Yu (1963, p. 287) described the

four roles as follows:

Counselor. The teacher who assumes this role seeks basic

causes underlying behavior; concerns himself primarily

with the student, helps him discover more courses of ac-

tion on which to base his decision; wants the student

to think independently.

Motivator. The teacher manipulates situations so that

the student will be stimulated to action predetermined

by the teacher; he uses rewards, implied or real, as

incentives.

Referrer. In some circumstances, instead of dealing

directly with the problem himself, the teacher secures

the help of various agencies available: counselor, prin-

cipal, special classes, and so on; he shifts the respon-

sibility and the problems to others.

Disciplinarian. This teacher adheres rather rigidly

to rules, authority, and tradition and believes in pun-

ishing as an incentive.

Subjects whose score was at least one standard deviation

above the mean of the entire sample on any given factor of

TPQ were considered to have shown preference for that role.

(Note that under this procedure role preferences are not mutu-

ally exclusive. That is, a subject may show equal preference

for two or more roles.)

Results

Six hundred and eighty-nine teachers and teacher trainees

from New York City, New Jersey, and Illinois responded to the

scales. Some of the findings follow:

To test the relations between educational attitudes and

perceived roles, Pearson r's were computed between ESA, ESB,
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and the four roles. These correlations are reported in Table

X-20. As indicated in this table, the correlation between

ESA (progressivism) and the counselor's role is .50 (a <.001),

and the correlation between ESA and the motivator's role is

.43 (2 <:.001). A test of significance between the two correla-

tions indicates that the correlation between progressivism and

the perceived role of a counselor is significantly higher than

the correlation between progressivism and the perceived role

of a motivator (t = 19.24; p <;.01).4 The obtained correlations

are both moderate and partially support Hypothesis 1.

From the correlations between ESB (traditionalism) and

the perceived roles of disciplinarian and referrer (.50 and

.15 respectively) one may conclude that Hypothesis 2 was not

supported. The relation between traditionalism and the per-

ceived role of disciplinarian is moderate, not high, and the

relation between traditionalism and the perceived role of re-

ferrer is slight, not moderate. Nevertheless, the correla-

tion between ESB and the perceived role of disciplinarian

is significantly higher than the correlation between ESB and

the perceived role of referrer (S. = 7.87; 2, <.01), as expected.

4This is a test between nonindependent r's.



Table X-20

Correlations Between A and B Factors, ES-VII, and

9, M, R, and D Factors, TPQ, N = 689a

Roles
b

C M R D

Attitudes

A .50 .43 .09 -.49

B -.18 -.19 .15 .50

at = .08 is significant at the .05 level.

r = .10 is significant at the .01 level.

r = .13 is significant at the .001 level.

bC--Counselor; M--Motivator; R--Referrer; D--Disciplinarian
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Chapter XI

Summary and Overview: Theory, Findings, and Implications

Three major purposes dominated this study: (1) to deter-

mine the relations between attitudes toward education and

perceptions of desirable characteristics and behaviors of

teachers; (2) to study the factor structure and content of

attitudes toward education; and (3) to study the factor struc-

ture and content of perceptions of teacher characteristics

and behaviors. These purposes have been accomplished with

one exception: the perceived behaviors of teachers were not

studied in the breadth and depth that would have been desir-

able. In this chapter, we summarize the theoretical bases of

the research, the procedures used to answer the research ques-

tions and to test the hypotheses, and the empirical findings.

In addition, we explore the strengths and weaknesses, or contri-

butions and limitations, of the study. We will also try to

place the study in the larger educational picture by discuss-

ing its possible practical and research implications.

Theory

The theoretical bases of the study were central direc-

tive-state theory and a structural theory of social and educa-

tional attitudes. Central directive-state theory's main notion

is that perceptions are influenced by the internal states of

the individual--attitudes, values, motives, and the like. In

this study, the central state was attitude, specifically atti-

tudes toward education. The general and most important ques-

tion of the study was: How do attitudes toward education

affect individuals' perceptions of desirable characteristics

of teachers? It was hypothesized that judges with progressive

attitudes toward education, when faced with the task of choos-

ing traits of effective teachers, will choose or favor traits

congruent with progressive educational opinions and beliefs,

and judges with traditional attitudes toward education will

choose traits congruent with traditional educational opinions

and beliefs. This hypothesis springs from a general hypothesis

to the effect that judgments of the E !fective professional in

any field are in part a function of ! I.e attitudes held by mem-

bers of the profession toward the field and its substance,

roles, and work.
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A structural theory of social and educational attitudes

guided the attitude part of the investigation. This theory

tries to explain the factorial structure and content of social

attitudes (Kerlinger, 1967a). Social attitudes--educational

attitudes are conceived to be a subset of general social atti-

tudes (Smith, 1963)--are dualistic and not bipolar. The basic

minimum of any large attitude-belief system, structurally

speaking, is two dimensions or factors. These two factors are

relatively orthogonal to each other. ("Relatively orthogonal"

means slightly negatively correlated--about -.20.) The two

broad dimensions of social attitudes are liberalism and conser-

vatism. The two broad dimensions of educational attitudes

are progressivism and traditionalism. But progressivism is

not the opposite of traditionalism, nor is traditionalism the

opposite of progressivism. The two dimensions, in other words,

are not two aspects of one dimension; they are separate though

related attitude systems.

A referent is a category or name that applies to all

kinds of phenomena. Any kind of recurrence can be the refe-

rent of a name. In the theory, any social and educational

recurrence can be the referent of an attitude. Attitude refe-

rents are what have been called "cognitive objects." A cri-

terial referent of an attitude is a construct that is the

focus of an attitude, or one or more of its aspects, and that

is criterial, or significantly relevant, for groups of indi-

viduals. The word "criterial" connotes a standard, a means

of judging relevance. Attitude referents are criterial in

different ways for different groups of individuals. What is

criterial for one group is not necessarily criterial for ano-

ther group.

The universe of educational attitude referents evidently

breaks down into progressive and traditional subsets. Such

referents as subject matter, discipline, and moral standards

are criterial for the traditionalist. Referents like social

learning, individual differences, and child needs are criterial

for the progressive. It should be noted, however, tnat these

are assumptions as far as the present study is concerned.

The criterial referent part of the theory was not tested, at

least directly.

The duality of attitudes and attitude referents is pro-

bably due to the culture in which individuals learn their

attitudes. In advanced Western cultures, there seem to be two

"choices," or ideologies, that correspond to liberalism and

and conservatism in social attitudes and progressivism and

traditionalism in educational attitudes. There thus seems to

be a press toward dichotomizing the referents of attitudes
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into those that are criterial and those that are not criterial.

Parents, teachers, and peers presumably convey the criteriality

of referents to children. The criteriality of referents are

also probably reinforced by selective association: people

with similar beliefs tend to associate with each other and

not with people of dissimilar beliefs.

The empirical implications of the theory are complex.

Two "general," or second-order, factors should account for

most of the variance of the responses to educational attitude

items, and these factors snould correspond to existing concep-

tions of progressive and traditional notions of education.

They will be separate and distinct entities, even though slightly

negatively correlated. While there was little theoretical

reason to predict similar dualism in the responses to teacher

characteristic items, it was believed that there would be

some semblance of such dualism. The main reason for this

expectation was that since attitudes are assumed to be a fairly

strong influence on educational perceptions and judgments,

the structure of perceptions of teacher characteristics should

be of the same general form as the attitude structure. Thus,

it seemed reasonable to expect that factor analysis of the

responses to teacher cnaracteristics items would reveal a

dualistic structure.

It also seemed reasonable to expect, in light of both

theories, that the dualistic structure of teacher character-

istics should be related to the dualistic structure of educa-

tional attitudes. The person orientation factor and content

of teacher trait perceptions should be congruent with the

progressivism factor and content of educational attitudes,

and the task orientation factor and content of trait percep-

tions should be congruent with the factor and content of educa-

tional traditionalism. (By "congruent with" is meant that

"congruent" factors will share the same second-order factor

space and the content of the main first-order factors will be

related.)

Methodology

The basic method of the study was to construct various

measures of educational attitudes and teacher trait percep-

tions, to administer them to samples of teachers and graduate

students of education in various parts of the country, and to

study the predicted relations and test the hypotheses mainly

by using zero-order correlations and first- and second- order

factor analysis. Part of our method and analysis, however,

had to be developed especially for the study.
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It is accurate to say that much of our effort was devoted

to problems of measurement. Four measures of educational atti-

tudes were used: all sort called QED, and Education. Scales

I, VI, and VII, or ES-I, ES-VI, and ES-VII. ES-VI and ES-VII

were constructed during the study; QED and ES-I had been con-

structed and used in earlier research. The three ES scales

were of the summated-rating type. To measure perceptions of

desirable teacner characteristics five instruments were con-

structed: a 2 sort whose items were single trait adjectives,

all desirable or positive in nature, selected from a large

pool of such adjectives; two summated-rating scales, called

Teacher Characteristics Scales I and VIII, or TC-I and TC-VIII,

consisting of adjectives chosen on the basis of analysis of

the results obtained with the Q sort and, in the case of

TC-VIII, chosen on the basis of the results obtained with TC-I;

and two "situational," or "choice," instruments, called Hiring

Teachers I and III, or HT-I and HT-III, the items of which

were presumably reali3tic descriptions of teachers ari included

sets of two kinds of adjectives, one associated 1ith person

orientation and the other with task orientation.

The ES and TC scales were variously grouped--ES-I, TC-I,

and HT-I, for example--and administered to some 3000 teachers

and graduate students of education in New York, North Carolina,

Texas, Indiana, Wisconsin, and Michigan. Each subject obtained

two scores on each of the ES and TC scales. ESA and ESB, the

educational attitude measures, were progressivism and tradi-

tionalism. TCA and TCB, the first two teacher trait percep-

tion measures, were person orientation and task orientation.

The items of HTA and HTB were really sets of person orienta-

tion and task orientation items embedded in teacher descrip-

tions. Subjects were asked to select a certain number of

these teacher descriptions to be recommended for hiring. It

was expected that progressive subjects would choose teacher

descriptions that were person-oriented and traditional subjects

teacher descriptions that were task-oriented.

Three main types of analysis were used: correlations,

exact probability and chi square, and factor analysis. The

crucial correlations were those between ESA and TCA and be-

tween ESB and TCB. If these were positive, statistically

significant, and of sufficient magnitude, the main hypothesis

was supported. With the HT measures, on the other hand, a

rather complex procedure had to be used. This procedure amounted

to dichotomizing attitude A and B measures and then counting

1At the time HT-I was originally constructed, the teacher

characteristics factors had not been identified as person orien-

tation and task orientation. We use here the later TC-I factor

identifications to simplify the summary.
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the numbers of "hits," or the HTA or HTB teacher.descriptions,

an attitude A or B chose.. An attitude high A, for example,

would be expected to choose a certain number of HTA descrip-

tions. If he did, he had gotten a "hit." The results from

samples of individuals were evaluated with exact probability

and chi square procedures.

Perhaps most important, factor analysis was used in three

ways. First, it was used in the 2 sort phase of the work.

Judges chosen for their "known" attitudes toward education

sorted QED and TCQ (see above). Their responses to QED and

TCQ were intercorrelated and factor analyzed separately. The

resulting orthogonally rotated factor matrices were compared

for congruence. It was predicted that the two factor struc-

tures would be highly similar. This means that the same persons

would cluster together in the II factor spaces of both attitude

and perception g sorts. If they did the main hypothesis was

supported.

Second, first- and second-order factor analysis was used

to test the structural hypotheses discussed earlier. Recall

the dualism argument: social and educational attitudes are

basically dualistic; they will span a two-dimensional factor

space. First-order factors were extracted and obliquely rotated

and interpreted. The correlations among the first-order factors

were then factored. The expectation was that two orthogonal

factors would adequately occupy the second-order factor space.

A similar procedure was used to analyze the responses to the

teacher perception measures.

The third use of factor analysis was somewhat unusual.

The responses to the items of ES-VII and TC-VIII together were

intercorrelated and factor analyzed. This was considered to

be a "crucial" test of the attitude-perception hypothesis. It

was expected that in the first-order factor analysis separate

ES and TC factors would emerge. Specifically, we expected the

ESA, ESB, TCA, and TCB items to be loaded on separate factors.

We also expected, however, that the ESA and TCA factors would

be loaded together on one second-order factor, and the ESB

and TCB factors would be loaded together on another second-

order factor. That.is, the attitude A and the attitude B items

would be loaded on separate first-order factors, and the per-

ception A and the perception B items would also be loaded on

separate factors. Despite this factorial separability of the

four kinds of items and factors in first-order factor space,

the attitude and perception A factors would come together, and

the attitude and perception B factors, too, would come together

in the second-order factor space.
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Additional substudies involving the relations among attir

tudes, perceptions, sex, level of teaching, teaching exper-

ience, response set, other measures of educational attitudes,

category width, field dependence, and social judgment were done.

Two doctoral studies were completed. One of these tested the

educational attitude and perception of teacher behaviors hypo-

theses. The other explored the relations among pseudoprogres-

sivism, teaching experience; assessment of teaching behavior,

impressions of teacher traits, and susceptibility to authority.

A third doctoral study examined the relation between educa-

tional attitudes and teacher roles. We do not discuss these

studies in this chapter because our purpose here is to give

only a broad overview of the study.

Results

Since the empirical results have been presented in con-

siderable detail in earlier chapters, we present here only

an outline of them. The study consisted of four substudies

and two supplementary factor analytic studies. Study I used

the 9 -sort approach mentioned above. In Study II, ES-I, TC-I,

and HT-I were administered to teachers in New York. ES-VI and

TC-I were used with teachers and graduate students of educa-

tion in New York, North Carolina, and Texas. This was Study

III. In Study IV, ES-VII, TC-VIII, and HT-III were administered

to teachers and graduate students of education in New York,

Indiana, North Carolina, and Michigan. The results of all

these studies are presented together in the next section since

they are very similar. All tnese results bear on the main

study hypothesis of the relation between educational attitudes

and perceptions of teacner characteristics. In the following

section we present the factor analytic results that bear on the

structural hypotheses, but particularly the dualistic atti-

tude hypothesis. In addition, we present a qualitative descrip-

tion of the attitude and perception first-order factors.

2 Study (Study I)

Two and three factors were extracted (and rotated ortho-

gonally) from the Education 2 sort, QED, and the teacher charac-

teristics a sort, TCQ. There were "companion" factor vectors

in both the two- and three-factor solutions. That is, the

same judges tended to cluster together in both analyses. In

the two-factor solutions, the coefficients of congruence between

comparable rotated factol vectors were quite high (over .90).

While the three-factor solutions did not show as high congru-

ence, it was apparent that the hypothesis was supported.
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Progressive judges, as "known" and as judged by their loadings

on Factor A of QED, were also loaded on Factor A of TCQ. Tradi-

tional judges loaded on TCQ Factor B.

The substantive nature of the 2 factors also supported the

hypothesis. TCQ Factor A's item factor array seemed to express

progressive notions of what a teacher should be like: sympa-

thetic, friendly, flexible, and the like. TCQ Factor B's item

factor array, on the other hind, seemed to be congruent with

the traditional teacher: conscientious, moral, efficient, self-

controlled, and the like.

Studies II, III, and IV'

The results obtained by correlating ES and TC A and B

measures are easily summarized because they were similar in

all samples. ESA correlated positively and significantly with

TCA, and ESB correlated positively and significantly with TCB.

These correlations, however, while quite consistent from sample

to sample, were at best moderate (about .40) and at worst low

(about .20, sometimes less). The cross-dimension correlations,

A to B and B to A, were low and seldom significant. When signi-

ficant, they were usually negative. The results were much

the same in all samples and with the different ES and TC scales.

The heavily replicated results, then, supported the hypo-

theses, though not dramatically. Assuming the validity of the

measures used--actually, the validity of the measures was

shown to be well beyond assumption--we can say that there is

little doubt of the predicted relation between educational

attitudes and perceptions of desirable teacher characteristics.

The results obtained with the ES and HT measures also

supported the hypotheses. Subjects who were high on attitude

A more often chose HTA descriptions than did those subjects

low on the attitude A subscale. Similarly, high attitude B

subjects chose HTB descriptions proportionately more often than

did those subjects low on the B attitude subscale. These

results were especially encouraging because of the realism of

the HT task and because of the utterly different nature of

the measurement procedure. We were actually not too optimistic

2
For the sake of brevity, we do not summarize and discuss

the usual descriptive statistics of the ES and TC scales. We

should say, however, that the reliabilities of the A and B sub-

scales of ES-VI, ES-VII, TC-I, and TC-VIII, with few exceptions,

were satisfactory.
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about these results before we obtained them silIce the task

facing the subjects was difficult and complex.

The three cross-sectional studies, then, yielded consis-

tent results. The main question of the study--How are atti-

tudes toward education and perceptions of desirable character-

istics of teachers related?--has been answered. And the answers

support the hypothesis that educational attitudes affect per-

ceptions of teacher traits: Judges with progressive educational

attitudes favor traits that are person oriented, whereas judges

with traditional educational attitudes favor traits that are

task oriented. Of course, these generalizations, like all

such generalizations, must be interpreted probabilistically.

We have no intention of implying that they apply to all judges.

Second-Order Factor Analysis, Data of Studies III and IV

In Studies III and IV, ES-VII and TC-VIII, among other

measures, were administered to four samples in New York, Indiana,

North Carolina, and Michigan to a total of 828 subjects, Two

first- and second-order factor analyses of the combined data

of the New York and Indiana samples and the combined data of

the North Carolina and Michigan samples yielded highly similar

results. Two types of method were used: one with four first-

order factors and the other with nine or ten first-order fac-

tors. Then second-order analysis was used with each of the

first-order solutions. The four-factor solutions of both

samples yielded two very clear second-order solutions in which

the first-order ESA and TCA factors--the ESA, ESB, TCA, and

TCB sets of items loaded on separate first-order factors- -

loaded on one second-order factor, and the ESB and TCB factors

loaded on the other factor.

The second type of second-order solution was more strin-

gent in that many first-order factors were extracted and simi-

larly analyzed. The EgiTults were much the same, however. The

ESA and TCA factors fill on one second-order factor, and the

ESB and TCB factors, with one exception, fell on the other

second-order factor. It seems quite clear that two large fac-

tors or unities underlie the responses to the items and the

first-order factors of the two scales and their four subscales,

even though the attitude and perception items clustered on

separate first-order factors. In other words, although the

3It must also be pointed out that our method of choosing

high attitude A's and B's was not too satisfactory. See the

discussion of this point in Chapter VII, Footnote 9.
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attitude and perception domains are separate and distinct

entities, they seem to belong to the same underlying larger

domains which we believe to be progressivism and tradition-

alism. In any case, the basic hypothesis was rather strongly

supported by the second-order analysis. We considered these

analyses as "crucial" tests of the main study hypothesis.

Supplementary Factor Analytic Studies of Educational Attitudes

and Teacher Trait Perceptions

The responses of teachers and graduate students of educa-

tion in New York (N=344) , North Carolina (1=404), and Texas

(N=556) to the longest of our measures of educational attitudes,

Education Scale VI, or ES-VI, were factor analyzed using first-

and second-order factor analysis after preliminary statistical

analysis. In the first-order analyses eight factors were ex-

tracted and rotated obliquely. There was substantial agreement

among the three sets of data, though the Texas data deviated

from the other two sets. The factor arrays of the New York

analysis yielded two kinds of factors: one kind had progres-

sive, or A, items, and the other kind had traditional, or B,

items. The A factors seemed to reflect different types of

philosophy of education. They were named Experimentalism,
Reconstructionism, Life Adjustment, and Romantic Naturalism.

The B factors were quite different in kind. They were Cri-

ticism of the Schools, Educational Conservatism, and Learning

as Knowledge Storehouse. (An eighth factor was unnamed because

it had only two items on it.)

The second-order results were very clear. Two second-

order factors emerged on one of which the A first-order fac-

tors were loaded, while on the other the B factors were loaded.

These two "larger" factors were relatively orthogonal to each

other and there was little sign of bipolarity. The second-

order factor loadings were plotted on a two-dimensional graph.

The A factor loadings clustered near one axis, and the B load-

ings near the other axis. No loadings fell in the space be-

tween the axes, and only one factor had a substantial negative

loading. These results, then, strongly support the structural

theory of attitudes outlined earlier. They also support,

rather strongly, our contention about the "reality" of progres-

sivism and traditionalism.

The longest of the scales constructed to measure percep-

tions of desirable characteristics of teachers, Teacher Charac-

teristics Scale I, TC-I, was also administered to the same

three samples of teachers and graduate students of education.

Again, first- and second-order factor analysis was used after
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preliminary statistical analysis. But in this case the second-

order analysis was not too successful since the results of the

three samples did not agree as well as expected when more than

four first-order factors were exracted from the data even

though the obliquely rotated factor matrices showed that the

same general factor structure was present in the three sets of

data. We concentrated, therefore, on the four-factor results,

which agreed remarkably well.

The substantive nature of the teacher trait perception

factors was judged by four experts. The judgments led to the

following factor names: Positive Person Orientation, System-

atic Task Organization, and Functional Flexibility. (The

fourth factor was unnamed. It had only two items on it.)

The resemblance between these factors and Ryans' Xo, Yo, and

.40 behavior observation patterns is striking. It seemed to

us, too, that Person Orientation was congruent with progres-

sive beliefs about teachers and teaching and Task Organization

was congruent with traditional beliefs about teachers and

teaching. These impressionistic judgments were confirmed by

the analysis of the combined ES-VII and TC -VIII data reported

earlier.

The second-order analysis of the four factors showed that

although positively intercorrelated they separated into two

second-order factors. Our judgment, also confirmed by the

combined ES-VII and TC-VIII data analysis, was that one of

these second-order factors was congruent with progressive educa-

tional beliefs and the other with traditional beliefs. In

short, it seemed that there were two different perceptions of

the desirable traits a teacher should have, and these were

best characterized by the expressions person orientation and

task organization, or task orientation. Moreover, these two

perceptions were congruent with progressive and traditional

attitudes toward education.

Contributions and Limitations: An Evaluation of the Study

What are the strengths and weaknesses of this study? What

has it contributed to scientific knowledge? What has it con-

tributed to psychological knowledge? to education and educa-

tional knowledge? On the other hand, what are its limitations?

Are the limitations such as to vitiate the study's conclusions?

First, we enumerate and briefly discuss what we think are the

limitations and weaknesses. Some of these are probably inher-

ent in the nature of the study. Others, however, may be our

fault. Then we will discuss what we believe to be the study's

contributions and strengths.
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The major limitation of the study is a limitation inher-

ent in all studies whose principal variables cannot be mani-

pulated: its ex post facto nature. In brief, it did not seem

possible to manipulate educational attitudes. And while we

could see possibilities of experimental manipulation of per-

ceptions of teacher characteristics, most of these possibilities

did not seem to be pertinent to the study problem. Thus our

approach was almost entirely what has been called, mistakenly

we believe, correlational. The main weakness of this approach

is well-known and has been discussed in detail elsewhere (Ker-

linger, 1964, Ch. 20). In essence, this weakness boils down

to lack of control: random assignment of subjects to groups

and experimental manipulation are beyond reach. Consequently

the possibility of alternative hypotheses--in effect, alterna-

tive independent variables--is stronger than it is in well-

conducted experimental studies.

In defense, we can say that: the problem, as stated, inter-

ested us and we reconciled ourselves to the inherent ex post

facto weakness. We also tried to test alternative hypotheses

(see Chapter IX) and to use other devices that we will mention

later to bolster the basic weakness.

Another weakness was that we did not investigate percep-

tions of teacher behaviors to the extent we originally intended.

The magnitude of studying the relation between educational

attitudes and perceptions of teacher characteristics, as well

as the basic factor structures of educational attitudes and
teacher trait perceptions, deterred us from doing more than

we did.

A third possible weakness lies in our measures of atti-

tudes toward education. Certainly, it may be said, measures
other than summated-rating scales should have been used. We

agree. There were two reasons for restricting our work to
summated-rating scales. One, earlier research with forced-
choice scales (Kerlinger, 1961; Kerlinger and Kaya, 1959a)

had shown that although such scales are effective they have

an unfortunate characteristic: they produce spurious negative

correlation between items. Their use in this study would there-

fore have vitiated our factor analytic purposes, which were

of course vitally essential to the study. Although we were

quite aware of the alleged weaknesses of summated-rating scales,

our research experience with them has shown them to be quite
satisfactory for the purposes of this and other studies.

TlIc last weakness we will discuss is the rather low level

of magnitude of the correlations obtained between the educa-

tional attitude and perceptions of teacher characteristics.
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The highest r's were about .40, the lowest somewhat less than

.20. While the results were consistent from sample to sample,

they were still modest. Of course we did not expect the corre-

lations to be high. There are probably many determinants of
the appraisals of desirable teacher characteristics. But we

did expect most of the correlations to be around .40 to .50.

Fortunately this weakness is countered by the consistency of

the correlations and by the almost dramatic results of the

factor analyses of the ES and TC items together.

The study has made, we think, several contributions. They

are of three kinds: theoretical, substantive, and methodological.

We have labored the substantive results enough. So we state

them here rather barely. First, and most important as far as
this particular study is concerned, the relation between atti-

tudes toward education and perceptions of desirable teacher
characteristics seems fairly well-established. While there

are certainly other determinants of such perceptions and judg-
ments, probably more important ones, it seems that a portion
of their variance is due to educational attitudes. Or, another

way to view it is that the structures of the attitude and per-
ception factors underlying the subjects' responses seem to
occupy the same basic factor spaces.

The second substantive contribution is the finding on
the dualistic nature of educational attitudes. To be sure,

this was not a new discovery; it had been found in earlier
research. The results of the earlier research, however, had
been unclear: sometimes two factors, sometimes more factors
were found. In the present research, the ambiguity of the
earlier findings was cleared up by our use of second-order
factor analysis. In any case, two relatively orthogonal second-
order factors, which we identified as progressivism and tradi-
tionalism, seem to underlie educational attitudes.

A correlative contribution, though one that we cannot be
quite so confident about, is the determination of the nature
of the first-order educational attitude factors. In general,
the progressivism factors appeared to correspond to different
schools or philosophies of educational thought. This was a
totally new and unexpected finding. The traditionalism factors,
on the other hand, were rather different. One of the two
most important of these factors (in the sense that most of
the items were on them) was negativistic in tone: it was suf-
fused with criticism of the schools. The other reflected a
generalized sort of educational conservatism.

The third substantive contribution of the study was the
determination of the factors and the nature of the factors
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underlying perceptions of desirable characteristics of teachers.

The two most important of these factors seemed congruent with

progressive and traditionalist notions of education, one being

person orientation and the other task orientation. To strengthen

this contribution, we were able to detect a clear similarity

between these factors and Ryans' observational patterns: X.0)

friendly, understanding, sympathetic teacher behavior, and Yo,

businesslike, systematic teacher behavior. The strong resem-

blances were evident in both the Q and the R factor analytic

results of our study. When we observe that two of the Q fac-

tors found in the doctoral substudy of perceived desirable

teacher behaviors were also markedly similar in nature to Ryans'

patterns, as well as to the teacher traits factors, we feel

strongly that all these. investigations are bearing down on what

might be important insights into the teacher characteristics

problem.

The study made two contributions that can be called theo-

retical. Neither of them was a direct contribution, however.

The first was to show the fruitfulness of using psychological

theory in educational research. Central directive-state theory

was invoked to account for the presumed relations between atti-

tudes and perceptions. Assuming their validity, the positive

results obtained not only add to educational knowledge; they

also furnish more evidence for the validity of the theory.

We will return to this point at the end of the chapter.

The second theoretical contribution was to add evidence

that speaks for the empirical validity of the structural and

dualistic theory of attitudes discussed earlier. Indeed, the

results obtained during the study stimulated the statement of

the theory (Kerlinger, 1967a). Before the study began, the

theory's main outlines had been conceptualized, but it had

not been systematically and tightly developed. The work and

interim results of the study can be said to have helped, even

compelled, the theory's broader and tighter formulation. We

have here, in other words, a good case of theory-research sym-

biosis: the theory stimulated and helped the research, and

the results of the research stimulated and helped the theory.

The remaining contributions or strengths of the study are

methodological. The first of these was the use of both g, method-

ology and R methodology to study the basic problem. We saw

that the results of both approaches were quite similar and, rein-

forced each other. In this case, too, Q methodology seemed to

be a good way to explore perceptions of teacher characteristics.

That the factor analyses and factor arrays of both approaches

agreed so well--though there were discrepancies, of course- -

also reinforces our notions of what the factors underlying teacher

trait perceptions are.
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Another methodological contribution, which in fact sur-

prised us with its efficacy, was the idea of a situational

instrument to measure trait perceptions. Hiring Teachers I

and Hiring Teachers III accomplished their study purposes rather

well. They evidently aroused the interest and attention of

our subjects due, very probably, to their realistic quality.

From the point of view of general measurement, unfortunately,

these instruments have drawbacks. They are difficult to res-

pond to due to their complexity, and they do not yield swres

that have the desirable psychometric properties that most con-

ventional instruments do. One cannot, for example, legitimately

calculate the usual statistics or do a factor analysis of res-

ponses with them. Nevertheless, we believe such measures can

be important adjuncts af other instruments in many behavioral

research studies.

A third methodological contribution the study made was

discussed at length earlier. The measurement of educational

attitudes has been advanced considerably, ve believe. While

much more needs to be done--for example, many more attitude

items and different kinds of measurement are needed--a number

of years of work was completed and rounded off in the project.

The measurement of teacher trait perceptions, too, seems

to have been successful. The area is large and of course we

only really began to open it up. But at least our methods and

results may help others develop the work further.

An important methodological strength of the study was the

heavy replication we used. While none of the samples were

random, they were obtained in many different places with simi-

lar and consistent results. We therefore believe the results

to be representative even though we cannot say they are repre-

sentative. We are quite aware that it is possible to obtain

consistent but misleading results from different samples and

replications. In other words, it is possible to have high

external validity and low internal validity. Some of our ear-

lier discussions were directed to the internal validity of

the study. In any case, we at least know that the findings

are consistent and replicable--with similar samples, of course.

The "control" studies discussed in Chapter IX were in two

senses mostly negative in outcome. One, we were uniformly

unsuccessful in increasing the magnitude of the correlations

between educational attitudes and teacher trait perceptions.

Two, few of the "supplementary" variables we studied yielded

significant correlations with our principal variables. But

:Auch results were pretty much what we "wanted." For example,

we did not want response set variables and intelligence to
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correlate significantly with the principal variables. That

the educational variables years of teaching experience, educa-

tional level, and sex yielded no consistent patterns is to the

good. Evidently they make little or no difference to the ES-TC

relations. Those variables that did correlate significantly

with the principal variables for the most part supported the

study's purposes. For example, the results obtained with the

Stern attitude scale, the MTAI, and the social attitude scale

were generally in line with our expectations and supported

the study findings.

The final methodological contributions were in our opinion

the most important, at least in this study: the "double" and

second-order factor analyses. Recall that the items of an

educational attitude scale (ES-VII) and a perception of desi-

rable teacher characteristics scale (TC-VIII) were factor ana-

lyzed together. By doing this we were able to show that the

attitude and perception items were factorially discriminable,

but that when second-order analysis was used they came together

in second-order factor space, a most gratifying result. While

we are not naive enough to believe that the method is with-

out flaws, we do believe that it is a powerful device for

studying complex relations. And in this case at least it

worked beyond our expectations.

The second-order factor analysis of the educational atti-

tude domain was indispensable to the study. As we said ear-

lier, it enabled us to clear up the many-factors few-factors

paradox and, more important, provided rather rigorous tests

of the attitude duality hypothesis and the basic hypothesis.

Implications for Research and Educational Practice

Of the several implications of the study and its findings,

the most obvious is the most important. If the findings are

generally valid, it is clear that educators cannot aiscuss

desirable characteristics (and probably behaviors) of teachers

without at the same time discussing the educational attitudes

of the individuals who make judgments of teacher characteristics

and behaviors. We suspect, as we said in the beginning of this

report, that perceptions and judgments of any professionals

are colored by the major attitudes associated with that field.

Just so, in education the perceptions and judgments of teachers

are colored by the jue-tes' attitudes toward objects of major

educational concern. A:n other words, before trying to decide

or determine the desirable traits and behaviors of teachers, we

have to decide upon what we will consider to be the "correct"

attitudinal, and perhaps philosophical, basis of our judgments.
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Do the educational attitudes of administrators, super-

visors, and board of education members influence decisions on

the hiring and firing of teachers? We do not know, of course;

we have no direct evidence. We believe, however, that atti-

tudes are an important component of such decisions and many

other decisions in education. Are school district votes on

broad issues, district mergers, and school budgets influenced

by the educational attitudes--and the general social attitudes- -

of voting community members? Again, our study says nothing

directly. It strongly hints, nevertheless, that such is the

case. The findings of Gross, Mason, and McEachern (1958) and

Kimbrough (1964) seem to support our belief.

Similarly, to assess the worth of educational and teach-

ing debates, we should know something of the attitudes toward

education of the debaters. It would be theoretically and

practically interesting, for instance, to know the educational

attitudes (other than can be inferred from public utterances)

of men like Hutchins, Adler, and Bestor. While we know there

must be a proportion of objective and rational thinking and

speaking in such debates, we also believe that attitudes exer-

cise considerable influence.

A second important practical implication is that teachers

in training might well be exposed to the notions that there

are different attitudes toward education, that there are dif-

ferent perceptions of desirable traits of teachers, and that

the two are related. We can think of few better ways to sensi-

tize teachers and future teachers to some of the important

issues and problems of education and to the important but

difficult and baffling problem of the effective teacher.

The remaining implications we will mention might be called

methodological, though the first of them touches upon both

the methodological and the substantive aspects of research.

It is simple: whenever possible, relevant psychological, socio-

logical, and social psychological theory should be used in

educational research. Even when the theory as such can only

be loosely tested, as in the present study, its use is valuable

mainly because it guides research and furnishes the basis for

extrapolated hypotheses. And any research is stronger when

guided by interrelated constructs and hypotheses.

A clearly methodological implication is that situational

instruments like our Hiring Teachers scales and the Teachers

at Work scales may have a good deal to contribute to educa-

tional and psychological research. Although there are diffi-

cult technical problems to be solved, such measures seem to

us most promising.
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The possibility of using both a and R methodologies to

approach the same research problem seems to us to be an impli-

cation of some importance. One of the main virtues of using

both approaches is that they are so different. Consequently,

if the results from both agree rather well, then the validity

of a study's findings are increased. Such agreement between

the 2 and R results was shown in this study.

The next implication of the study is not an implication

in the usual sense of the term. It points up, rather, a need.

We think that a good deal more research needs to be done to

clear up older areas and open up newer ones. For example,

while we think we have accomplished a good deal in measuring

attitudes toward education and perceptions of teacher character-

istics, it is obvious that much more has to be done. Although

in earlier years we started with a large number of educational

attitude items, we are now nagged by the fear that our items

do not adequately cover the educational attitude domain. Simi-

larly, we would feel better if we had used more trait adjectives

than we did use--even though the original pool of items was

very large.

It is obvious, too, that we did little with perception

of teacher behaviors. While evidently a more difficult area

than teacher traits, research into the congruence of trait

and behavior perceptions, for instance, is needed. Even more,

of course, research into the relations between perceived traits

and behaviors and actual teacher behaviors is needed. We

found, in both the study of traits and the study of behaviors,

that there was surprising congruence between our factors and

Ryans' Xo, Yo, and Zo observation patterns. More direct investi-

gation seems desirable.

Although our efforts to use "pure" factor measures yielded

little further information, we think that the matter should be

pursued further. Will "pure" factor measures of both independent

and dependent variables sharpen knowledge of the relations among

psychological variables? We do not know.

One of the most important implications of the study--and

the final one we will consider--is difficult. Theory, especially

social psychological and cognitive tneory, is badly needed in

educational research studies of this kind. In this study we

borrowed one theory and developed another to help our work.

The fair success of our efforts makes us believe that many

educational research Lv:udies might be enhanced by similar efforts

to adopt existing theories, especially psychological and socio-

logical theories, but even more by efforts to develop theories

to account for the many and varied relations of educational
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research. For example, an embryo theory of risk taking has

been developing in recent years (Kogan and Wallach, 1967).

Researchers interested in educational decision making may Well

be able to help develop risk-taking notions into a theory of

decision making. It would not be difficult to find many other

interesting and significant examples.
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APPENDIX



Education Q-Sort

la: Restrictive Teaching-Subject Matter-Curriculum

1. Schools of today are neglecting the three R's.

21. Learning is essentially a process of increasing one's store

of information about the various fields of knowledge.

39. The curriculum should contain an orderly arrangement of

subjects that represent the best of our cultural heritage.

46. The curriculum consists of subject matter to be learned

and skills to be acquired.

47. Each subject and activity should be aimed at developing

a particular part of the child's makeup: physical, intel-

lectual, social, moral, or spiritual.

51. The true view of education is so arranging learning that

the child gradually builds up a store house of knowledge

that he can use in the future.

55. It is unrealistic to expect education to be like real

life; it is more a preparation for life.

63. The movement to substitute "activities" for "subjects"

in the curriculum of the modern school will operate against

the best interests of American education.

68. Courses of study should be carefully broken down into

logical units of study.

80. The backbone of the school curriculum is subject matter;

activities are useful mainly to facilitate the learning

of subject matter.

lb: Restrictive Interpersonal Relations

6. The relationship between principal and teacher should be

friendly but impersonal if the principal is to be able to

run a good school.

17. Modern methods of teaching tend to make children think

about themselves and others too much.

25. Teachers should not have to be concerned with the problems

of pupils getting along with each other; they have enough to

do teaching their subjects.
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29. The pupil-teacher relationship is the relationship between

a child who needs direction, guidance, and control and a
teacher who is an expert supplying direction, guidance

and control.

34. Teachers need to keep somewhat apart from parents if they

are to maintain their educational integrity.

36. Good teachers maintain a certain distance between them-

selves and pupils.

60. There should be less emphasis in schools on the feelings

of children and on their reactions to each other and to

their teachers.

64. With the many demands made upon them, especially for

adequate teaching of the basic subjects, we can hardly

expect teachers to be too concerned with the personal and

social adjustment of children.

72. If principals and superintendents are to be impartial

and objective, they must maintain a certain distant:
between themselves, on the one hand, and teachers and
pupils, on the other hand.

79. The good teacher is she who disregards the likes and
dislikes of children for herself and for other children
and does her job calmly and well, always keeping in mind
the ultimate objectives of education.

lk: Restrictive Normative

5. Since life is essentially a struggle, education should
emphasize competition and the fair competitive spirit.

12. The school is and should be a socially neutral institu-
tion; it should not take a stand on social issues.

44. All children are entitled to education on the elementary
level, but this principle must be somewhat restricted on
the high school level if we are to be properly able to
educate the more gifted children.

48. The teacher who invokes the Fifth Amendment should be
suspended forthwith.

49. School children should be punished if caught indulging
in sexual behavior.
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58. It would be better if teachers did not encourage the

discussion of economic and political issues in classes;

they are too controversial for young people to handle

properly.

69. The school can do little about such difficult social

problems as prejudice and discrimination; attempts to

do something about them are often likely to aggravate

the situation.

71. To have adequate democratic education, the teacher should

teach and the administrator administrate; to mix the

two functions is poor policy and even defeating of the

school's basic purpose.

74. Public education is too secular; there is too little

emphasis on religious values.

77. The idea that the rights of minority groups must be

protected is good, but this should not mean that the

rights of majority group members should be violated by

legal provisions which force the mingling in public

schools of Negroes and whites.

lm: Restrictive Authority-Discipline

4. What education needs most, more than books and theories,

is a few courageous, tireless, devoted leaders in whom

teachers can. put their faith.

8. Discipline should be governed by long-range interests

and well-established standards.

20. Science has certainly carried man far, but there are many

important things, especially in education, that can never

possibly be understood by the human mind.

22. Schools should teach children dependence on higher moral

values.

23. Children need and should have more supervision and dis-

cipline than they usually get.

31. One of the big difficulties with modern schools is that

discipline is often sacrificed to the interests of children.

38. Teachers need to be guided in what they are to teach.

No individual teacher can be permitted to do as he wishes,

especially when it comes to teaching children.
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43. A good administrator discusses important matters of

educational policy with his subordinates when he needs

to.

53. The organization of instruction and learning must be

centered on universal ideas and truths if education is

to be anything more than passing fads and fancies.

70. It is essential for learning and effective work that

teachers outline in detail what is to be done and how

to go about it.

2a: Permissive Teaching-Subject Matter-Curriculum

2. Knowledge and subject matter themselves are not so im-

portant as learning to solve problems.

3. Courses of study should be centered around major ideas

or problems rather than around subject matter to be

learned.

11. Education is growth toward the capacity for more growth.

15. It is probably not desirable to require that every citi-

zen master a common body of knowledge.

30. We should fit the curriculum to the child and not the

child to the curriculum.

33. The goals of education should be dictated by children's
interests and needs, as well as by the larger demands

of society.

41. Learning experiences organized around life experiences
rather than around subjects is desirable in our schools.

50. Education is not so much imparting knowledge as it is
encouraging and prompting the child to use his potential-

ities for learning.
.

65. Children should be taught a problem-solving approach,
and this approach should pervade all subject matter and

teaching.

66. Right from the very first grade, teachers must teach
the child at his own level and not- at the level of the

J1

grade he is in.
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2b: Permissive Interpersonal Relations

10. There must be a relationship of equality and amity be-

tween administrators and teachers before we can call a

school educationally successful.

19. The social ends of education, in the sense of teaching

children to be sensitive to each other's personalities,

needs, and wishes, while perhaps not the most important

function of education, is certainly one of the most im-

portant functions.

28. Children must have social experiences under intelligent

guidance so that they can learn to live and work with

other people.

45. Good teaching implies that the teacher is sensitive to

the likes and dislikes of her pupils for each other.

52. The healthy interaction of pupils one with another is

probably just as important in school as the learning of

subject matter.

54. If both parents and teachers would make greater efforts

to be friendly and to understand each other, education

could be very much improved.

57. Teacher-training institutions should give just as much
weight to the study of human relations as to the study

of subject matter fields.

61. No subject is more important than the personalities of

the pupils.

67. The best teachers are those who set as their primary goal

the building of good feelings and relations in their class-

rooms.

78. A primary function of education is to teach children to

get along with and understand each other.

2k: Permissive Normative

14. Teachers have a right to have unions to protect their
rights and advance their interests.

18. Frill discussion of social, economic, and political affairs
must be promoted in schools, because such discussion is

the best assurance that youngsters will understand both
the promise of democracy and the dangers that threaten it.
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26. The grading system (A, B, C, etc.) should probably be

abolished in the elementary school.

32. All people, whether or not they have children in school,

should be taxed for public education.

35. All children, whether Negro, Jew, Catholic, Protestant,

or what not, are entitled to full equality of opportunity

in education, even, to the extent of not permitting invol-

untary separation of races and religions in the public

schools.

37. In a democracy, teachers should help students understand

not only the meaning of democracy but also the meaning

of the ideologies of other political systems.

56. It is necessary that Americans understand Communism.

Thus, American children should learn what Communism is,

just as they learn what democracy is.

59. Sex instruction should be given before adolescence.

73. Such evidence as there is indicates that today's graduates

of the public schools read, write, and understand what

they read better than did the young people of a genera-

tion ago.

76. Education and educational institutions must be sources

of new social ideas; education must be a social program

undergoing continual reconstruction.

2m: Permissive Authority-Discipline

7. When the purpose of discipline is to make the child suffer,

he is justified in resenting those who punish him.

9. Pupils should be encouraged to evaluate their teachers

since they must learn to evaluate other people all their

lives.

13. Children should be taught that all problems should be

subjected to critical and objective scrutiny, including

religious, moral, economic, and social problems.

16. One of the important functions of good school administra-

tion is to help promote teacher participation in deciding

educational policy.

24. Teachers should encourage pupils to study and criticize

our own and other economic systems and practices.
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27. The traditional moral standards of our culture should

not just be accepted; they should be examined and tested

in solving the present problems of students.

40. True discipline springs from interest, motivation, and

involvement in live problems.

42. Teachers, like university professors, should have academic

freedom - freedom to teach what they think is right and

best.

62. Children should be allowed more freedom than they usually

get in the execution of learning activities.

75. Learning is experimental; the child should be taught to

test alternatives before accepting any of them.



Items of Teacher Characteristics Q Sort

1. Systematic
2. Responsive
3. Adaptable
4. Cooperative
5. Reliable
6. Trustworthy
7. Tolerant
8. Consistent
9. Agreeable

10. Just
11. Persevering
12. Decisive
13. Quiet
14. Energetic
15. Open-minded
16. Serious
17. Resourceful
18. Warm
19. Punctual
20. Flexible
21. Purposeful
22. Insightful
23. Sociable
24. Religious
25. Forceful
26. Sincere
27. Healthy
28. Patient
29. Liberal
30. Progressive
31. Confident
32. Zestful
33. Neat
34. Fair
35. Polite

36. Calm
37. Scholarly
38. Independent
39. Conservative
40. Sensitive
41. Humorous
42. Sensible
43. Wise
44. Conscientious
45. Imaginative
46. Self-Respecting
47. Considerate
48. Cheerful
49. Alert
50. Thorough
51. Definite
52. Intelligent
53. Objective
54. Fluent
55. Attractive
56. Original
57. Spontaneous
58. Careful
59. Approachable
60. Kind
61. Gentle
62. Refined
63. Dependable
64. Poised
65. Sympathetic
66. Enthusiastic
67. Zealous
68. Efficient
69. Steady
70. Moral

71. Strict
72. Practical
73. Impartial
74. Industrious
75. Reserved
76. Self-Controlled
77. Friendly
78. Firm
79. Pleasant
80. Exacting
81. Likeable
82. Respectable
83,* Receptive
84. Inquisitive
85. Orderly
86. Studious
87. Good-Natured
88. Learned
89. Relaxed
90. Thoughtful
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Education Scale

Instructions: Given below are 20 statements on
educational ideas and problems about which we all
have beliefs, opinions, and attitudes. We all think

differently about such matters, and this scale is

an attempt to let you express your beliefs and opin-

ions. Respond to each of the items as follows:

Agree Very Strongly:
Agree Strongly:
Agree:

Disagree Very Strongly:
Disagree Strongly:
Disagree:

+ 3
+ 2
-4- 1

- 3

- 2
-

For example, if you agree very strongly with a state-
ment, you would write + 3 on the short line pieced,-

ing the statement, but if you should happen to dis-
agree with it, you would put - 1 in front of it.

Respond to each statement as best you can. Go rapidly

but carefully. Do not spend too much time on any
one statement; try to respond and then go on.

A 1. The goals of education should be dictated by chil-
dren's Interests and needs, as well as by the larger

demands of society.

A 2. No subject is more important than the personalities

of the pupils.

B 3. Schools of today are neglecting the three R's.

B 4. The pupil-teacher relationship is the relationship
between a child who needs direction, guidance, and
control and a teacher who is an expert supplying
direction, guidance, and control,.

A 5. Teachers, like university professors, should have
academic freedom--freedom to teach 'ghat they think

is right and best.

6. The backbone of the school curriculum is subject
matter; activities are useful mainly to facilitate
the learning of subject matter.
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A 7. Teachers should encourage pupils to study and criti-

cize our own and other economic systems and practices.

A 8. The traditional moral standards of our culture should

not just be accepted; they should be examined and

tested in solving the present problems of students.

A 9. Learning is experimental; the child should be taught

to test alternatives before accepting any of them.

B 10. The curriculum consists of subject matter to be learned

and skills to be acquired.

B 11. The true view of education is so arranging learning

that the child gradually builds up a storehruse of

knowledge that he can use in the future.

B 12. One of the big difficulties with modern schools is

that discipline is often sacrificed to the interests

of children.

B 13. The 'curriculum should contain an orderly arrangement

of subjects that represent the best of our cultural

heritage.

B 14. Discipline should be governed by long-range inter-

ests and well-established standards.

A 15. Education and educational institutions must be

sources of new social ideas; education must be a

social program undergoing continual reconstruction.

A 16. Right from the very first grade, teachers must teach

the child at his own level and not at the level of

the grade he is in.

A 17. Children should be allowed more freedom than they

usually get in the execution of learning activities.

B 18. Children need and should have more supervision and

discipline than they usually get.

B 19. Learning is essentially a process of increasing one's

store of information about the various fields of

knowledge.

_A 20. In a democracy, teachers should help students under-

stand not only the meaning of democracy but also the

meaning of the ideologies of other political systems.
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Education Scale VI

Instructions: See Education Scale on page 241.

1. Schools of today are neglecting the three R's.

B 2. The backbone of the school curriculum is subject

matter; activities are useful mainly to facilitate

the learning of subject matter.

A 3. Teaching should be based on the pres needs of

the child.

A 4. The American public school should take an active

part in stimulating social change.

A 5. The traditional moral standards of our culture should

not just be accepted; they should be examined and

tested in solving the present problems of students.

B 6. The curriculum should contain an orderly arrangement

of subjects that represent the best of our cultural

heritage.

A 7. The healthy interaction of pupils one with another

is just as important in school as the learning of

subject matter.

B 8. The mind of the child must be well-trained if it is

to perform its function properly later in life.

A 9. Children should be allowed more freedom than they

usually get in the execution of learning activities.

A 10. Right from the very first grade, teachers must teach

the child at his own level and not at the level of

the grade he is in.

B 11. Learning is essentially a process of increasing one's

store of itt,rmation about the various fields of know-

ledge.

B 12. Many schools waste time and money on fads and frills:

activity programs, driver education, swimming pools,

social services, = the like.
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A 13. Education and educational institutions must be

sources of new social ideas; education must be a

social program undergoing continual reconstruction.

_A 14. The learning of proper attitudes is often more impor-

tant than the learning of subject matter.

A 15. Learning experiences organized around life experi-

ences rather than around subjects is desirable in

our schools.

B 16. It is essential for learning and effective work that

teachers outline in detail what is to be done and

how to go about it.

B 17. The true view of education is so arranging learning

that the child gradually builds up a storehouse of

knowledge that he can use in the future.

B 18. Teachers need to be guided in what they are to teach.

No individual teacher can be permitted to do as he

wishes, especially when it comes to teaching children.

A 19. Emotional development and social development are as

important in the evaluation of pupil progress as

academic achievement.

A 20. It is more important that the child learns how to

approach and solve problems than it is for him to

master the subject matter of the curriculum.

A 21. Learning is experimental; the child should be taught

to test alternatives before accepting any of them.

B 22. The curriculum consists of subject matter to be

learned and skills to be acquired.

B 23. Each subject and activity should be aimed at develop-

ing a particular part of the child's makeup: physical,

intellectual, social, moral, or spiritual.

A 24. Teachers should encourage pupils to study and criti-

cize our own and other economic systems and practices.

B 25. Since life is essentially a struggle, education

should emphasize competition and the fair competi-

tive spirit.
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A 26. True discipline springs from interest, motivation,

and involvement in live problems.

A 27. We should fit the curriculum to the child and not

the child to the curriculum.

B 28. The organization of instruction
centered on universal ideas and

is to be more than passing fads

B 29. Teachers should keep in mind thL
made to work.

and learning must be
truths if education
and fancies.

pupils have to be

A 30. Education and educational institutions must be sources

of new social ideas.

A 31. Teachers should be free to teach what they think is

right and proper.

B 32. Schools should teach children dependence on higher

moral values.

B 33. What is needed in the modern classroom is a revival

of the authority of the teacher.

B 34. It is unrealistic to expect education to be like

real life; it is more a preparation for life.

B 35. One of the basic purposes of education is to conserve

and transmit the values and standards of the society

of which it is a part.

A 36. The goals of education should be dictated by children's

interests and needs, as well as by the larger demands

of society.

A 37. Subjects like communism and capitalism should be

studied in the public schools.

B 38. The modern public school is sacrificing too much of

our cultural heritage in its preoccupation with life-
adjustment and group living.

B 39. One of the big difficulties with modern schools is

that discipline is often sacrificed to the interests

of children.

B 40. Subjects that sharpen the mind, like mathematics and

foreign languages, need greater emphasis in the

Al

public school curriculum.
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A 41. Children should'be taught that all problems should

be subjected to critical and objective scrutiny,

including religious, moral, economic, and social

problems.

B 42. The movement to substitute "activities" for subjects

in the curriculum of the modern school will operate

against the best interests of American education.

A 43. Standards of work should not be the same for all

pupils; they should vary with the pupil.

B 44. Children need and should have more supervision and

discipline than they usually get.

A 45. Education is not so much imparting knowledge as it

is encouraging and prompting the child to use his

potentialities for learning.

A 46. In a democracy, teachers should help students under-

stand not only the meaning of democracy but also the

meaning of the ideologies of other political systems.



Education Scale VII

Instructions: See Education Scale on page 241.

B 1. Learning is essentially a process of increasing

one's store of information about the various fields

of knowledge.

B 2. The curriculum consists of subject matter to be

learned aid skills to be acquired.

A 3. The learning of proper attitudes is often more impor-

tant than the learning of subject matter.

A 4. It is more important that the child learn how to

approach and solve problems than it is for him to

master the subject matter of the curriculum.

B 5. The true view of education is so arranging learning

that the child gradually builds up a storehouse of

knowledge that he can use in he future.

B 6. What is needed in the modern classroom is a revival

of the authority of the teacher.

B 7. Teachers should keep in mind that pupils have to be

made to work.

B 8. Schools of today are neglecting the three R's.

A 9. Standards of work should not be the same for all

pupils; they should vary with the pupil.

A 10. The goals of education should be dictated by chil-

dren's interests and needs, as well as by the demands

of society.

B 11. Each subject and activity should be aimed at develop-

ing a particular part of the child's makeup: physi-

cal, intellectual, social, moral, or spiritual.

A 12. Right from the very first grade, teachers must teach

the child at his own level and not at the level of

the grade he is in.

B 13. Teachers need to be guided in what they are to teach.

No individual teacher can be permitted to do as he
wishes, especially when it comes to teaching children.
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A 14. Learning experiences organized around life experi-

ences rather than around subjects is desirable in

our schools.

A 15. We should fit the curriculum to the child and not the

child to the curriculum.

B 16. Subjects that sharpen the mind, like mathematics and

foreign languages, need greater emphasis in the

public school curriculum.

B 17. Since life is essentially a struggle, education should

emphasize competition and the fair competitive spirit.

A 18. The healthy interaction of pupils one with another

is just as important in school as the learning of

subject matter.

B 19. The organization of instruction and learning must be

centered on universal ideas and truths if education

is to be more than passing fads and fancies.

B 20. The curriculum should contain an orderly arrangement

of subjects that represent the best of our cultural

heritage.

A 21. True discipline springs from int.s-rest, motivation,

and involvement in live problems.

A 22. Emotional development and social development are as

important in the evaluation of pupil progress as

academic achievement.

A 23. Education and educational institutions must be sources

of new social ideas.

A 24. Children should be taught that all problems should

be subjected to critical and objective scrutiny,

including religious, moral, economic, and social

problemse

B 25. One of the big difficulties with modern schools is

that discipline is often sacrificed to the interests

of children.

A 26. Teachers should encourage pupils to study and criti-

cize our own and other economic systems and practices.

B 27. Children need and should have more supervision and

disCipline than they usually get.
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B 28. Schools should teach children dependence on higher

moral values.

A 29. The public school should take an active part in stimu-

lating social change.

A 30. Learning is experimental; the child should be taught

to test alternatives before accepting any of them.
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T-C Scale I

Instructions: Given below are 38 adjectives which can be

used to describe people. In this case we would like you to

use the adjectives to describe the "good teacher." You should

judge each trait as to its importance for a good teacher to

have. Try to be general in your judgments. That is, do not

limit yourself to elementary school teachers, say, or to col-

lege teachers. In cases of doubt, however, where you feel

you must label your good teacher, think of the public school

teacher. In other words, we would like to have your considered

judgment on how important it is for teachers to have the traits.

(By "having the traits" we mean having a good deal of them or

having little of them.)

Use the following system in judging the traits. If you

think a trait is extremely import! to have, put a 7 in the

space provided before the trait. If you think the trait is

very important for a teacher to have, put a 6 before it. Use

the numbers 5,4,3,2, and 1 similarly, the amount of judged

importance decreasing with the numbers so that 1 would mean

very unimportant or of no importance at all. Try to use the

whole scale of numbers. Don't, for example, say that a teacher

should have all or most of the traits (by putting high numbers,

such as 6 or 7, on all or most of them). In short, be ar

discriminative as you can.

N 1. Polite
A 2. Open-Minded
A 3. Considerate
A 4. Friendly
N 5. Agreeable

B 6. Industrious
B 7. Efficient
A 8. Sympathetic
A 9. Insightful
A 10. Purposeful
B 11. Religious

N 12. Original
A 13. Sensitive

B 14. Thorough
B 15. Moral
B 16. Approachable
N 17. Pleasant
N 18. Poised
B 19. Healthy
N 20. Progressive

250

B 21. Reliable
B 22. Self-Controlled
N 23. Sensible
B 24. Just

B 25. Punctual
A 26. Kind
A 27. Warm
A 28. Fair
B 29. Firm
B 30. Conscientious
B 31. Learned
A 32. Flexible
N 33. Thoughtful
N 34. Humorous
A 35. Imaginative
A 36. Tolerant
A 37. Alert
N 38. Cheerful



TC-VIII

Instructions: See T-C Scale I on page 250.

B 1. Industrious

A 2. Thoughtful

A 3. Original

A 4. Insightful

A 5. Friendly

B 6. Sensible

A 7. Open-Minded

B 8. Efficient

B 9. Reliable

A 10. Flexible

B 11. Poised

A 12. Warm

A 13. Tolerant

A 14. Imaginative

B 15. Firm

B 16. Conscientious

B 17. Punctual

A 18. Sensitive

B 19. Learned

B 20. Thorough

A 21. Sympathetic

B 22. Self-Controlled



Social Attitudes Scale

Instructions: See Education Scale on page 241.

B 1. Individuals who are against churches and religions

should not be allowed to teach in colleges.

A 2. Large fortunes should be taxed fairly heavily over

and above income taxes.

A 3. Both public and private universities and colleges

should get generous aid from both state and federal

governments.

B 4. Science and society would both be better off if

scientists took no part in politics.

A 5. Society should be quicker to throw out old ideas

and traditions and to adopt new thinking and customs.

A 6. To ensure adequate care of the sick, we need to

change radically the present system of privately

controlled medical care.

7. If civilization is to survive, there must be a turn-

ing back to religion.

8. A first consideration in any society is the protection

of property rights.

9. Government ownership and management of utilities
leads to bureaucracy and inefficiency.

B 10. If the United States takes part in any sort of world
organization, we should be sure that we lose none of
our power and influence.

A 11. Funds for school construction should come from state
and federal government loans at no interest or very

low interest.

B 12. Inherited racial characteristics play more of a part
in the achievements of individuals and groups than

is generally known.

A 13. Federal Government: aid for the construction of schools
is long overdue, and should be instituted as a perma-
nent policy.
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I,
A 14. Our present economic system should be reformed so

that profits are replaced by reimbursements for use-

ful work.

A 15. Public enterprises like railroads should not make

profits; they are entitled to fares sufficient to

enable them to pay only a fair interest on the actual

cash capital they have invested.

B 16. Government laws and regulations should be such as

first to ensure the prosperity of business since

the prosperity of all depends on the prosperity of

business.

A 17. All individuals who are intellectually capable of

benefiting from it should get a college education,

at public expense if necessary.

B 18. The well-being of a nation depends mainly on its

industry and business.

A 19. True democracy is limited in the United States

because of the special privileges enjoyed by busi-

ness and industry.

A 20. The gradual social ownership of industry needs to

be encouraged if we are ever to cure some of the

ills of our society.

B 21. There are too many professors in our colleges and

universities who are radical in their social and

political beliefs.

B 22. There should be no government interference with busi-

ness and trade.

B 23. Some sort of religious education should be given in

public schools.

A 24. Unemployment insurance is an inalienable right of

the working man.

B 25. Individuals with the ability and foresight to earn

and accumulate wealth should have the right to enjoy

that wealth without government interference and regu-

lations.

A 26. The United Nations should be whole-heartedly supported

by all of us.
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Hiring Teachers

Instructions: Imagine that you are the superintendent of a

medium-size school district. In hiring teachers it is you who

recommends the best candidates to the board of education.

The board always approves your recommendations. You have

six positions open for the new year and eighteen applicants

for the positions. You must select etx of the eighteen appli-

cants and recommend that these six be hired by the board of

education. Summary descriptions of the backgrounds and char-

acteristics of the eighteen teachers are given below. Read

through all the summaries. Then go back and study them.

Then pick the teacher you would first recommend. Then go

through the list and pick the teacher among the remaining appli-

cants you would next recommend. Do the same until you have

picked six teachers. It is these six teachers you will recom-

mend to the board of education,

In choosing the teachers, choose each one separately and

independently. That is, do not allow your choice of one

teacher to influence your choice of another teacher. To make

sure that your choices are independent, imagine each time

that you are choosing and recommending only that one teacher

to the board of education. On the form passed out with these

descriptions make checks beside the numbers that correspond

to the six teachers you have chosen.

1. Dorothy Palter. Age 27. B.S., City College; M.A., Univer

sity of Buffalo. Has four years teaching experience. All

A of it is satisfactory. Her recommendations are good.

She has been described by reliable sources as sensitive,

purposeful, open-minded, patient, imaginative, and warm.

2. Davida Lester. Age 27. Single. B.S., University of

Buffalo; M.A., City College. Has seven years teaching

B experience, all of it satisfactory. Her recommendations

are good. She has been described by reliable sources as

industrious, firm, efficient, moral, dependable, and

self-controlled.

3. Joan Macomber. Age 25. Single. B.S., Potsdam State

Teachers College; M.A., Teachers College, Columbia Univer-

A sity. Has six years teaching experience, all of it satis-

factory. Her recommendations are good. She has been

described reliably as insightful, enthusiastic, sympa-

thetic, flexible, kind, and purposeful.
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4. Mary Helson. Age 25. Single B.S., Oswego State Teachers

College; M.A. Teachers College, Columbia University. Has

N five years teaching experience, all of it satisfactory.

She is well recommended. Reliably described as agreeable,

responsive, humorous, likeable, sensible, and objective.

5. Katherine Machlin. Age 26. Single. B.S., Oneonta State

Teachers College; M.A., Teachers College, Columbia Uni-

B versity. Has five years teaching experience. All of it

is sattsfactory. Comes well recommended. Is described

by reliable sources as firm, conscientious, self-control-

led, efficient, reliable, and thorough.

6. Ruth Jackson. Age 25. Single, B.S., Potsdam State

Teachers College; M.A. New York University. Has six

B years teaching experience. All of it has been satisfac-

tory. Her recommendations are good. She has been reli-

ably described as industrious, conscientious, just, refined,

healthy, and efficient.

7. Estelle Johnson., Age 27. Single. B.S., Ohio State

University; M.A., New York University. Has four years

B teaching experience, all of it; satisfactory. Her recom-

mendations are good. Reliable sources describe her as

conscientious, just, self-controlled, refined, dependable,

and thorough.

8. Marion Johnson. Age 26. Single. B.S., New York Uni-

versity; M.A., Teachers College, Columbia University.

A Has five years teaching experience, all of it satisfac-

tory. She comes well recommended. She has been described

reliably as imaginative, warm, open-minded, flexible,

friendly, and sensitive.

9. May Forsyth. Age 24. Single. B.S., Ohio State Univer-

sity; M.A., University of Michigan. Has six years teach-

N ing experience; it is all satisfactory. Her recommenda-

tions are good. Reliable sources say that she is consis-

tent, pleasant, impartial, gentle, thoughtful, and good-

natured.

10. Elfrieda Masterson. Age 26. Single. B.S., University

of Buffalo; M.A., New York University. Has five years

N teaching experience, all of it satisfactory. She is

well recommended. Reliable sources say that she is
objective, good-natured, likeable, impartial, energetic,
and gentle.



11. Esther Alsop. Age 26. Single. B.S., New York Univer-

sity; M.A., Teachers College, Columbia University. Has

B four years teaching experience, all of it satisfactory.

Her recommendations are good. Reliable evidence indicates

that she is firm, moral, efficient, reliable, approach-

able, and just.

12. Emily Withers. Age 27. Single. B.S., New York Univer-

sity; M.A. Teachers College, Columbia University. Has

N four years teaching experience, all of it satisfactory.

She is well recommended. Reliable sources describe her

as good-natured, objective, pleasant, responsive, ener-

getic, thoughtful.

13. Gertrude Lester. Age 26. Single. B.S., Ohio State

University; M.A. University of Michigan. Has six years

A teaching experience. All of it is satisfactory. Her

recommendations are good. Reliable sources say that

she is resourceful, warm, imaginative, sincere, fair,

and insightful.

14. Ruth Simpson. Age 24. Single. B.S., Potsdam State

Teachers College; M.A. New York University. Has five

A years teaching experience, all of it satisfactory. Her

recommendations are good. Reliable evidence indicates

that she is insightful, flexible, purposeful, enthusi-

astic, fair, and sympathetic.

15. Doris Harrison. Age 25. Single. B.S., Ohio State
University; M.A., New York University. Has six years

A teaching experience, all of it satisfactory. Comes

well recommended. Is described by reliable sources as
sensitive, imaginative, purposeful, sincere, warm, and

resourceful.

16. Alice Cherrington. Age 243 Single. B.S., City College;

M.A., Pennsylvania State University. Has five years

N teaching experience. All of it is satisfactory. She is

reliably described as impartial, energ%.,.ic, thoughtful,

humorous, agreeable, and sensible.

17. Louis Carpenter. Age 25. Single. B.S., Oswego State
Teachers College; M.A., Teachers College, Columbia Univer-

N sity. Has five years teaching experience. Is well recom-

mended. Is reliably described as humorous, thoughtful,
sensible, pleasant, agreeable, and consistent.
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18. Ellen Harding. Age 24. Single. B.S., Pennsylvania

State University; M.A., Pennsylvania State University.

B Has five years teaching experience, all of it satisfac-

tory. Reliably described as efficient, refined, indus-

trious, firm, moral, and healthy.
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f

Hiring Teachers

Instructions: Imagine that you are a teacher in a public

school in a medium-sized town. The superintendent of schools

has appointed a committee of three teachers to study the back-

grounds of teachers applying for teaching positions. You are

a member of this committee. This year there are 5 positions

to fill. There are 14 applicants for the 5 positions. Your

committee must choose 5 of these 14 individuals to recommend

to the superintendent for hiring.

Brief descriptions of the 14 applicants are given below.

Note that all the applicants have had satisfactory training

and appropriate degrees from reputable institutions. They

are also all unmarried. Study the descriptions carefully.

Then choose the 5 teachers whom you yourself would like to

recommend.

In choosing the teachers, choose each one separately

and independently. That is, do not allow your choice of one

teacher to influence your choices of other teachers. To

make sure that your choices are independent, imagine each

time that you are choosing and recommending only that one

teacher to the superintendent. Check the descriptions of

the 5 teachers you have chosen.

1. Ruth Machson. Age 28. Has five years teaching experi-

ence, all of it satisfactory. Comes well recommended.

B Is described by reliable sources as reliable, poised,

conscientious, self-controlled, and sensible.

2. Dorothy Palter. Age 29. Has four years teaching experi-

ence. All of it is satisfactory. Her recommendations

N are good. She has been reliably described as consistent,

responsive, earnest, tactful, and good-natured.

3. Davida Lester. Age 27. Has five years teaching experi-

ence. All of this experience has been satisfactory, and

B her recommendations are good. She has been reliably

described as sensible, punctual, firm, healthy, and

industrious.

4. Mary Helson. Age 28. Five years teaching experience,

all of it satisfactory. Comes well r2commended. Is

B described reliably as industrious, firm, efficient, moral,

and thorough.
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5. Estelle Johnson. Age 29. Has six years teaching experi-

ence. This experience has all been satisfactory. Has

A good recommendations. Reliable sources describe her as

friendly, tolerant, insightful, humorous, and agreeable.

6. Ruth Jackson. Age 28. Has five years teaching experi-

ence, all satisfactory. Comes well recommended. Reli-

A able sources describe her as humorous, warm, agreeable,

enthusiastic, and cheerful.

7. May Forsyth. Age 28. Seven years teaching experience.

All of this experience has been satisfactory. Is well

B recommended. Reliable sources say that she is poised,

industrious, self-controlled, thorough, and firm.

8. Louise Carpenter. Age 27. Has had four years experi-

ence, all of it satisfactory. Her recommendations are

A good. Reliable evidence indicates that she is flexible,

sensitive, insightful, imaginative, and thoughtful.

9. Ellen Harding. Age 29. Has had six years teaching experi-

ence. This experience has been satisfactory, and her

B recommendations are good. Has been reliably described

as conscientious, efficient, punctual, reliable, and

sensible.

10. Ruth Simpson. Age 26. Has been teaching for five years.

This experience has been satisfactory. Recommendations

N are good. Reliable sources say that she is energetic,

cultivated, self-possessed, modL2ate, and secure.

11. Alice Cherrington. Age 27. Has been teaching for five

years. This experience has been satisfactory. Comes

A well recommended. Evidence that is reliable indicates

that she is agreeable, sympathetic, warm, tolerant, and

original.

12. Doris Harrison. Age 28. Has six years teaching experi-

ence, all of it satisfactory. Her recommendations are

A good. Reliable sources describe her as original, patient,

warm, thoughtful, and pleasant.

13. Emily Withers. Age 29. Seven years teaching experience,

all of it satisfactory. Is well recommended. Has been

A reliably described as thoughtful, agreeable, imaginative,

sympathetic, and kind.

14. Esther Johnson. Age 29. Has seven years teaching experi-

ence. All this experience has been satisfactory. Recom-

B mendations are good. She has been described as efficient,

reliable, thorough, religious, and punctual.
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Behavior Q-Sort

Normative Social

1. Discourages pupils who boast.

2. Speaks frequently about the necessity for good health

habits.
3. Encourages pupils to work for civic improvement.

4. Tells pupils to urge their parents to vote.

5. Encourages pupils to participate in athletic activities.

6. Encourages students to participate in school banking.

7. Encourages pupils to participate in school elections.

8., Impresses upon students the importance of good manners.

9. Gives credit for participation in school clubs.

10. Tries to instill civic pride in pupils.

11. Encourages the need to dress neatly.

12. Encourages participation in extracurricular activities.

13. Stresses the importance of telling the truth.

14. Teaches pupils to keep their word.

15. Stresses the importance of correct speech.

16. Explains the necessity for honesty.

17. Instills proper respect for elders.

18. Tries to overcome racial and religious prejudice among

pupils.
19. Teaches respect for all ethnic groups.

20. Teaches students to be sensitive to the needs of others.

Authority Discipline

21. Settles things once and for all when he reprimands a

pupil.
22. Considers pupils' age in setting up classroom rules.

23. Reprimands pupils in a quiet friendly manner.

24. Discourages pupils from speaking out of turn.

25. Stresses the importance of obeying school rules.

26. Adheres to the rules he sets up.

27. Demands attention from students during lessons.

28. Hesitates to turn his behavior problems over to other

school authorities.
29. Demands a quiet classroom.

30. Maintains order without apparent effort.
31. Shows his displeasure to students who do not make an

effort.

32. Requires that pupils raise hands to be recognized.

33. Enforces school rules.
34. Impresses on pupils that as a teacher he deserves respect.

35. Requires work to be submitted punctually.
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36. Handles embarrassing situations in an undisturbed manner.

37. In case of infraction of rules allows pupil to explain

his side.
38. Is consistent in administering discipline.

39. Demands that pupils keep room neat and orderly.

40. Tries to reprimand pupils in private.

Interpersonal Relations

41. Keeps his temper when conducting class.

42. Avoids making derogatory personal remarks to pupils.

43. Shows sincere concern when confronted with personal

problems of pupils.

44. Pays attention to student complaints.

45. Shows interest in the viewpoints of pupils.

46. Impresses on students that he values working with them.

47. Stresses respect for fellow students as much as for

teachers.
48. Conscious of student feelings in all conferences.

49. Ignores his personal likes and dislikes in handling

pupils.
50. Keeps appointments with students.

51. Helps individual pupils with emotional problems.

52. Makes self available to students who wish to speak to

him.

53. Tries to foster student self-awareness.

54. Admits when pupils are in right.

55. Keeps his promises to students.

56. Gives kindly talks to pupils who need advice.

57. Helps former pupils.

58. Gives his own time to students in need.
59. Commends effort on the part of pupils.

60. Gives pupils deserved compliments.

Teaching Subject Matter

61. In his presentations, shows competent knowledge of sub-

ject-matter.
62. Gives assignments that foster learning.

63. Suggests aids to learning to supplement classroom activity.

64. Goes beyond the curriculum if class will benefit from it.

65. Conveys the goals of each lesson to his pupils.

66. Often gives pertinent illustrations in answering questions.

67. Usually corrects as'igned work.

68. Gives explicit directions for the presentation of daily

work.
69. Encourages pupils to be constructively critical in their

approach to subject-matter.
70. Takes advantage of student interest in planning lessons.
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71. Employs original devices in implemeating the curriculum.

72. Brings material from related fields into lessons.

73. Presents well planned lessons.

74. Asks intelligent questions to supplement lectures.

75. Brings latest developments in subject-area into lessons.

76. Rarely strays from subject during lessons.

77. Conveys his enjoyment of subject-matter to pupils.

78. Presents material in different ways for slow pupils.

79. Provides individualized material for pupils as required.

80. Repeats often enough so that students learn subject-

matter.
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Teacher Behavior Rating Scale

Elementary School Form

Instructions: Given below are 30 teacher behaviors. You

are to rate these behaviors according to your opinion of

their importance for an ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHER. Rate

them according to your opinion of their importance for an

elementary school teacher to implement in her classroom.

Give each item a rating of from 1 to 7, according to its

importance. (1) denotes little importance; (7) denotes a

great deal of importance, (3) would be about average importance.

You may use any rating from (1) to (7). Remember you are

judging these behaviors according to their importance for

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS.

A 1. Conscious of student feelings in all conferences.

2. Requires work to be submitted punctually.

3. Keeps his promises to students.

_21._ 4. Repeats often enough so that students learn subject-

matter.

ja 5. Asks intelligent questions to supplement lectures.

6. Makes self available to students who wish to speak

to him.
7. Pays attention to student complaints.

8. Encourages pupils to be constructively critical in

their approach to subject-matter.

B 9. Often gives pertinent illustrations in answering

questions.

B 10. Discourages pupils from speaking out of turn.

A 11. Tries to foster student self-awareness.

B 12. Enforces school rules.
A 13. Helps individual pupils with emotional problems.

B 14. Demands a quiet classroom.
B 15. Presents material in different ways for slow pupils.

B 16. Adheres to the rules he sets up.
B 17. Requires that pupils raise hands to be recognized.

A 18. Shows sincere concern when confronted with personal

problems of pupils.
A 19. Admits when pupils are in right.

B 20. Conveys his enjoyment of subject-matter to pupils.

B 21. Presents well planned lessons.

A 22. Shows interest in the viewpoints of pupils.

A 23. Keeps appointments with students.

A 24. Impresses on students that he values working with

them.

B 25. Demands attention from students during lessons.
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A 26. In case of infraction of rules allows pupil to

explain his side.

B 27. In his presentations, shows competent knowledge of

subject-matter.
28. Maintains order without apparent effort.

29. Avoids making derogatory personal remarks to pupils.

A Teaches students to be sensitive to the needs of

others.
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Teachers at Work

In the following pages you are presented with observa-

tions of teachers at work. You are asked to act like an

observer who enters classrooms, observes teachers, and rates

them. However, instead of you going into the classroom, we

provide you with observations made by competent observers and

ask you to rate each teacher on a scale ranging from Very

Poorto Excellent.

We realize that it is difficult to evaluate a teacher on

the basis of one observation. Yet, when the need arises,

people are able to make evaluations even when little informa-

tion is provided.

At the bottom of each observation you will find a scale

on which you will indicate your evaluation of the teacher by

placing a check on the scale. If, for example, you think

the teacher is Very Good you will place a check on the scale

thus:

Very Poor Fair Good Very Excellent

Poor Good

Do this for all observations. Remember, each observa-

tion deals with a different teacher. Therefore, evaluate

each teacher independently of all other teachers. That is,

you should riot let your evaluation of one teacher affect

your evaluation of any other teacher.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Fifth Grade

Teacher: Whatdid you see in the newspapers yesterday

of nationwide importance?
Many answers. One child says, 'The coal strike." From

this the teacher led a discussion about coal - where it comes

from, how it is formed, etc.

Teacher: What subject area would this come under for

our study today?

Cnild: Social studies

Teacher: What: word can you think of that rhymes with

coal?
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Child: Goal
Teacher: Good. Today we shall study the 'oa' family

and learn to pronounce and spell words of this family. What

subject area will this come tinder?

After many guesses, on's child says, "language arts".

Teacher: Quite right. Language arts.

Very Poor Fair Good Very Excellent

Poor Good

Fourth Grade

The Good Citizens Club is holding a meeting . . .

Officers are elected by the group. The purpose of the club

is to teach children to he better citizens. The order of

procedure is as follows: the president . . . bangs her

gavel on the desk and . . . says: "The meeting of the Good

Citizens Club will come to order." Each child then tikes

from his or her desk a booklet whose title is All About Me .

aid places it on top of his desk. The vice-president calls

the name of a child, gets the child's booklet, and places it

on the teacher's desk. The president then calls on the child

and asks, "Robert, have you been a good citizen this week?"

The president says, "Name some of the good things you have

done," and Robert tries to recall some, like opening doors

for people, running errands etc. Next the president asks the

class if it remembers any good things the child has done.

Each point is written in the child's booklet by the teacher,

The president then says to Robert, "Name the bad things you

have done . . ." Robert reports the wrongs he has committed

during the week, and the class is asked to contribute informa-

tion about his behavior. This too is written in the booklet

by the teacher. When one child reports a misdemeanor of

another the teacher asks for witnesses before recording the

incident.

Very Poor Fair Good Very Excellent

Poor Good
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Please Note: Although this is a teacher's own account, we

would like you to treat it in the manner you treat the observa-

tions.

A Teacher's Account

The following is an outline of how I plan to have an

indoor drinking fountain installed this school term through

cooperative planning and the democratic process. In launch-

ing the project those who are in charge must take a lead in

planning and interesting each person to a degree that he will

participate in the study of school problems and in the forma-

tion of school policy and program.

September 7. The first meeting of the Willing Workers

Club will be held with P.T.A. members present. Plans will be

made to do something tangible for the school during the term.

Out of the many suggestions which the club will give, the

project of installing an indoor fountain will be decided upon.

September 14. At the second meeting of the club, the

city nurse will be invited to give a talk on the importance

of water in the body and the unsanitary fountain and results.

Community needs will be discussed by the group.

The committee on contacting key people of the community

will make its report. The ways and means committee will

become active in the second meeting. The money will be raised

at the end of four weeks and the fountain will be installed

as a result of cooperative planning by a democratic community.

Very Poor Fair Good Very Excellent

Poor Good

Fourth Grade

After playtime. Jim is crying,

Teacher: What's the matter, Jim?

Jim: No one wants to play with me. They always keep me

out of all the games.
Teacher: Can you think of any reason? Can you think of

something you have done?
No answer.
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Teacher: Class , may I have your attention. Jim, here,

complains that no one wants to play with him. Now, let's be

reasonable, let's discuss it like grown-ups. The best thing

is not to keep things inside but tell the other person how

one feels. I suggest you tell Jim what is bothering you and

I am sure we can straighten things out.

Several children start speaking together.

Teacher: One minute, please. Everyone will get his

chance. Just be patient.

Tom: Yesterday Jim pushed me and poked me with the elbow.

He always does it. Why should I play with him?

Linda: When he has something, he never wants to share.

Rachel,: He always wants my things.

Robert: He is a cry-baby.
After all the children were given a chance to explaft,

teacher says: "You see, Jim, they have all kinds of reasons.

I am sure now that you have heard what they don't like you

will not do it again. And you people, I want you to help Jim.

You told him what you think. Now let's all help him be one of

us. I am sure it will make us all feel better. We are all

going to be good friends. Aren't we?

A number of children nod.

Very Poor Fair Good Very Excellent

Poor Good

Fifth Grade

The children are taking turns reading to the class stories

they have made up. Charlie's is called The Unknown Guest.
"One dark, dreary night, on a hill a house stood. This

house was forbidden territory for Bill and Joe, but they were

going in anyway. The door creaked, squealed, slammed. A

voice warned them to go home. They went upstairs. A stair

cracked. They entered a room. A voice said they might as

well stay and find out now; and their father came out. He

laughed and they laughed, but they never forgot their adven-

ture together."
Teacher: Are there any words that give you the mood of

the story?
Lucy: He could have made the sentences a little better .

Gert: His sentences are too short . .

Charlie and Jeanne have a discussion about the position

of the word "stood" in the first sentence.

Teacher: Wait a minute; some people are forgetting their

manners . . .
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Jeff: About the room: the boys went up the stairs and

one "cracked," then they were in the room. Did they fall
through the stairs, or what?

The teacher suggests Charlie make that a little clearer . .

Teacher: We still haven't decided about the short sen-

tences.
Gwynne: I wish he had read with more expression instead

of all at one time.
Rachel: Not enough expression.
Teacher: Charlie, they want a little more expression

from you. I guess we have given you enough suggestions for
one time, Charlie, haven't we?

Very Poor Fair Good Very Excellent

Poor Good

Sixth Grade. Scene: Weekly class meeting.

Sally, the chairman, calls for the secretary's report.
Items mentioned are chalk on walls outside of school, sale
of Christmas seals, one-cent fine for leaving things on
desk.

Teacher: (to secretary) Say "carried" rather than
"voted through". (To chairman): I think you forgot your
standing committee.

Judy reminds the group to bring things for the Junior
Red Cross packages.

Teacher asks Judy to repeat what they need for the pack-
ages.

Chairman calls for old business.
Teacher: I think Wyland needs to give a report on duties.
Wyland reports.
There is some discussion about watering plants.
Teacher: Don't you think we should have a council report?
Council report follows.

Very Poor Fair Good Very Excellent
Poor Good
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